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CERAMICS

for all electronic applications
Silvered Ceramic Condensers cover a variety of useful shapes, including
Pearls, Discs, Beads and Tubes, and have many applications in R.F.
circuits
particularly where ultra-high frequencies are present, when
their low inductance and excellent power factor are of special advantage.
A wide choice of negative and positive temperature co -efficients permits
the temperature compensation of other components, and frequency
stabilisation of tuned circuits.

-

Hi-K CERAMIC DISCS

Hi -K TUBULARS

for decoupling purposes in T.V. and
spark suppression in small electrical
apparatus-extremely low inductances.
Up to í0,00o pF at 500 v. D.C. work-

combine high capacity with small
physical size : used widely as by-pass
condensers in T.V. and other H.F.
receivers where low inductance is of

ing. ,,Finished in a moisture-resisting
compound that does not soften or crack
up to 00°C.
LOW -K TUBULARS

with the choice of four temperature
co -efficients and a wide range of
capacity values, serve many purposes
in general circuitry.

special value.
LOW -K PEARLS

of up to to pF capacity and
LOW -K DISCS of up to 5o pF. with
high negative temperature co -efficient
permitting compensation of other cornponents and frequency stabilisation in
tuned circuits.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION:

NORTH ACTON

HIGH FIDELITY

LONDON

H.F. 1012.

W.3

Telephone: ACORN 0061

10' Hi-Fi Unit
£4. 19.9

AT REALISTIC
COST!
See

and

hear these

and all other W.B. lines

at our London Office
(109 Kingsway, W.C.2)

any Saturday between
9 a.m. and 12 noon.

H.F. 1214. Full
Range 12" Unit
14,000 gauss
£9. 15.6

r

Tweeter Units

I T.816.

Special 8" MidRange and High Frequency
Unit. 16,000 gauss
magnet. £6. 10.0

£4.4.0

W.8.12
High Fidelity
Amplifier

The New

Price £25

Ready to assemble

Cabinets from
£5. 10.0
TV and Record Storage

Cabinets

£9.14.3 & £10.4.9

Details of all the outstanding W.B. products on request
WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD
MANSFIELD
NOTTS

&

£12.12.0
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HOME RADIO OF MITCHAM
187,

LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY

SUMMER DAYS .AHEAD-have
with

holiday

a

gay

the

HIWAYMAN Alldry battery portable.
4 valves and high
efficiency Ferrite rod
aerial. Medium and
Long Waves. Full

constructional

details and price list.
PRICE 1/6.
Total
building cost approx.
£7.10.0.

MIT. 3282

217

Official Stockists for EDDYSTONE
components and receivers and
PANDA transmitters.

THE " JASON " F.M. TUNER KIT
The most successful
ever produced.
Build yours to-

Home

Constructor

design

day and enjoy
the thrill of
Hi-Fi
crystal
clear
reception. All parts
standard a n d
in stock. Full

constructional
including
point -to - point
and price list.
data

PRICE 2/-.

PVC
Per yard,
8 way, 3'-

3
;

MULTIWAY CABLES

way, 9d.;
12 way, 3/6.

5

way, 2/6

;

7 way, 2/9

;

All colour coded.

Limited quantity Single Screened Mic. Cable, best
quality, 6d. yard. Please add sufficient postage.

TSL F.M. TUNER. Ready built with magic eye
and own power pack, f17/10/-. The Stirling F.M.
Tuner, fI3/13/-. Detailed leaflets on request.
SPECIAL OFFER. New contemporary pattern
Tygan speaker material. Any size cut at 3/- per
sq. ft. S.A.E. for pattern.

M U LLARD

VALVE

HI-FI ENTHUSIASTS
You will fit a " B.I." arm
eventually-why not start

5

right and do away with
tracking error NOW.
B.J. Arm, £3/2/lI.
Shell,
EI/4/2. S.A.E. for leaflet.

Amplifier

10

WATT

Quality
Pre

-

Full
st r u ct lone!
inDetails
cluding F.M.

Tuner

WB HFI012
High fidelity at realistic
IOin.
cost.
die-cast
unit,
12,000
gauss
magnet.
Response

to 14,000. 10
watts. Universal speech
coi!, 3, 7 and 15 ohms.
30 c.p.s.

E4/19/9 (plus 2/- post).

MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE
A by -return service of all types and sizes. E.M.I.,
BASF, Scotch Boy, Simon, Ferrovoice, MSS, AGFA,
Ferrograph, Puretone,C.O.D. or C.W.O. S.A.E. for
Lill list.

and
amps.
Con -

and

Price List, 3/6
Parts stocked also for Mullard
Tape Amplifiers.

"A"

and

"

REPANCO

"THREE DEE "
The THREE -DEE is a new Dual
Range Radio with bandpass
tuning using a crystal diode
and 3 transistors. Amazing
loudspeaker reception and low
running costs from a 72 vol
battery supply. Designed for
local station reception the "THREE -DEE " is ideal
for caravan installation, bedroom, workshop or
second radio set. Chassis size 6in. x 4in. x 2in.
Full constructional data, IF post paid.
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PRECISION -BUILT COMPONENTS

"O"

GANG CONDENSER

Miniature model in 1 or 2 gang, capacities up to 365 pf
swing, front area l áin. x 1-17/32in., including sweep of
vanes, length 1 Gang lin.,
2 Gang Qin., Spindle kin.
dia. x 4in. long.
Aluminium vanes,
plated steel chassis.
Price
1

Gang 7/6

2

cadmium
Gang 11/6

IT'S RELIABLE IF IT'S
MADE BY JACKSONS!
Please write

CAT. No. 5250

for illustrated catalogue.

JACKSON BROS. (London) LTD.
KINGSWAY

WADDON

.

'NDICATOR. UNIT
TYPE 182A
CathUnit contains VCR517
complete
ode Ray 6in. tube, screen,
3
with Mu -Metal
i 5114G
EF50,

valves,

9

wirewound volume

59/6

BRAND NEW

151 -

20/ -

Circuits, etc,
69.17.6. Carriage paid.
Or with Matched Nullard OC72s (200 Milliwatts Output) and
7 x 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 301- extra.
Suitable Plastic Cabinet, easy to assemble, 18/6.
Cali and hear demonstration model working.

`EAVESDROPPER' THREE TRANSISTOR PERSONAL
No Aerial or Earth Required. Pre -selected
PORTABLE. 2 -station Receiver.
We can supply all the co mponents for building the above set as
per "Radio Constructor " with Plastic Case for 77/8. Complete
with Acos Mike, 90/-. Complete with Min. Hearing Aid, 92/6.

TRANSISTOR PUSH-PULL AUDIO AMPLIFIER
(150 Milliwatts Output)

:

Intercommunications.

10/-

PRE -SELECTED SEVEN TRANSISTOR I'USII-PULL
PORTABLE SUPER HET
Just switch to your favourite Station. No tuning, no aerial or
earth. Pre -select 3 stations. Complete with all components
and seven Transistors. 7 x 4 Elliptical speaker. Teletron
Superhet Coils and I.F.T.s. Powered by 70 v. dry battery which
lasts for months. 150 Milliwatts output. All the above with

:

2 v. L.T.
deal for Civil Defence and

...
...
...

'

Build this Push -Pull Amplifier which is ideal for Crystal or
Magnetic Pick-Up Amplification, Baby Alarm, Microphone
Amplifier, etc. Powered by 6 volt Dry Battery lasting, for
months. Complete Kit of Parts including 4 Transistors and
all Components with Circuit (less Speaker), 64/10/-.
SEND STAMPS FOR' NEW 1957 128 -PAGE CATALOGUE
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9-6. THURS. 1 o'clock.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD®

Calibrated Waveineter for
same, 14I-.
5, HARROW ROAD, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

:

CROydon

2754/5

TRANSIS'I UR SIGNAL
'CRATER
Complete Kit with 2 Transistors. Components, Phones
and Plastic Case, 42:6.

All Transistors Tested and Guaranteed.
N.B.-Red Spot is _imilar to Mullard OC71.

-

:

Viik7

...
Red Spot. 800K:es A.F .
...
...
...
Blue Spot. 1.6 Mcs. Mixer and Fre. Changer
White Spot. 2.5 Mc,s. R.F. and I.F. amp.
...

B.S.K. RECORD
CHANGERS
Very latest type "Monarch".
3 -speed with 1-IGP37 crystal
Playa
turnover pick-up.
mixed records. Brand new and
guaranteed. Listed at 26,10J£7'19/6, carr. paid.
B.S.R. 4 -SPERI)
Plays mixed records.
- £8/15//-.
Paz' 3B.

,

.11_

Junction Type P.N.P.
British Manufacture

controls and quantity of
resistors and condensers.
Offered BRAND NEW (less
carr.
relay) at 676. Plus :6 scope
Radio -Constructor
circuit included.

TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER
(Army Type "17" Mk. II)
This well-known RIT Transreceiver is offered complete
with Valves, High Resistance
Headphones, No. 3 Handmike
and Instruction Book all contained in wooden cabinet.
44.0
to
Frequency
61.0 Mos.
Approximate Range 3 to
8 miles.
Variable Tuning.
Power Requirements
Standard 120 v. H.T. and

Telephone

SURREY

IL WILL-11111M).1/

SP61 and

4

.

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VOR97 with Mu 21 valves
Metal Screen.
12-EF50,
4 SP61,
3-EA50,
2-EB34, Plus Pots., Switches,
H.V. Cond., Resistors, Muir head S/M Dial.
Double
Deck Chassis and Crystal.
:

BRAND NEW ORIGINAL
CASES, 67:6. CARR. FREE.
RF24, 10/- ;
RF25, 12'6 ;
RF26, 251-.
BRAND NEW
WITH VALVES.
Carr. 2/6.

TRANSISTOR
SQUARE
WAVE GENERATOR
Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components, Plastic
Case and Circuit, 25/-.

MLNIATURE I. F. STRIP
TYPE "373" 9-72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size 102in. x 211n. x
lin. high.
Valve line-up
2-EF92, 3-EF91 and E1391.
With circuit.
Complete with valves, 42/6.
F.M. CONVERTER
UNIT 88/100Mc/s.
Containing
6
valves. -2
6BA6, EB91, VR137. 2-EF54,
Two I.F. stages and separate
local oscillator, graduated
Vernier tuning. Just plug in
to your radio and obtain good
listening on F.M. Voltage
required 250 v. 50M/A and
6.3 v 2 amps. 67119/6.

TEL.: PADDINGTON

1008-9, 0401
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"HI-FI " ENTHUSIAST

COMPLETE KITS of PARTS for the
"fidelity"

PRE -AMPLIFIER TONE CONTROL UNIT
"A design for the musie lever"

STERN'S

The MULLARD

"5-10"

219

MAIN

AMPLIFIER

STERN'S "HIGH

QUALITY"
E-10 WATT

AMPLIFIER
potyf,,.

>

:uppiY
o

Radio
ßrieît it T
for all types of
t pn
tIIng'Ul I30A1:S 1Ei "i rid LOOM
GAIN
UPS and n RADIO TUNING UNIT..
curt 1011E
lc 'i corporates ('a) GRAM EQUALISING
us, Our hit is complete to Milliard's ET .,,i- CONTROL.
(b) STEEP CUT FILTER;
Cont-Muously variable BASS and
f Carlini, including the latest CIL"O\ it c)
ULTRA I. NEAR OUTPUT TR AD SFoRMI.R 1 TREBLE CONTROLS and a variable OUT CONTROL which enables its use with
the entire I<IU LIARD Valvee line t p. PUT type
of Ampliici
A'I, SPECIFIED COMPONENTS areIany
OF COMPLETE REF
.upoi ed FRIG OF COMPLETE
II: $.1I 'PRICE
IOt
PARIS
(Phu a earn and £6.6.0.'
PARTS £11.I I.0(Tinsliacorr.!READY
IT ASSEMBLED,

Ti''i

i

Tuning

Unit.

t

<

very last

ccsign and needs no recomm. id t u:

1

or

To i'PSFO£'sóó

TILE full SPECIFICATION and PRACTICAL BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS for these
nits are available for 15 e u h SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTION, I c supply the
two complete Kits Millard 5-10 anti- fidelity " Preamplifier -foi. £16.10.0. \tie also
supply both fully assembled and t eadv for use for £19.19.0.

t

MODERNIZE YOUR OLD RADIOGRAM

*
*

"t

£26

--

(Pins

V

e

-

""'..

'
Vii.,

ARE

O

carr. & ins.)£7.10.0.

SUPPLIED ASPEMBLED
£9.10.0.
and READS. FOR USE
Proved one oP the most popular models
yet offered to the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
Provides eiCellent reproduction up to if
watts, employlny 6V6's in push-pull. incorporating negative feedback.. Provides for
use of both 3 and 15 ohm speakers.

15

carr.

.0
&

111:=1.,.

Credit Deposit

monthly
payments of £2.9.0.II .P.
Dtfitesit £13.7.6. and 12 'm r t' li payments 01 '14.10.
Blf ILL I Y IT HAS
An 8 valve line up incorporating the latest MULLARD Ireomplete cor ciagr 01 the
teii(d-type valves.
Ps os ide
i,HI FM waveband plus the SI Ol '1',. MEDIUM and LONG
negative ofeedback of
waves.
Hus ELM' m Push -Pall
,6 watts output.
Employs Piano Key
fiey " Selector S vitche.
Contains Grain input socket
and a Variable Tone Control.
for both Crystal and Magnetic Pick-ups.
Provides for use
Has Magic Eve 1 ano'
of either 3 or 10 ohm Speakers
Indicator.
Dimensions 13ín
J{in. x 8in. high. Dial
l site

F-r_
lys.
,

, spi
put with Negative Feedback. fui i'
'"
watts
is pe k Output.
Quick At oi. rai
^.
Bas and
Rev " Selectors and
"Magic
Eye
"
Tuning
Itdic-oControls.
Has
tor.
Dimeneions 13ín. o 92.-in, a lin. high, Dial size 11i.n. __ Sain.
TERMS
PRICE £29 .ee
O V. Credit £,.i.0 and i ni outlay payments of 12.14.0
('lugs 6,'- carr:-& ins.). H.P. £14.14'.0 and 12 monthly payments of 11.7.3.
SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.
THE yERY
ST

RECORD PLAYERS

:

£0140 t;, and

`

c
b,.

7!G

GERME

"o,-

t"

.-

-

-

^

Chassis
A chassis for those who Ivan
A 9
the highest Quality."
valse line up emp oving to
latest MULLARD preterit
type calves e Protides
Mote coverage o the V.11.17.
F.M. Transmissions plus the
Shoit, Medium and Long Ravebands. 0 Has Push -Pull Oat

lIlT

OF COMPLETE

OF PARTS (Pitt

STERN'S NEW " Fidelity" COMBINED AM; FM
Radiogram Chassis. A
hand-made
genuinely
chassis providing really
high ünality on both
Radio and Gram.
PRICE

I

THE LATEST A.M.,F.M. RADIOGRAM CHASSIS.
A NEW 4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER.

The NEW ARMSTRONG
PB. 409 A.M.,'F.M. Radiogram

PRICE

fi

9

-

.

"

x 5¢ in.

11 fin,

SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.

I

LATE T MODELS

_

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

TRANSCRIPTION UNITS.
3 and 4 SPEED Ai'TOCII.4NGERS. O AUTOCIIANGERS with
MANUAL CONTROL POSITION. Send S.A.E. for ILLUSTRATED asid DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

"F.M." TUNING UNIT
Timer incorporating the
latest Mallard Permeability Tuning
Heart and a " Magic Eve " Tunisia
catoi
Indicator.

AN EXCEPTIONAL
"CASH ONLY" OFFER

STERN'S
A

5 -valve

APRICE ASSEMBLED1011E:
1lc).
C PEADI FOR USE: d
( tug 7,6 carriage and insurance).
DeTERMS . (a) Hire Purchase

£7.19.6
(Plus

5I-

(air.

&

ins-)

THE NEW 4 -SPEED
B.S.R. MONARCH

'

Complete with High
posit 17.5.0 and 9 monthly payment
Fidelity Crystal TurnDeposit 13.12.6
Uf 18.4. O) Credit
over
" Head which inpayments
monthly
of
and 9
£1.6.7.
corporates separate styshnilar in appearNUR is sic
THE COMBINED AM I %l TUNER
Ina for L.F. and 78 r.e nt.
ance to the above and incorporates 7 calves. It, provides complete
records. A " MIXER "
coverage of F.M. Transmissions and MEDIUM I' 't ED VsD giving
Unit that will
a good selection of foreign stations,
en sin., 10in. and 12ín.
PRICE
records of same Speed.
(Plus 7 ca T. & ins.)£18.18.0 PEP I5 (a) Eire Purcl _e
incorporates the ManCredit
:
and
10
month
lv
pa
(b)
went s of £1.1.0.
Deposit £9.9.0
ual Control position.
Deposit £4.15.0 and 9 monthly payments o .21.14.7.
Expressly developed for very high quality reproduction. of STERN'S " COMPACT 5 " AMPLIFIERS
Gram. Records and particularly suitable for high finality
reproductions of the F.M. transmissions, Tico models
:

_

',

-

autochang`

are available :

(b) The " COMPACT 5-3
A Three-stage version of the
Amplifier having SEPARATE
6-2 " model but in this ease
BASS AND TREBLE.CONslaving an additional stage
and
designed
to
gite
TROLS
and
incorporating Negative
up to approx. 5 watts with
Feedback. PRICE 26.16.0.
very pleasing quality. PRICE
(Plus 5i- corr. & ins.)
16.6.0. (Plus 5'- care. & ins.)
A separate POWER SUPPLY UNIT 'to operate with these amplifiers is
available for £2.10.0. Has additional supply available for Radio Tuner, etc

(a) The "COMPACT 5-2"
A Two -stage high sensitivity

E

[

i

STERN RADI© LTD.

109 & 115 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.

CALLERS ONLY
Ve have in stock
various designs for
ROME
CONSTRUCTORS including F.M.

Tunera,
A.M.'F.M.
Tuners, Midget Battery Portable, Mains
Units, etc., etc.
Telephone:
FLEet 5812:3,'1

June, 1957
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TRANSISTORS
You have been waiting for a R.F. Transistor
at a reasonable price. Here it is !
Lasky's now offer you a genuine R.F.
Type,
P.N.P.
Junction
Transistor,
suitable for medium and -low frequency
oscillators, frequency changers, and
I.F. amplifiers (up to 2 Mc/s),
at only
Double spot-yellow and -red.

2I/

Also AUDIO P.N.P. Junction Type
suitable for high gain and low frequency
amplifiers, and for output stages
/
only
up to 250 milliwatcs,
Double spot-yellow and green.

in

"

Post Free,

Special prices

for

6

and over.

*TESTED AND GUARANTEED EFFICIENT
*HERMETICALLY SEALED and unaffected by
temperature variations
operating data and
diagrams for a
simple receiver, superhet,
T.R.F., multi -vibrator, relaxation oscillator, audio
oscillators,
amplifier,
signal tracers, etc., etc.,
each
with
supplied
Transistor.

NEW MINIATURE 200 milliwatt
TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER KIT
for construction on

Printed Circuit

a

Size :
x 3". Height
can be under I", Uses our
new hermetically sealed
Transistors and operates

from 6 -volt battery.
FULL DETAILS
CIRCUIT DIAGRAM &
SHOPPING
If LIST,
post free.

COMPLETE KIT
including 4 Transistors,
all brand new components,latest T.C.C. miniature condensers, pL r
8b
printed circuit and full instructions,
Demonstrations at either of our addresses.
All components available separately.

instructions,/6

Erimar Transistors

Mullard Transistors
0070, 21¡-; 0071, 24;-;
0072, 307-.

Fre

TSf,

18;-;

TS3,

TS2,

TPI, 40¡-;

24j-;

TP2, 40,',

Full

circuit

HEW

A.

PLEASE ADDRESS
Open
all day
SAT.

Half day

42,

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.

370,

HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.

Telebhene

:

MUSeum 2605

LADbroke 4075 and CUNningham 1979.

Thurs.

a

ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD

LANKY'S t_DAYEROW ROAD) LTD.

AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

Specialists in Idols quality reproduction for over

20

years

PB 409

ARMSTRONG quality at

*

on economical price

valves -6 watts peak output Within 2dB, 2020,000 cps at 4 watts (double normal room volume)
Full VHF band (88-108 Mci/s) plus long, Medium
9

*
* Push -Pull Output with
* Quick -action " Piano -Key " selectors
* Independent Bass and Treble controls
* " Magic Eye " tuning
* Latest Mullard preferred-type valves

and Short

Negative Feedback

I
I

I'
I
I

I

ARMSTRONG WIRELESS & TELEVISION CO. LTD.
NOR 3213
WARLTERS ROAD, LONDON, N:7.
Post this coupon for descriptive literature and details of
Hire Purchase, Home Trial facilities and Guarantee.

BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE.

NAME
ADDRESS

d

I

M

PW 409

28

GUINEAS'

DIMENSIONS

:

13" x

9}" x 8` high

We have been making replacement radiogram chassis
for nearly 25 years and have concentrated exclusively
on the requirements of those who want the best.
This is your guarantee of first-class performance and
reliability. We shall be pleased to give you a full
demonstration of this and other models at our
Warlters Road Showrcom (open 9-6 weekdays and
Saturdays).

June, 1957
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ORGANTONE PARCEL 39/6

CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

THE PICTURE MASTER
BAND III CONVERTER

Here is an opportunity to
build a fine set at a low
figure, the parcel contains
the essential parts as
ro11 ows

E

fe
fe

Chassis site

5m. a 2in. deep.

x

15

.FINEST
BATTERY PORTABLE

65

D
D

co n ti of -5
circuit diagram and instructions.
Iñmi.ed quantity only for 39.'6 plus 3/6 post & ins.

-

To -day's best value in Band III con-

AMPLIFIER CASE 62/-

X

money refunded. Completeready to
operate, 49'6 non -mains or 79'6
mains, post and insurance 3,6.

Fßí

THE SKYSEARCHER
An all nains set for 19,6

bi

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

Fk
F1í

are offering an out -of-season bargain-14
yards of waterproof electric blanket element,
enough to make a full size blanket normally we
sell at 20'- but for a few weeks the price is only
15[- post free, Complete with illustrated data.

extra. Data

116.

CRYSTAL MICROPHONE

ÿ0

;

'

e

19/6

-

-

ni

-FREE!!

FREE
MOVING COIL METER
To all who purchase our " science " parcel we will
give a 2lin. 30 no a meter free of charge. The science'
parcel consists of (a) Vacuum delay switch, original
cost 3 gns. (b) Siemens highspeed relay. Price over
£2 each. (ci Sniperscope (9 infra -red cell), these rosy
over £5. These three items and the free gift for only 1.

Miniature crystal
type has high gain
and is suitable for
all purposes-tape
recorders -.amplifiers. Price 4'9,
post and ins. 9d.

T.V. CABINE-`

14"

:

MAINS MOTOR

SENT FOR £1.10.0 DOWN

14in. T.V. cabinet of the latest
styling made for one of our most
famous firms-beautifully veneered
and polished-limited quautìty19'6 each. Carriage and parking
3 6

extra.

,werful electric motor, size 3in. long by 2 ;in.'
diarneter. with speed varier suitable for operation_ "
on: oft standard A.C. mains. ideal for driving fan:
model, car heater, dryer, ate., etc. Don't miss this
Gramophone Auto-changer snip, 32'6, plus 3,- post and insurance.
Stand not included..
Latest types by all famous makers
are invariably in stock at competi D Cive prices.
B.S.R. Monarch.
AMPLIFIER "510"
MULLARD
D Garrard, etc. Latest models from
YOURS FOR 30i D £810 or deposit 31'10 a rd 8 -5 Quality Amplifier depayments of £1, plus 5.- carriage signed by Mollard. Power
DOWN
output exceeds 10 watts.
and insurance.
Frequency response almost
flat
from
10
to
SET FREE
20.000 C.P.S.
Por use
Everyone who buys a cuss of
with the Acos
Hi G
our new publication
The
and other good pick-ups.
Easier to Build 13 Channel
up
and
ready
Made
to
T.4." stands a fair chance of
work is 312.10.0 or
winning the set. The price of
£1.10.0 down and 8 paythe publication is only 3I6,
ments of £1.10.0, plus
fully illustrated.
10'- carriage and insurance.
4 -SPEED

&

3 -SPEED

It is a hall light as

-T.V.

`

'

84

well as a
double
chime and you can
make it in a. coupla
of evenings for the
total cost of only
19:6 including in-.
structions, post, etc.,

-

data ,available
separately price 2'-.
21-

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
D 266, London Road,
Croydon.
Phone
CRO.

Post orders to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 7, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.
42-46, %indmill Rí11,
152-3,Fleet Street, 29 Stroud Greco Rd.,

249.

Kilburn

Ilih

Ruislip Middx.
F.C.4.
Finsbury Park,, i.4.
Road, Kilburn.
Phone RUISLIP 5780 Phone
PLEet 2833 Phone ARChway 1049
Half day, Wednesday.
Half day, Saturday.
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This isa 2 -valve plus -metal certifier
set useful as an educational set for
beginners, also makes afine second
Makes ideal bedroom radio, uses one! set for the bedroom, workshop, etc. MI
parts, less cabinet, chassis and e
transistor and orle crystal diode. com All
19'6. Post & ins. 210. Data e
plete loso case 19/6, case 5,- extra, speaker,
free with parts or available separ- ni
post & ins. 1;6.
ately 1,6. 3-vane batters version
also available at the sanie price.

TRANSISTOR RECEIVER
---

k14-

ffi

We

Ferrite rod aerials, low consumption valves, superhet circuit with
A.V.C., ready -built and aliened
chassis, if required, beautiful twotone cabinet covered with
Rexene and Tygan. Cnaranteed
results on long and median waver,
anywhere.
All parts, including
speaker and cabinet. Price is £7 15.0
complete or £1.15.0 deposit and 7
of £2 post andpayments
monthly
ins. 316. ready - built chassis 30. -

e
e

verters suitable for your T.V. oc

robustly made cabinet
the modern style of
, two tone fabrics, will corn_ortably house speaker and
amplifier in the end romiariment and has uncut
motor board for tape
'ecorder or record changer,
ccquered fitting and plaste. handle,.
Price 62.-,
carriage and ins. 76.
A

iu

e

®

:-

Three -colour 3-wavehs,nd scale Punched and prepare d
standard Long, 1Mediuin; chassis with scale pane covering
Short wavebands, scale pan, coloured glass dial with
e and
chassis punched for standard 5- fixing cushions-drum
® valve superhet, pulley driving
ing drive and spindle - mains
head springs, etc., to suit. Scale transformer-volume control-tone
size 145 a 3,in.
valve holder

t
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I
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

ccs
BATTERY CHARGING EQUIPMENT A"f®Páaëäizo°
°
,rhss9

RS C

,.ASSEMBLED CHARGERS.
6
6
6
6
6

v. l amp
v. or 12 v.

19.19

-

1

amp.

2519

v. 2 amps.
29/9
v. or 12 v. 2 amps.
38!9
v. or 12 v. 4 amps.
5919
Above ready for use. Carr. 36.
-

-

-

With mains and output leads..

HEAVY DUTY KIT
amp. Suitable for Garage
or firm with a number of vehicles.
Mains input 200/250 v. 50 as.
Outputs 12 v. 15 amp, twice.
Consists of Mains Trans. 2 Metal
Rectifiers. 2 Meters, -4 Fuses.
4 Terminals, 2 Rheostats and
circuit. Only 9 fins., carr. 15/-,
12 v. 30

R.S.C.

BATTERY CHARGER.. KITS
Consisting of Mains Transformer, F.W. Bridge, Metal
Rectifier, well ventilated steel
case. Fuses, Fuse - holders,
Grommets, panels and circuit.
Carr. 29 extra...

299

.

SMOOTHING, CHOKES
250 mA 5 H 100 ohms ...
150 mA 7-10-250 ohms ...
100 mA 100' H 200 ohms...
to mA 10 H 350 ohms ...
60 mA 10 H 400 ohms ...

26/9
31/-

1

23)9
N

a,

.,, 359 -;
Amplifier
350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, .5.v. 3 a, 3319
350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 2a, 6.3 v. 2 a,
... 35 %9
...
...
...
5 v. 8 a ...
925-0-425 v. 200 mA, 6.3 v:4 a, C.T.
6:3 v. 4 a, C.T., 5 v. 3 a. Suitable
.. 4919
Williamson Amplifier, etc. -..,,
450-0-450 v.250 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a, 6.3 v. 6 a,
.

FILAkFPN'1 TRANSFORMERS
All, with 200-250 v 50 c's primaries 6.3 v.
0.5 a, 5/,9 ; 6.3 v.. 2 a, 7/8 0-4-6.3 v. 2a, 719
.

:

12v.1a,7/11;6.3v.3 a.,8/11;6.3v.6a.
1716;I2v.3a or24v.1:5a,1716.,

SILILL POTTED MAINS TR&NSF.
Removed from New Ex-Govt units,
Primary 0-200-230-250 v. Secs.
230-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 11
tai
5 v. 2 a. Size 31 x 41- x 3in,

...

.,.
...

...

...

... 12 9
,.. 11.9
...
...

89

5.9

... 4:11

OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66 1 for
.a...
.. 39
3S4, etc. ._
Small Pentode 100 0) tc 011
fl
Small 'Pentode 7 8(5/./)'
3 ... 4.99
Standard Pentode,
419
Standard Pentode, î:8,+00d to 312
Push -Pull 10-12 watts 0V6 to 3P or
..
...
.. 159
1511 ...
Push -Pull 10-12 watts toc a/eh ßv6
..
... 16:9
to 3-5-8 or 150 ...
Push -Pull 15-18 watts, 616, KT66 ... 22 9
Push -Pull 29 watts. sectionally
-wound 6L6, KT66, etc, to 3 or. 152 47.3
MANUFACTURERS' SURPLUS
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primaries
250-250 v. 50 e+es. Fully shrouded upright
mounting 425-0-425 v. 130 mA, 6.3 v. 3 a,
5 V. 3 a, 29/11. pest 2'9 Drop Through
Chassis type, 250-0-250 v 70 mA. 6.1 v,
?

510

R.S.C. BATTERY

-

2.5 a, 11/9.

_.

SPECIAL OFFERS : Eteeirolytics.
32-32-32 mfd. 250 y. Dubilier small
can 2/9 ea. 150 ruff. 450 º;g Small
.0003 mfd. 2 -gang, 49 eu.
house Rectifiers 250 p. 250

stoved blue hammer

Type

Type BM1. An all-dry
eliminator.
battery
Size Il x 4; x 2fn.
Completely
approx.
replaces batteries supplying 1.4 v. and 90 v.
where A.C. mains 200250 v. 50 c/s. is available. Suitable for all

Ready for use with
mains and output
Carr. 3ï9leads.

399, or

ready for use, 4819.

II.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRICKLE
v. A.C.
CHARGER KIT. Input 200-250
Output 120 v. 40 mA. Fully smoothed and
r.
rectified supply to charge 2v. accumulato
Price with louvred metal case and circuit,
2916. Or ready for use, 819 extra.
T.V. CABINETS. Leading manufacturers
surplus. Attractive designs. Walnut
veneered, with doors for 15, 16, or 17m..
Tube, 43-19-8. Carr. 7/6.
MINIATURE MOTORS. 24/28 v. D.C. or
A.C. made by Hoover Ltd.. Canada. Size
only. 2° x Gin. Spindle Ilin. long, sin.
diam. Brand New, 99.

8

x5

x

SPEAKERS
in

walnut
cabinet.

veneered

ßi0). 2-3

ohms, 35/9.

Verylimited number.
VOLUME, CONTROLS -with long ((in.
diam,) spindle all values less switch,
279: with S.P. switch, 3'9 with D.P.
switch, 4,6.
=

50

V.

1

10 mist. 500 v., 4í9 :

mfd, 200 v., 1/11

mfd.

4

v. plus

400

2

EX -GOVT.
T. ELECTROLYTICS.
Removed from unused equipment. 8-16 mfd.
550 v., 1/3 1,503 mfd. 0 v., 1/9 100 mfd.
50 v. with clip, 90.
EX -GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
UP/STEP DOWN TRANSFORMERS.
10-0-100-203220-290 v. to 5-0 75 115 135 y.
RhcaERSE. 80-100 watts. Only 11:9,
plt. .,'9 post: 10-0-100-200-220-240 v. to
9-0-110-7.22-136-14$ v. or REVERSE. 200
watts, _35/9, Lfius 7/6 carr.
ll, -64OV T. CASES. Size 14.10-8On. high.
Well :mutilated black crackle finished,
undriiled cover. ÍDEAL FOR BATTERY,
;

;

CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE,
OR COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLilLR. Only 9/9, plus 2/9 postage.
Size 84 a 131 s 61 'ins... with undrilled
Weil ventilated cover, finished in stoved
grey enamel Suitable for charger ór
instrument case, 7/9, Phis -2'1 past.
EX -GOVT. I-ALVES (NEW)
lT4
7V9
EF39
519 EF80
9

949

I

EXTENSION

Ready for use

ONT. TRANSES., 230.'250

HEAVY DUTY OIL FILLED suitable
for electric welding or soil heating. Output 12 v. 80/100 amps., 26-19-6. Carr. 7;6.
Ex -GOVT. SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 nsA, 5 H 50 ohms ...
...
,.. 12 9
150 mA, 10H100 ohms ...
... 1119
150 mA, 6-10 H. 150 ohms Trop. ... 6/9
100 r,A, 5 1.100 ohms ...
...
... 311
E4 -GOVT. EILT SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. .12 mid. 5,000 v. Cans, 29
.1 mid. 2.500 v. Bakelite Tubulars, 33.
EX-G4IF'&, METAL BLOCK (PAPER)
CO'SDENSEIIS
4 mid. 309 v., 2'0
4.mfd. 1,000 v., 4/9
11-13 rifó. 500 v., 0/9 ;
8 mfd. 500 Y., 4/9

3S4
5Y3G

Supplies 120.v.
90 r., and 60 v., 40 mA
and 2 v. 0.4 a to 1 amp.
fully smoothed. Thereby completely i=0 placing both H.T.
batteries -and L.'P._.
2 v. accumulators.
When connected to
mains supply
A.C.
200-230
v.
30 c:cs.
SUITABLI: FORALL
BATTERY RECE1VERS normally using 2 y. Accumulator.
Complete kit 'of parts with diagrams and
instructions 4919, or ready for use 59:6.
22ín.

portable

Size

11312.

75/_

finish.

1 5

WestingmA., 7'9.

TO MAINS CONVERSION UNITS

receivers requiring
1.4 v. and 90 v. This
includes latest low
consumption types.
Complete kit with diagram

steel case with

;

:

23.9

.

a, 6.3 v.

R

C-9-15 v. 1: a, 11; 9 :. 39-15 v. 3 a, 16.9
0-3-5-9-17 v. 3 a. 17(9 ; 0-9-15 v, 5 a, 19'9
0-9-15 v. 5 a, 239.

23/9

3

4

selector. Also selec6 v. or
12 v. charging. Double fused. Louvred

tor plug for

With mains
and output

(GI A NT17ED)
ELIMINATOR TRANSFOR VIERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 es ...
.. 14 9
120 v. 40 mA, 5-0-5 v.1 a. ...
... 15:9
90 v. 15 mA, 4-0-4 v. 500 mA ...
... 9 9
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-230-250 v. 50 e Primaries

16/9
18/2
22!9
22i9
22/9

a.
..
..
...
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a, 5 v. 3 a,
...
for R1355 conversion ..
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v,. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a,
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a,
..
C.T. 0-4-5v.3a .
350-0-350 v. 100 mA; 6.3 v`4 a, 5 v. 3 a,
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 V. 4 a,

for Mullard

316

v.

.

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT
250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a,
...
... 17/6
Midget type 21-3-3in. ...
350-0-350 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a.... 1919
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a,

300-0-300 v. 130 mA, 6.3 v.

or 12 v.
2 amps.
-Fitted Ammeter
and s e l e c t o r
Plug for 6 v. or
12 v,
Louvred
metal case, finiehed attractive
hammer bItue.
Ready for use.

5.3.U.

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

.

Assembled 6 v.
or 12 v. 4 amps.
itted Ammeter and
variable charge rate

('MARGER

BATTERY CHARGER- KIT
Consisting of F.W. Bridgeleads. Double
Rectifier'6/12 v. 5a. Mains Trans., - Eased.
0-9-15 v. 6 a. output and ammeter
Only
f9
49,9. Post 31-.
Carr. 3 X9. 7

250-0-260 v. 70 mA, 6.3-v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a...
350-0-350 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a....
250-0-250 v: 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a,
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v..4 a, C.T.
.
.
...
...
0-4-5 v. 3 a.
350-0-350 v. 150 mA, H.3 v..4 a, 5 v. 3 a....

C.T. 0-4-5 v.

ASSEMBLED

6

amp22.9
25'9

v. or 12 v. 1
6 v. 2 amps.
6 v. or 12 v, 2 amps.
6 v. or 12 v. 4 -amps.
6

Interleaved and impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 Mes Screened.
'l'OP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH

battery

:lune, 1957

,

5134G

L4G
557(1

719

8/9

9/9
5/9
5/9

6S.)7GT 6/9
6SLCIT 8/9
6837C;T 8/9
6-9T6

719

6V6G

6X4
6X5GT
6L0G
807
12E16

I502

7/9

I

EB91

EF31
EL32
11S EL91
d9 KT44
7/9 E'L90
819

7/9

39

I

¡

5 9

i

8,9

I

8 9

'

2514G

4191 E185
919 EL84

ECC83

9/9'3514

4e

M114

96

10 6
2 9

I

¿

SP61

8.9

EN -GOVT. UNIT RDF1. Brand new,
oartoned.
Complete with 14 valves,
including 514, E.H.T. rectifier. Transformer, Choke, etc. Only 29.9, care. 7i6.
F.LE('TROLYTICS (current producticnJ
NO'P EX-GOVT.
Tubular TS"pes

81.
430 v. ... I19
8 mid.
00 v. 2/6
166.81 350 v. ... 2,13
:

1613' 450 v. ... 2/9

160F 000 v.
326F 350 v.

.. 319
.. 3/9
25 ¡IF 25 v. ... 1:3
50¡.cF 12 v. ... 1'3
10 mfd. 25 V.._ 1/6

50pF 50 v. ...
100 mfd, 12 V.
100 mfd. 25 v.
3,000 mid. 6 v.
6,000 mfd. 6 v.
Many

3+9

l'11

2;9
2,9
2i11
4:9
4:9
2:9

311

16-16,0F 450 y. 3 11
32-32oF 350 v. 49

L9
I/9

2r3

Can Types

mfd. 350 v.
mfd. 500 Y.
16pF 450 v. ...
321F 350
132 mfd. 450 y.
100 mfd. 450 v.
8-8 uF 450 v....
8-16oF 450 v,
16
16

32-320F 450 c. 5-9
100-100mfd.350v. 4 9

61-

1001

3'9

nfdifd350v.7;9

275 Y.

others in stock.

... 6/9

HUNTS -'{IOLDSEAL CONDENSERS.
.005 mfd, 400 v., .OS mfd. 400 v., .04 mfd. 500
v.. 5/6 doz. tone type) .1 mfd. 350 v.; 86.
ea. .5 mid. 500 v., 1;8 ea.
;

;
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

R.S.C. A8 ULTRA LINEAR

12

WATT AMPLIFIER

NEW 1956 Model High -Fidelity Push -

A

>

-

RECORDS. For
MUSICAL

EI_M

INSTRUMENTS such as -STRING BASS..
GUITARS, etc.
OUTPUT SOCKET
with plug provides 300 v. 20 mA. and 6.3 v.
1.5 a. For supply of a RADIO FEEDER
I.'NIT. Size approx. 12-9-7fn. For A.C.
mains 200-230-250 v. 50 c'es. Outputs for 8
nd 15 ohm speakers. Kit is complete to
last nut. Chassis is fully punched. Full
instructions and point-to-point wiring
diagrams supplied. Unapproachable value
at £7,15,-, or factory built 45- extra.

Carriage

carrying handles can be supplied for
17'6. Additional input socket with associate Vol. Control so that two different,
'inputs such as Gram and Mike or
Tape and Radio can be mixed, can be
provided for 131- extra. Guaranteed 12
months.
TERMS an assembled two input model:
DEPOSIT 25/6 and nine monthly payments 2314.
HIGH - FIDELITY MIICROPHONES
and SPEAKERS in stock. Keen cash
prices or H.P. terms if supplied with
'

`

10i-.

If required louvred metal cover with

R.S.C. 30 WATT ULTRA LINEAR

HIGH-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER A10
highly sensitive Push -Pull, high output
unit with.. self-contained Pre -amp. Tone

Pull Amplifier with "-Built-in ". Tone
Control, Pre -amp stages, High seiis_t itL.
Includes 5 valves (807 -outputs). Mgr.
Quality sectionally wound output train-former, specially designed for L ire.,
Linear operation, and reliable
condensers of current.. -manotar:u[rot
INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BA'
AND TREBLE
Lift" and -"Co
Frequency response _I 3 db. 10-3O,4(ì0
Six negative feedback loops. Hum leu'
71 db. "down. ONLY 70 millivolts INPUT
required for FULL OUTPUT. .Suitable
for use with al]. makes and types of pü;l,
ups and practically all microphones.
Comparable with the very best designs.
For STANDARD or

LONG-PLAYING

223

amplifier.

2

R.S.C. 4-5

SUPERIIET FEEDER UNTO
Design of a high quality Radio Tuner Fuit
(specially suitable for use with any of our
Amplifiers). Delayed A.V.C. Very high
Percentage modulation of the Transmitter can be handled without distortion.
Gram
The 11'.Ch. Sw: incorporates
position. Controls are Tuning, W.

WATT

AS

HIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER

A highly sensitive, 4-valve

quality amp -

if i e r for
the
home,
small
chub,
1

Ch. and Vol. Only 250 v. 15 mA. H.T.,
and L.T. of 6.3 v. 1 amp. required from
amplifier. Size of unit approx. 9-6-7in.

etc. Only 50
millivolts in-

-:i

put is required for
full output
so that it is
suitable for
use with the latest high-fidelitypick-up
heads, in addition to all other Types of
pick-ups and practically all "Mikes.
Separate Bass and -Treble Controls are
provided. These give full long-playing
record equalisation. -Hum level is
negligible being 71 db. down. 15 db."
of negative feedback is used. lf.T. of
300 v. 25-m&.'and L.T. of 6.3 v -ic5-a.
is available for the supply of a Radio.
Feeder Unit, or Tape Deck pre -amplifier. For A.C. mains input of 200"-230250 V. 50 tics. "Output for 2-3 ohm
speaker. Chassis is not alive. Kit
is complete in every detail and includes
fully punched chassis (with baseplate)
with Blue :hammer flush and pointto-point wiring diagrams and instructions. Exceptional value at
only £4,15-, or assembled ready for
use 25'- extra, plus 3/6 earr. Or Deposit.
22.6 and 5 monthly payments of 22/3
for assembled unit.
LT45 HIGH QUALITY TAPE
DECK AMPLIFIER. For ALL Tape
Decks with High Impedance, Playback
and Erase Heads, such as Ready for

high.
Simple alignment procedure.
.Point-to-point wiring- diagrams, instruction and priced parts list with
illustration. 2/6. ' Total building cost,
£4/15/-. For descriptive leaflet send S.A.E.
LINEAR L45 MINIATURE 4:5 WATT
QUALITY AMPLIFIER. Suitable for
use with Garrard, B.S.R. or any other
record -playing .unit, and .moat. micro,
Phones. Total negative feed-back 12 db.
Separate Bass and Treble Controls. For
A.C. mains input of 200-250 v. 50 c're.
Output for 2,3 ohm speaker. Three minia.
turc Mollard valves used. Size of unit
only 6-5-5iin, high. Chassis is fully
isolated from mains. - Output for 2-3 ohm
speaker. Guaranteed 12 months.- Only
£51916. Or Deposit 22'- and five monthly
Send S.A,E. for
Payments ofle 22.
.

-

P.M. SPEAKERS. 2-3 ohms, Suitable
for use with above A5 or A7 amplifiers.
Else 7 x fin. elliptical, 19,9. Celestion
61in. with high flux density magnet,
:19.9. 12in. Plessey, 29:11. 12in. Plessey
with high flux density magnet. 479.
The latter is especially recommended
for use where practicable. It will handle
twice the output of the ampliffere.

Control Stages. Certified performance
figures compare equally with most expensive amplifiers available. Hum level
70 db, down. Frequency response j: 3 db.
30,30,000 c/cs.
A specially designed
sectionally wound ultra linear output
transformer is used with 807 output
valves. All components are chosen for
reliability. Six valves are used, EF86,
EF86, ECC83, 807, 807, GZ33. Separate
Bass and Treble controls are provided.
Minimum input required for full output
is only 12 millivolts so that ANY
KIND OF MICROPHONE OR PICK I'P
IS SUITABLE. The unit is designed for
CLUBS.
SCHOOLS,
THEATRES,
DANCE: HALLS or OUTDOOR FUNCSCTIONS, etc. For use with Electronic
Ol G .A\, GUITAR, STRING BASS,
etc. For standard or long-playing records.
OUTPUT SOCKET PROS IDES L.T. and
H.T. for a RADIO FEEDER UNIT.
An extra input with associated vol.
control is provided so that two separate
inputs such as Gram and Mike can be
mixed. Amplifier operates, on 200-250 v.
50 'tics. A.C. Mains and has outputs for
3 and 15 ohm speakers. Complete -kit of
parts with fully punched 9 ONLY
chassis and point-to-point
wiring diagrams and inGNS,
struction.s:
If rcquíred
cover as for A8 can be
The Carr. 10,' supplied for 17/6.
amplifier can be supplied, factory built
with 12 months' guarantee, for £12119/6.
TERMS: DEPOSIT 28/11 and 9monthls'
payments of 28/11.
ILT'.'1. 20 N'A'I'T RE-ENTRANT
SPEAKERS. 15 ohms or 600 ohms matching. For Outdoor work. Only 8 GN.S.
P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2-3 ohms, 5in.
Goodman, 1779. filin. Goodmans wafer

type, 16'9. Bin. Rola, 1919. loin. Elac,
26/9. 12ín. Plessey, 29111. 10in. W.B.
Stentorian " 3 or 15 ohm type HF1012
10 watts, hi -fidelity type. Recommended
for use with. our A8 amplifier, £4,10(9.
2in. Plessey 15 ohms 10 watts, 59 6.
PLESSEY DUAL CONCENTRIC 12in.
15 ohm HIGH'- FIDELITY -SPEAKEI6
with built-in tweeter (completely separate
elliptical speaker with choke, condensers, etc.) providing extraordinarily.
realistic reproduction when used with
our A8 or similar amplifier. Rated 10
watts. Price complete; only £5 17,3."
COAXIAL CABLE 75 ohms, ;in: 8d.
yard. Twin Screened Feeder, 11d. yard:
SELENIUM "RECTIFIERS
L.T. Types H.IV.
6;12v. 1a.
4111
6-12 v. k a. H,W:,2/9
6'12v, 2 a.
8:9
II.T. TYpGs 11.SV.
6;12 v. 3a.
11,'9
150 v. 90 mA.
3/9
6'12 v. 4 a.
14/9"
-

6/12 v.

6

a.

6;12v.10a,
6;12v:15a,

19/9
25)9
35.'9

250 v.
250 v:
250 v.
250 i'.

50 mA.
80 mA.

150 mA.
250 mA.

54)
7í9
919

11'9

R.S.C. 3-4 WATT A7
Lane, Truvox, etc. Or for Use. ONLY
HIGH-GAIN AMPLIFIER
Collar o, Brenell,
For 230-250 v. 50 c/es. Mains input.
Type of Deck should be
Appearance and Specification, with
stated when ordering: Outexception of output wattage, as A5.
200-230-250 v. 50 c/es. A.C. Mams. Valve
put is 4'5 watts. For 2-3 ohm Carr. 7/6
Complete Kit with diagrams £3;151-.
line-up ECC83, ECC83, EL84 11L84, ELSl
speaker. For A.C. Mains 230-250 v. 50 c/es.
Assembled 22/6 extra. Carr, 3/6.
miniature Mollard. The unit has self-conPositive compensated identification for
tained "Pre-amplifier/Tone Control stages
recording level by Magic Eye. Recording
THE SKY'FOUR T.R.F. RECEIVER
and separate. Bass and Treble Controls.
facilities for 15, 71 or 3ün. per see. AutoA design of a 3 -valve Long and Medium
Independent Mike ' and Gram input
matic equalisation at the turn of a knob.
wave 230-250 v. A.C. Mains receiver with
sockets are provided. Total harmonic
Linear frequency response of 3 db.,
selenium rectifier. It consists of a
distortion only 0.25% at 6 watts. Mile t,,
50-11,000 e cs. Negative feed-back equalvariable-Mu high -gain H.F. stage followed
miniature
components of
use of latest
isation.
Minimum hurt. High output
by a low distortion aride bend detector.
proved reliability size is only 10-6-1ies.
with completely effective erasure and
Power pentode output is used. Valve
Output Matchings for 3 and 11 ohm
distortionless reproduction. Sensitivity
liase up being 6K7. SP61. 6V6G, Selectivity
speakers. Finished in attractive stored
is 15 millivolts. Any kind of crystal
and quality are well up to standard,
hammer.
"Blue-Gres
Only 12 (.NS.
is suitable. Only 2 millimicrophone
and simplicity of construction is a special
or Deposit 2619 plus 10]- ctirr. and 9
volts minimum output required from
feature. Point-to-point wiring diagrams,
monthly payments of 26,9. ``end S.A.E.
Recording head. Provision is made for
instructions and parts list, 119. This re--.for full details.
feeding a P.A. amplifier. Unit, can also
ceiver can be built for a maximum of
be used as a gram -amplifier requiring
£41.9/6 including attractive Brown
litt. R.A.
I.E. SPEAKERS 2-3 ohm
input of 0.75 v. Illustrated leaflet 6d.
or Cream Bakelite or Walnut veneered
Field, 000 ohms, 119.
Special price quoted for above with Deck,
wood cabinet 12 x Gs x 51in.
Ternis : CAN'S). or í'AM). NO C.O.D. under £1. Post 1i9 extra under £2 ; 2;9 extra under £5.
Open 9 to 5.30: Sate. until 1 p.m. Catalogue 6d., Trade List 5d. S.A.E. with all enquiries.

DIATONIC'"' 10 WATT
LINEAR
FIDELITY
P t SII -I' CI:L,
HIGH
ULTRA LINEAR AMPLIFIER, For
`

`

:Jr_

3

RADIO SUPPLY CO.

32, THE CALLS, LEEDS,

2
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INTRODUCING THE LINEAR 'DIATONIC'
A HIGH FIDELITY ULTRA LINEAR AMPLIFIER WITH INTEGRAL PRE -AMP
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
+. 2 d.b -30-20,000. c.p.s.
of the unit. Full advantage has been
taken of latest component miniaturMAXIMUM POWER
developments
to
produce
a
isation
OUTPUT
10 -watt Hi-Fi push-pull amplifier
In excess of 11 watts.
incorporating tone control pre -ampIO
RATED
OUTPUT
lifier stages within the measurements
WATTS.
of10x6x6in.
SENSITIVITY
Volume (1) 22 millivolts
In addition two high impedance infor rated output.
put sockets are provided for microVolume (2) 220 milliphone and gram, etc. Each input has
volts for rated output:
its associated vol. control, five B.V.A.
TREBLE LIFT CONTROL
(Mullard) valves are employed,
Continuously variable +
ECC83, ECC83, EL84, EL84, EZ81.
O d.b. to
13 d.b. at
H.T. and L.T. power supply point
12,000 c.p.s.
radio
tuner.
is included for a
SIZE ONLY IO-6-6ins.
BASS CONTROL
Continuously variable +
Weight 12}lbs. Power consumption 90 watts.
13 d.b. to
18 d.b. at
L45 MINIATURE 4/5 WATT
For
200-230-250v.
50
c.o.s.
A.C.
mains.
50 c.p.s.
QUALITY AMPLIFIER
Outputs for 3 and 15 ohm speakers.
HUM LEVEL
Size only 6 x 5 x 51 in. high. 12 d.b.
Chassis finish stoned Bue
Referred to maximum outNegative Feedback. Sensitivity 30 m.v.
put and including integral
-Grey
hammer.
for full output. 3 Mullard valves,
pre -amp
60 d.b.
ECC83 Twin Triode, EL84 Power
Retail Price
Gin
Output, EZ90 Rectifier. Separate
IHARMONIC DISTORSend S.A.E. for descriptive literature.
Mains
Bass and Treble Controls.
TION
switch incorporated in control. For
0.25;;, measured at 6
TRADE AND EXPORT
200-250 v. 50 c.p.s. A.C. Mains. An
watts.
ideal unit for use with Gram. or `Mike.'
ENQUIRIES
NEGATIVE FEEDBACK
Output matching for 2-3 ohm speakers.
Retail Price f5-19-6
Total 32 d.b. including
A special feature is the compactness

-

-

to

LINEAR PRODUCTS LTD.

"H"

24 d.b. in mainloop.
5-9 MAUDE STREET, LEEDS, 2.
Tel. 23116

WEYRAD

-

TYPE COILS

FOR MANUFACTURERS, SERVICE ENGINEERS

AND INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTORS

A low-priced, soundly -designed Range of Coils,
providing continuous coverage from 12 to 2,000

RANGES:

metres in

Band 1-800-2,000 mtrs.

6 Bands.

The coils are supplied in individual aerial, H.F. transformer and oscillator versions for each band. Iron
dust cores are adjusted by means of a threaded
brass stem with a screwdriver slot which permits
fine adjustment of inductance without the danger of
damage to cores. Circuit connections are made to 4
tags at the end of the former. Single 6 B.A. mounting.

" H " type coils are recommended for many popular
circuits including the " Practical Wireless " AC/DC
3 -valve Superhet and are widely used for servicing
and conversion purposes.

RETAIL

PRICE...,....,

ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

3f9
3d.

EACH

Band
Band

2-250-800 mtrs.
3-190-550 mtrs.

4- 90-250 mtrs.
5- 33-100 mtrs.
Band 6- 16- 50 mtrs.
Band 7- 12- 37 mtrs.
Band

Band

Coils are coded according to type and range

HA I=Band

HO 3=Band

A.M.F.M. RECEIVER BOOKLET

I

3

oscillator

2¡6.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
CRESCENT STREET, WEYMOUTH,

DORSET

:

aerial
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WA Y
ELECTRONICS
THEPRACTICAL
Etc. Etc.

NEW!

TELEVISION.

RAD10

of learning
W, RADIO
AMATEURS

2 -stage

'

MECHANICS

CARPENTRY,

'PHOTOGRAPH

radio equipment

Instructional

lesson manuals

5 -valve 3 -wave

superhet circuit

'

C OUR

n
EXPERIMENTAL
EXpE
TECNNOLCGY
>,
COMPLETE
A U
SCIENCE
CC IN

:.

E4A... completely up-to-date methods of giving instruction in a
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for
self -study at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching
...experimental outfits and lesson manuals are despatched
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to
each student for personal and indi tidual tuition throughout the course.
in the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are
supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers,
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the complete
design and servicing of modern commercial radio and television
receivers.
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own fulltime or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal and may
be yours for moderate cost. Send- off the coupon to -day for a free
Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever.

SUBJECTS

INCLUDETELEVISION

College run by
a World-wide
industrial
organisation.

MECHANICS

CHEMISTRY

PHOTOGRAPHY ELECTRICITY WOODWORK

ELECTRICAL WIRING

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

ART, etc.
COURSES FROM
15/- PER

The only Home Study

SHORT WAVE RADIO

RADIO

MONTH

E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 32X, London, W 4
NAME._.........._...,..,.,...,

....,

AGE
(if under 2f)

ADDRESS

PLEASE

=actories

e,s

...

at Hayes.

EMI
INSTITUTES
-Part `f/iv
s..

BLOCK
CAPS

x:.

_,e.,,.,,-.'

4lp.etev,3

I

ans

interested in the following subject(s) with/without equipment

JUNE/57

We shall not warry yen with personal visits

/IvlArcoyíphoHé; etc.,'etc:

ICU
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.H.F./F.M. HOME, LIGHT AND

THIRD PROGRAMMES INPOWER REQUIRED

STANTLY -SELECTED AT THE
TURN OF A SWITCH

68mA;
25°V*
HI
HTRS. 6-3V. 1.5A.
6AM6
12AH8

IFT.11/107

e-

T2

Full constructional details, point-to-point wiring diagrams and
alignment instructions for building the " MAXI -Q " PRE-SET
F.M.TUNER and also the VARLABLE TUNED version are
given in Technical Bulletin I3TB.8, 1/6.
Completely punched Chassis, Screens and Bronze finished Cover,
19 -.
Station indicator Plate, El, 3-position Switch 4'3, Station
Condenser Trimmers, 3-9 pF, 2,'- each. Complete set of RESISTORS and CONDENSERS for either version, 48/-.
RATIO DISCRIMINATOR TRANSFORMER, RDT. 1'10.7
Me s. Secondary winding of bidlar-construction, iron dust core
tuning, polystyrene former, silver erica condensers. Can size
lin. sq. x 2 -¡fi in. high, i2 6.
I.F. TRANSFORMER, IF`T.11!10.7 Mr/s. Miniature I.E. Transformer of nominal frequency 10.7 Meis. The "Q" Of each,
winding is 90 and the coupling critical. Can size: (gin. x
Bin square, 6'6.
COILS TYPE L1 TI and T2 .Sneiatly designed for use in this
unit, are wound on poly t)r ne formers complete With iron dust
core tuning. 3'11 each.
THE
MAXI-Q ' PRE-SET F.M. TUNER. is available completely wired, assembled, valvedandhoi ed in a sturdily made bronze
finished cover at £8.11.5, plus 63,8,7 P T., total £12.
VARIABLE F.M. TUNER completely assembled, £11.0.0 including
P.T. (carriage 3'-, terms c.w.o.).
:

RDT.1110.7

lililillllilli

j
11111!{
6BAIÌlIdig
101111

iFT.i1,/137

j

STATION
SWITCH

CASE DIMENSIONS

65/8"X 5118"X 51/4"

GENERAL CATALOGUE- cüreriag technical information on lid!
range of components, 1;- poït free.

DENCO

(CLACTON)

LTD.

(DEPT. P.W.) 357/9 OLD ROAD,
CLACTON - ON - SEA, ESSEX
STOP PRESS : "MAXI-Q "60 ke,rgTAPE DECK OSCILLATOR COILS, T'DO.i-for high impedance Erase Heads (Truvox
etc.), 5f-. TD0.2-for low impedance' Erase Meads (Brenell and Collaro), 5, "OSRAM " KM., TUNER completely assembled
and valved at. 616.16.0, inc. P,T. Trading Terms foe direct Postal Orders, C.W.O. plus appropriate postal charge.

PREMIER RADiO COMPANY
B.

6

.

BUILT FOR

ALL -DRY BATTERY
PORTABLE RADIO RECEIVER

RECEIVER

__.

0

Plus&

k.

MAY BE

Put.

BUILT FOR

Receiver

may he built
f o r
£7.19.6
plus pk.& carr.
3/-, These two
receivers use
the latest type
circuitry and
are fitted Into
attractive cabinets 12in. x hl/n. a 51in. in
either walnut or ivory bakellte or wood.
Individual instruction Looks F- each,
post free.

MULLARD AMPLIFIER KIT

Why
not
make
the
D
Best
NOW

Telephone t
AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDINGTON 32'11-2

All the components for
model 510, PLUS preamplifier
on one chassis (total six

valves) may be purchased
512.12.0, plus pkg. & post
7¡6, or preamplifier and tone
control in a separate unit,
£14.14.0 plus E. &post 7;6,

SUPPLIED

WIT34

&

Plus packs g

UNITS

Car

656 and

.Suit ele for either

COMPACT DRAM AMPLIFIER
Suitable for any
type o? Pick-up.
Volume and tone
control fitted with
knobs.
Overall
size
;ir.. long s
3`in, :ride
high.
Complete
ready for use.

GRAM

Pk

&

VOLTS.

Postage

Miniature

Send for the Premier WIDE ANGLE
TELEVISOR booklet, 319 post free.

2,6

6X5, FOR A.C.
MAINE' 200--2$)

valves in a
superhet circuit covering
medium and
long waves, Reñ
ine covered cabine
11)in. a 10in a
is
Intrasting
colours, wine with gi er, i. instruction
book l'6 post free, whien includes full
constructional details and list o1 priced
.
components.

OUTPUT
ULTIáALINEAR
TRANSFORMER

£4. 1 O. OPlus
line-up

651.,7,

3!- Pk1f.

4

4-WATT AMPLIFIER
MAY BE
BUILT FOR

Vaste

£7.8.0
Plus

3 -Band Super het

LTD.

BUILD THESE NEW PREMIER DESIGNS

2 -BAND T.R.F.
MAY BE

R. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO)

(Dept. P.W.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2

ta.5(IPSATC RD<tY9

£á.I9.6

postage _'S.
It,C.Y
Speed

Autotli Inner.

phi. & po :t.
£9.15.0 rIlis
if,S.IC.
UR -,sp rai
£4.12.6 plus 26 pkg. & post.

o-

ohm or 13Speaie

-.Urn

t

t^`!ative teed -

i

s

lee

lint'
of rick -tap

-

ºY lie used.

Overall size Pin. a En. x Sin Price o
Amplifier omplete, tested and ready fc
nee, 65.5.0 plus :2!6 pkg. and carr.
A STEEL CASE IS NOW AVAILABLE,

COMPLETE WITH ENGRAVED PANEL,
15/6- EXTRA.

A NEW TAPE RECORDER

£5

CREDIT TERMS: DEPOSIT
and 8 monthly paymentº of £44.18.6

I1.P TC'RM3:
DEPOSIT £20
ana le. mtrnthiy paym:nts of £1.17 1
prize £40 plus packing and carriage,

ease finished in Brown and Antique
te iv in a î pin with the
latest type Continental fittings. For
50 cycles.
SEND FOR LEAFLET

pavan. Sipe 15in.

A.C. imams 310-250 volts,
SEPoO

S

d.

STAMP FOR
CATALOGUE
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PROGRAMME CHANGES
IR IAN JACOB recently announced some drastic changes
in BBC programme policy,mainly concerned with sound
broadcasting. There was, however, an impression that
Sir Ian was straining for effect and that the real motive for the
change was to save money on sound,:with the object of improving
the TV programmes so that they could compete.more equitably
with I.T.V. Support for this view is provided by the statement
that these changes will cost less and provide 'better value for
money. The main change is in the Third Programme which is to
be cut from five hours daily to three. This is not, nor was it.
intended to be, ä popular programme in the true sense of the
term. Some of the matter broadcast- was artificial:_ high -brow
stuff, written by Chelsea poseurs with yin assumed air of
erudition. In so far as we are now to sìiffer.two hours.less of this
sickly would-be clever type, we are in favour of lopping off two
hours from the Third Programme, if "other and' better material
cannot be found. The BBC is overcrowded with weird people
dressed in the true untidy Chelsea style with dirty shirts, unshaven
faces, suede shoes, the inevitable horn -rimmed glasses and
vacuous expressions. They are all comparatively young, and
few of them have any literary experience. One wonders how it
is that they were selected for the job. There needs to be considerable change in BBC personnel. People of ripe experience
in the entertainment field and in the realms of literature should
be employed, and there should be an immediate enquiry into
the undoubted overstaffing of the BBC and the lack of liaison
between the various departments, which have become sealed
water -tight departments, operating in a little world of their own.
The money Sir Ian wishes to save would be promptly forthcoming
by such staff reductions and rearrangements. It is true that the
blame for thisdoes not attach to Sir Ian. It was Reith who set
the standard for the BBC, and it is difficult now to upset it.
When Sir Ian said that in the shortened pi ogramme there will be
room for all that is truly worthy of inclusion, he was making the
tacit admission that two -fifths of it at present is not fit for
inclusion. The Third Programme has been allowed to amble
through the last 10 years as the Cinderella of broadcasting and
no one at the BBC has taken very much interest in it, with the
result that weird problem plays have been allowed to pollute
the programme.
Another change is that the Home Service and the Light
Programme are for part of the day to operate together, and will
be jointly planned. Programmes must " be designed for relaxation and entertainment," a rather belated discovery.
The competition of I.T.V. has proved that competition has an
improving value, and prevents sterility.
The effect has been felt not only on the television programmes
but also on sound.
J. C.

-F.

4,

¿:

Our next issue, dated July, trill be published on June 7th.
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Broadcast Receiving Licences
statement shows
THEthefollowing
approximate number of
Broadcast Receiving Licences in
force at the end of February, 1957,
in respect of receiving stations
situated within the various Postal
Regions of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland.
The numbers include licences
issued to blind persons without
payment.
Re;ein,

.,.
London Postal ...
Home Counties
...
Midland
North Eastern ...
...
North Western
...
...
South Western...
Wales and Border Counties ...

1,187,588
1,184,517
912,076
1,186,758
891,391
742,957
470,366

Total England and Wales
...
Scotland
...
Northern Ireland

6,575,653
847,111
194,564

Grand Total

...

7,617,328

Radio and TV Sales for February
RETAILERS' sales of radio and
television sets and radiograms in February, while showing a
fall compared with January, were
above those for February, 1956,
according to the monthly survey of
the British Radio Equipment

Manufacturers' Association.
Television receiver sales during
February were 94,000, an increase
of 16 per cent. over February, 1956,
but a decrease of 21 per cent. compared with January, 1957. Sales
of radiograms were 24,000, which
was an increase on the previous
February of. 60 per cent., but a
decrease on January oft] per cent.
Radio receiver sales at 78,000
showed an increase of 18 per cent.
on February, 1956, but a decrease
of 9 per cent. by comparison with
January this year.
The proportion of Idre purchase
and credit sales for both radiograms and television receivers rose
from 51 per cent. in January to
For
52 per cent. in February.
radio receivers. the percentage
remained unchanged at 34.

Retiring Engineer -in -Chief, Cable
Ltd.,
.loins
and
Wireless,

Marconi's

By

"QI;ESTOR"

Thomas has been appointed managing director.
The new company will be responsible for the production, manufacture, marketing and distribution
in Great Britain and the export to
overseas territories of F.M.I. label
records
" His Master's Voice,"
Capitol, Columbia, M.G.M., Parlo phone and Regal-Zonophone.

MARCONI'S

WIRELESS

TELEGRAPH CO_ ., LTD.,
announce that Mr. J. A. Smale,
C.B.E., R.F.C., B.Sc., M.I.E.F.,
having retired from the post
of engineer - in -chief of Cable
and Wireless Ltd., became
technical consultant in telecom-

New Sound System Aids Works

Control
NEW bulkhead microphone
control unit, specially designed
to meet the requirements of the
many factories and machine plants
where a high noise level makes the
use of normal communication
is being
methods unsuitable,
Communication
marketed
by
Systems, Ltd.
The equipment has widespread
applications throughout industry
and is likely to prove particularly
suitable where mechanical processing has to be Closely controlled
over a wide area. Steel rolling
mills, car body factories and hardboard processing plants are but a
few obvious examples.

A

Mr. J. A. Surale

munications engineering to Marconi's, with effect froth April 1st,
1957.

Mr. Smale's association with
Marconi's began almost 40 years
ago, for he joined the company in
1919. In 1921 he was responsible
for the installation in the City of

New E.M.I. Company

MUSICAL
LTD. anINDUSTRIES
nounce that, in order to co-ordinate
all their record activities in this
country, a new company has been
formed under the title of E.M.I.
Records, Ltd., and Mr. C. H.

ELECTRIC AND

A

discussion' corner for clients at the new Mallard Electronics centre
off Tottenham Court Road.
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London of the first central telegraph
office for wireless circuits, while by
1924 he had designed and tested
equipment for frequency -shift keying, which, after further intensive
development work originated by
Mr. Smale in 1937, is still the
principal system in use to -day for
long-distance wireless telegraphy.

would part from the helicopter if
it became entangled with a submarine object, thereby endangering
the aircraft.
New Factory for Airdrie
THE building of a new 45,000
square feet factory at Martin
Street, Airdrie, for Pye Scottish
Telecommunications Ltd., was
officially started in March, when
-

Fish -finding from a Helicopter
TESTS carried out by Pye the ceremony of cutting the first
Marine, Limited, in con- sod was performed by the Provost
junction with Grosvenor Air of Airdrie during the afternoon.
The new factory, where, it is
Charter, during the last two months
.

gan Crucible Company, Limited,
whose products range from the
carbon brushes used in vacuum
cleaners, hair-driers and refrigerators, to the special graphite blocks
which are to be used in the
Dounreay atomic reactor.
Its installation follows three
years' study and evaluation by the
Morgan Crucible investigation
team on the particular problems
which the computer would be
called upon to solve.
It is estimated that the machine
will pay l'or itself in a maximum
of five years, even if present plans
for its use are not expanded.
Wireless Telegraphy Regulations
following three sets of
THEregulations
were laid before
Parliament on March 7th, 1957:
Wireless Telegraphy (Control of
Interference from Ignition. Apparatus) Amendment (No. 1) Regulations. 1957.
Wireless Telegraphy (Control of
Interference from Electric Motors)
Amendment (No. 1) Regulations,
1957.

Wireless Telegraphy (Control of
Interference from Refrigerators)
Amendment (No. 1) Regulations.
1957.

The new Mallard House at night, showing the 88 ft. long glass windows
end the main entrance. This magnificent building was officially opened
in April at Torrington Place. '

have resulted in a novel method of
echo -sounding from the air which
is likely to have a wide application
in salvage work, mine detecting
and fish -finding.
During the recent tests a Pye

Fishfinder," fitted in a Westland
helicopter, was flown over and
indicated a number of submerged
objects ih the English Channel.
'The method employed was as
follows a " Fishfinder " in the
cabin of the helicopter was attached
by a cable to a transducer housed
in a specially designed, bomb shaped submarine body. This was
towed on, or just below, thesurface of the water at speeds up to
50 knots. In order to transmit
the signal _ from the submarine
body to the helicopter, considerable
problems of cable strain had to
be overcome. For safety reasons
weak link " was provided which
would break at a predetermined
stress, so that the submarine body
:

anticipated, between 400 and 500
people will be employed, is being
constructed by Scottish industrial
Estates, Ltd., for the Board of
Trade, who will in turn sell it to
Pye, Ltd. It will permit a fourfold expansion of the present
activities of Pye Scottish Telecommunications at Airdrie. It will
be ready for occupation in March
of next year.
British Computer Enters New Field
WIDER industrial use of electronic computers throughout
Britain is foreshadowed by the
news that a standard production
line model has been put into daily
use for purely routine accounting

work,'
The machine is the Flee General
Purpose Electronic Computer,
made by the British Tabulating
Machine Company, Ltd., and it
has been installed in the Battersea,
London, headquarters of the Mor-

They extend to the Channel
Islands and the Isle of Man the
existing regulations giving the
Postmaster -General power to control interference to radio and television reception from ignition
systems, electric
motors -and
refrigerators.
They came into
force on May 1st, 1957.
Richard Arbib Elected Chairman
of R.E.C.M.F.
RICHARD AR BIB, Chairman
and managing director of
Multicore Solders, Ltd., has been
elected chairman of the Radio and
Electriconic Component Manufacturers' Federation. He entered
the radio industry in 1929 in the
electrical reproducer department
of H.M.ti. At the age of 25 he was
appointed advertising manager of
that company. During the last
twenty years he has been largely
responsible for the development of
Multicore Solders, Ltd.
Mr. Arbib has been a member of
the Council of the R.E.C.M.F.
for many years and has represented
that Federation on the Exhibition
Organising and Public Relations
Committees of the R.I.C. for more
than 10 years. He is also a member
of. the R.E.C.M.F. Exhibition
Committee.
-
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H I -FI
TAPE RECORDER
A NEW EFFICIENT DESIGN
WHICH HAS BEEN
EXHAUSTIVELY TESTED
By

B. L.

Phillips

(Continued! "rout page 182, Mai
issue)

bent into an elongated " L " shape to house the
remaining valves. No definite measurements are
given for the space between each valve base : a
symmetrical layout is the ideal one. The two chassis
bolt together, making one complete chassis, on
which every. component is mounted, apart from
The
the power pack and output transformer.
controls are mounted on a hardboard panel,
supported on the chassis by three aluminium brackets.
Reference to Figs. 5, 6 and 8 will give all the
mounting details.
In the prototype design the hardboard control
panel was covered with a dark red material, which
gave a finished appearance to it. On the chassis
there is a screen between the phase- inverter valve
base, and the magic -eye (see Fig. 6). One point which
requires clarifying is the mounting of the magic -eye.
In Fig. 5 it will be seen that the 6U5 valve faces in
the opposite direction to the remaining valves. This
is so the " face " of the valve will peep into the hole

Construction

THE cabinet is made from five-ply wood. The
dimensions are given in Fig. 7 and is essentially
a " box," 4in. deep, 14in. long, and I6in.
wide. Along the front of the cabinet there is a lin.
plywood strip, and two tin. strips either side of the
cabinet. These latter two are for the tape -deck to
rest on. The cabinet base must have a 3in. by
3in. square cut out just below the EL84s for
ventilation.
Above this, the tin. wide strip on this
side has a I in. by 3in. cut out in it, also for
ventilation purposes. The exact dimensions, will,
of course, depend on the type of tape deck used.
Four rubber feet are fitted, one in each corner of
the cabinet.
Chassis
This is made out of two sheets of 18 s.w.g.
aluminium, cut and bent as in Fig. 6. One sheet is
bent to house the EL84s, and the remaining sheet is

I,,

Screened lead to Output Tiansforrr,er

5.-Top view of amplifier chassis
showing layout of principal components.
Compare, this with the illustration on
page 232.
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in the front of the cabinet, when the chassis is inserted. of ample dimensions is placed over the components
Thus it is advisable to drill the magic-eye hole in the completely to screen them and the valve base. The
cabinet, only after the exact location of the " eye " can bolts on to the chassis side over the valve base.
on the cabinet front is known. To keep the light out A small slit is cut in the uppermost side of this can
of the surround of the indicator a black paper tube to allow the grid and anode leads to be brought out.
may be placed over it.
The filament and 11.T.2 supplies are brought to the
valve base underneath, the can. This screen is essenComponent Placing in Cabinet.
tial, and must not be missed. All the leads shown on
The output
the circuit diagram (Fig. 1) with a dotted outline
hand side of the cabinet, behind the EL84's. Screened are screened leads.
leads of sufficient length to enable the chassis to be
This screening must be used and earthed to chassis
removed, are connected to the transformer. The
filament transformer is mounted on the right-hand as near the valve it is connected to as possible.
side of the cabinet.
Just forward of this is Coaxial type flexible cable is suitable, or thin, screened
mounted the rectifier. One end is bolted into the single -core lead is ideal. Single point earthing for the
three early amplifier stages must also be used to
cabinet side, the, other mounted on a small bracket: avoid
earth loop hum currents and feedback. InciThe smoothing choke is mounted, again on the.
any "dead " and unused switch contacts
cabinet side, with its stampings at right angles to the dentally,
be used admirably as anchor points for odd
mains transformer.
The smoothing capacitors can
(C22(A) and (B)) can be mounted either as shown components ; for instance, capacitor C3. One end
in Fig. 7 or on top of the smoothing choke, supported of this capacitor goes to one tag on the treble lift
by its own wiring, depending on the type of capacitor control VR2, while the other end goes to a " dead"
used.
'the leads from the power -pack, namely, contact on the switch, and then'to the screened anode
H.T. , H.T.-, filament leads, should be tightly lead of the EF86. A metal screening can also be
twisted and of a fair length to allow the chassis to be placed over the EF86 valve itself, this is optional and
need only be fitted if the valve is picking up stray
removed for servicing, etc.
hum from the mains transformer.
Wiring
All the components associated with the EF86 are Circuit Notes
wired as shown in Fig. 5, and a discarded 1.F. can
The two phase inverter load resistors, R23 and
Loudspeaker Connections

Mains Lead

-

Fuse
'

0 0 0 0 0

Mains

Transferrer

Spaces taken up

by Recorder Motors

Output

4ectific

Transformer

Bracket

C31el@IIIIIIiI

Ventilation cut-out
in base of cabinet

Top View

Choke

Fewer Pack
Leads
y

1

65N7

Hardboard
Control Panel

99Q
Treble

Monitor'
Output

rig.7.-Top

anti side view

Monitor
Cain

of

r-1- black
Black paper tube

cabinet, showing chassis in position
not shown here (see Fig. 8

The

" face" panel for

the controls is
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constant value for every tape -deck. In the prototype, this resistor was found to be 220 KQ, but the
method to find the value is given below :
First connect a resistor of 100 K« in this position
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R30, must he matched to within one per cent. of their

nominal value. Most component dealers will match
two out of a number on an ohmmeter at no extra cost.
The negative feedback resistor (R29) is 20 KQ
for 15 Q. loudspeaker, and 15 Kn
for a 2 to 3 Q speaker. One side of
the output transformer secondary
is returned to chassis as shown, the
other end of the winding going to
this resistor. This resistor is mounted
on top of the transformer tag panel.
The feedback resistor can only be
connected to one side of the secondary
to give negative feedback. If the
connection is reversed, the feedback
will be positive. The way to find
the correct connection is to connect
the speaker and the resistor to the
15 Q " tag, earthing the '` O "
tag. lf, when playing a record
through the amplifier, the noise
level of the system seems higher
than it should be, the connection
of the resistor must be reversed.
1f, on the other hand, the quality
appears satisfactory, the connection
is correct. Sometimes the incorrect
connection will cause the amplifier
A view of the recorder out of its ease, showing amplifier layout.
to oscillate at, or slightly above,
audio frequency. Briefly, the correct connection of so that it can be readily removed and substituted for
feedback will reduce the gain of the unit slightly, another value, i.e., not soldering it.
Now check that no shorts exist on the H.T. and
but improves the fidelity enormously and vice versa.
heater supplies, insert all the valves and connect the
mains, neutral side to chassis. All valves should glow,
Tests
Before testing the amplifier, there is an important and the magic-eye " face " should be illuminated.
note about the R.F. bias feed to the record head Make sure the loudspeaker is in circuit, and that
of the recorder, via resistor R24. The actual value both switches are in the " playback " position.
of this resistor depends entirely on the recording Increase the volume control lo maximum, the only
head characteristics, and, therefore, will not be a sound coming from the loudspeaker should be the
for Monitor
Output Socket

Note: Fixing holes marked
are for standard small bolts

hole

>

Notes marked 4, 8 etc. are
bolted to its companion with
the same prefix

End
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Fig. 6.-Chassis drilling details.
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"hies" of

valve noise. No appreciable amount of Amplifier Facilities
mains hum should be present. Connect a gramoAs will be seen, the amplifier can be Used for
phone pickup to J2 input, and test the amplifier gramophone reproduction direct, microphone direct,
by playing a suitable record. If all seems well, by operating switch S to ` a.c.," apart from
the recorder can now be tried. Short out input JI, recording and reproducing from magnetic tape. It
with a coaxial plug (inner and outer connected can be used in quite large halls, feeding two or more
together), but leave the gmophone pickup in J2. loudspeakers suitably connected for correct matching.
Switch both switches to " record," set the tape deck
In conclusion, the author would like to express his
I

-
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of chassis, shorting general Íapout of components and controls.

in motion. and increase the volume control until the
magic eye segments just meet on loud passages.
This is the correct recording level. Inserting a pair of
medium impedance headphones into J3, and increasing
the " monitor gain " control, will allow audible
monitoring of the signal.
Now replay the tape, not forgetting to remove the
pickup to prevent shunting the tape signal. If the
playback sounds muffled (the recording should be
made with bass and treble controls at maximum),
then the bias resistor R24 should be increased by
50 K Q, and the test repeated until the playback sounds
satisfactory. On the other hand, if the response
sounds " crackly," insufficient bias is reaching the
head. Decrease the 100 KQ to 50 KQ, and repeat test.
This second test will also show whether the erase
head is working correctly. If the two recordings
appear one on top of the other, and sound " crackly "
or very low in volume, then the oscillator circuit should
be checked for incorrect connections, etc.
If the above method of tests are conducted
systematically, the correct bias level is soon found.
When all is correct when recording direct off a
record, the microphone can be connected to JI
and tests made. The microphone should be a crystal
type, with a screened lead. To keep hand capacity
effects down, any metal parts on the microphone
casing must be connected to the screening of the cable.
This will also keep the hum level down to a very low
figure.

thanks to the staff of the Harris institute Physics
Laboratory, Preston, for their help in supplying
testing facilities.

Northern Polytechnic Lectures
LAST year following the Audio Fair the Northern

" Poly " ran a most successful series of lectures
on High Quality Reproduction. A similar course is
to be run this year.
This course will start on May 13th and will take
place on each Monday and Thursday, 6.30-8.30 p.m.
for five weeks (with the exception of Whitsun week).
The fee for the course will be LI Is.

High Quality Sound Reproduction
1957

:

May 13th : Amplifier .Design-D. H. Busby
(G.E.C.).
May 16th Electra-Acoustics-E. H. Jones, B.Sc.,

A.M.I.E.E., A.M.Brit.I.R,E. (Northern Polytechnic).
May 20th: Loudspeakers-R. L. West, B.Sc.,
A.M.Brit.I,R.E. (Northern Polytechnic and Hi Fi
News).
May 23rd
F.M. Transmission and ReceptionR. S. Roberts, Sen. M.I.R.E,, M.Brit.I R.E. (Northern
Polytechnic and Hi Fi News).
May 27th Pick-ups and Hearing Aids-S. Kelly
(Technical Editor, Hi Fi News).
Loudspeakers
May 30th
Disc Recording and Reproduction -As the equipment is capable of reproduction of the Dr. G. F. Dutton, Ph.D., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. (E.M.1.).
Electrostatic' .Loudspeakers-P. J.
highest quality, a good make of speaker is advised in
June 3rd
a suitable cabinet. The larger the speaker baffle Walker (Acoustical Mfg. Co.).
area, the better is the bass response. On the input
June 6th : Magnetic Tape Recording and Reproside any crystal microphones are suitable, as long as duction-J. F. Doust (M.S.S, Recording Co.).
they are sufficiently bonded and screened. Most
Stereophonic Reproduction-F. H.
June 17th
types of pick-ups can be used, but inclusion of the Brittain
appropriate compensation circuit should be included
June 20th The Complete -Reproducing Systemin the pick-up circuit.
Percy -Wilson (Technical Editor The Gramophone).
:

:

:

:

:

:
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DETAILS OF THE

EXHIBITS AT THE

was to he expected the emphasis this year was
on printed circuitry and transistorised apparatus. The number of exhibits was greater than
last year and it is, of course, impossible to deal with
everything in a journal of this size. Accordingly we
can only pick out some of the items which will be of
interest to the home constructor rather than the
manufacturer. Readers will remember that this show
is intended primarily for the Trade and many of this
year's exhibits were duplicated at the Audio Fair
which was also held in April. Details of some of the
exhibits here will be found on page 242.
AS

Sub-miniature Components
The design of sub -miniature components has
recently been stimulated to a great extent by the
increasing use of transistors and the trend towards
the personal -type receiver. As a result, the Wireless
Telephone Company Limited, one of the principal
suppliers of I.F. transformers and radio frequency
coils, has now commenced production of a new range
of single tuned, sub -miniature, intermediate frequency
transformers (5/8in. diameter by 11/16in. high),
oscillator and Ferrite aerial coils. These new compor;ents, approved by Messrs. Mallard Limited for use
with transistors 0C45 and OC44, are equally suitable
for conventional -sized receivers as well as for midget
sets. Moreover, they are also available for use with
transistors made by other manufacturers.
The type ST side trimming 470 kc/s transformer has
been designed as a standard general purpose radio
L.F. transformer with high performance and a degree of
mechanical stability necessary for portable and automobile type receivers. It offers the advantages of side
trimming, yet is still a lightweight miniature I.F. transformer of high efficiency, housed in a screening can
16in. high. A number of
13116in. square by 2
different methods of mounting are available suitable
for printed circuits and conventional chassis : these
include " plug-in," spring clip and yoke arrangements.
On the G.E.C. stand a hydrogen thyratron, the
GHT.2 was of particular interest. This valve is the
first of a new range which incorporates the new
barretter-controlled hydrogen-replenisher system.
This system, which is patented, automatically replaces
the hydrogen " cleaned up " during life and compensates for variations in the supply voltage and
.ambient temperature. The resultant effect is to increase
the life expectation of the valve and simplify the
supply circuits.
Three magnetrons were shown, a MAG.7, a MAG.8,
and a CV.2380, the latter is a miniature magnetron
on a B7G base and is intended as a pulse test source
at " X " band.
A number of audio valves ,were shown among
which was the new KT.88. This valve is an output
beam pentode with an anode dissipation of 35 W. It is
primarily designed for use in the output stage of an
audio -frequency amplifier in which two valves will
provide up to 100 watts.

1957
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twin condenser, designed especially for transistorised
receivers, it is shown on page 236. The two gangs give

maximum capacities of 208 pF (front) and 176 pF
(rear). The cadmium -plated steel frame is
1/32in.
long and has a frontal area of
in. x 11'/;,, in. This
includes the sweep of the aluminium vanes. The
spindle is in. diameter by 'in. Ion the air gap
.0085in., and the insulation ceramic. Priced at 9s. 6d.,
this new miniature component weighs only 2, oz.
A new addition to the Mallard range -of concentric
air -dielectric trimming capacitors made its first
appearance at the Exhibition.
This new capacitor (Type E7879) has general
characteristics similar to those of the welt -established
type 7864/01, but has the important advantage
of a greatly increased capacity range of 4-60 pF.
This makes it particularly valuable in car radio
applications, where a trimmer of extended range is
often essential to cater for the .widely differing input
conditions imposed by the diversity of aerial design
and location on the vehicle.
The remainder of the range of concentric trimming
capacitors was also shown, together with Mallard
precision variable capacitors.
1

I

Semi -conductor Devices
Among the range of semi -conductor devices
exhibited were two Mollard 100 -volt sub -miniature
diodes, types 0A91 and 0A95, shown for the first

1

Condensers
Jackson Bros. showed a new miniature variab

A 200 nt/kratt transistorised
e

amplifier on a
circuit by T.C.C.

t'mt4'd
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282 and 283 are for printed circuit .applications..
Tappings can -be provided on all models if.required,
Providing the circuit facilities of variable potentiometers, brit occupying little more space than fixed
resistors, the new Egcn Types 170, 171 and 172
sub -miniature pre-set rotary potentiometers have
many applications where the use of a normal variable
control would be impracticable. They are light in
weight, easily adjusted and have a
power rating of 1/10 W., while the
contact pressure of the nickel -silver
wiper assembly ensures maintenance
of the original setting under normal.

time. Both are Azif all -glass construction and intended
primarily for _industrial applications.
Newc'meís to the Mullard transistor range nos'.
in quantity production are the 0C44 and 0C45
R.F. p -n -p junction transistors. The OC44 is designed
for use in converters and mixer oscillator 'circuits.
while the 0C45 is intended for use as an I.F. amplifier
in amplitude modulation receivers.

use.

Type 170 is designed for independent mounting. while Type 171 is
intended for printed circuits and
Type 172 is provided with leads for
supporting in the wiring.
Representing the ultimate in simplicity and space saving, the new
Egen sub -miniature pre-set potentio
meters Types 173, 174, 195 and 196
provide the circuit facilities of variable potentiometers with the convenienceof self-support ingmount ing.
Types 173 and 174 have carbon
tracks, with a power rating of ;; W.,
the former for printed circuits and
the latter for supporting in the
wiring. .Types 195 and 196 are
The new l/'ireless Telephone Co. type ST side trimming 470 le
similar to Types 173 and 174, respectransformers. The three mode Is at the rear short the different methods
of mounting.
tively, but are wire -wound, with a
power rating of W.
A prototype of a new Egen hearing aid control,
The 0070 and 0071 A.F. t ransistors, which now
Type 194, of _yin. diameter, was exhibited, its main
have greatly improved ratings, were also seen.
feature being an exception ally low noise value. This
Silicon Junction Rectifiers
control is suitable for use
SenTerCel ,z amp. Silicon
with normal and transistor
rectifiers, which have been
available in experimental Sub -miniature electrolytic capacitor, aluminium circuits,
quantities for some months, esteased trieit mire terrrrination,' Size : lin. dram.
T.C.C.Capacitors
went into full production on
lin, long. Br Dthrlier
February 1st, 1957. OutThe wide selection of
standing advantages arc high temperature perform- capacitors by T.C.C. included new and established
ance and the large output in relation to size and products. Or particular interest was an entirely new
weight.
Operation at ambient temperatures up range of P.T.F.E. dielectric Capacitors in tubular
to 100 deg. C. is permissible and the
rectifiers, each of which weighs only
0.045 oz. are smaller than a conventional .1 watt resistor.
Three.
types are in full production-RS22A
for a maximum peak inverse voltage
of 150, RS21A for a maximum
(P.1.T.) of 100 and RS20A for 50
volts maximum (P.1.V.). The devices
are hermetically sealed for long life
and stable characteristics.
Other SenTerCel rectifiers, in the
pre -production stage, were also
These include 1 amp.
exhibited.
and 5 amp. devices.
!,

-

,

Potentiometers
A new range of 1:1 in. diameter
Egen carbon potentiometers are now
available with or without an alternative standard or heavy duty
switch. Types 181, 183, and 243 are
for normal use, while Types 281,

A selection

transformer,

the new range of single tuned sub-ntitricrtene I:F.
and oscillator coils, derelopel hr the iY`iretcc-s

of

Telephone Co.
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construction. They extend to .2 µF, and above this
capacity the construction is in metal boxes with
ceramic bushings.
These capacitors are suitable for working at
200 deg. C., and have exceptionally high I.R. and
low P.F., and are intended for use where high working
temperatures preclude the use of other plastic film or
paper dielectrics.
As an extension to the existing range of T.C.C.
tantalum electrolytic capacitors, a series of miniatures
has been developed, primarily for use with aircraft
instruments and sub-miniature transistor circuitry.
Also shown were low-leakage high-quality electro
lytics for use with grid coupling in L.F. amplifiers;
sub -miniature electrolytics for transistor circuits and
hearing aids; silvered micas in Plimoseal finish to
comply with RCS.132 Category A Class H l requirements; miniature lead-through ceramics intended
for direct soldering through, or on to, a chassis or
sub -assembly; tubular ceramic pulse -feed capacitors
for working up to 5 kV.; metallised polystyrene
capacitors of exceptional electrical properties for
.tuned filter units, etc. Printed circuits : As leading
producers of printed circuits, T.C.C. showed many
types, among which were battery/mains receivers, TV
sub -chassis tuner units and filters, and inductors and
tow -value capacitors for F.M. printed integrally
with the circuits.
Concurrent with printed circuits in T.C.C. production, new ranges of paper dielectric and electrolytic
capacitors have been developed for their specific use.
The capacitors are vertically mounted and have pre tinned and surface -preserved terminations making
them suitable for dip -soldering.
Dubilier Capacitors
S. standard range of paper, mica and electrolytic
capacitors complying with latest Service and industry
specifications was shown by Dubilier, and in addition
the following specialities :
Mica dielectric low-power transmitting capacitors
and pulse -forming networks having reduced weight
and dimensions, with the elimination of liquid filling
and suitable for pan -climatic conditions.
Terylene dielectric capacitors in metal tubes with
ceramic end seals having reduced dimensions, suitable
for operation up to 125 deg. C. with high insulation
resistance.
Sub -miniature electrolytic capacitors (see page 235)
with excellent characteristics for printed circuit and
transistor applications, also electrolytic capacitors
having special features for printed circuits.
A complete range of devices meeting B.S.S. requirements for the suppression of electrical interference on
all radio and television wavebands, also radio frequency suppression chokes rated up to 6 amperes.
A new insulated carbon resistor, Type BTA, having
reduced dimensions and improved characteristics,
maximum rating watt 500 volts at 70 deg. C., also
carbon track potentiometers for normal and printed
circuit application and a metal -cased miniature
control.
I

Gramophone Apparatus
Collaro were exhibiting their well-known AC456
record changer, and in addition an entirely new four speed record changer, which has several unique
features and was being shown for the first time. Also
shown were the Collaro four-speed gramophone unit
AC4/564 and a new iunior four -speed unit.

June, 1957

Another interesting exhibit was the new highfidelity tape transcriptor (Mark Ill). `khis is designed
on transcription quality principles foi livérecording,
recording from F.M. broadcasts and reproducing
pre-recorded tapes. A twin -track model, fitted with
four heads, it runs at 3 in., 7'in. and 15in. per second.
Operation and braking are mechanical, performed
without rubber belts or solenoids ; control buttons
are foolproof, as after the depression of any control

A new

Jackson Bros. gang condenser, the " 00."

all others are interlocked, and to start them once
more a stop control must be operated.

To prevent unintentional erasure of pre-recorded
tape, a safety slide must be moved before the record '
button can be depressed.
A special pause control enables the operator to
record only those parts of the programme he requires.
By pressing the pause button towards the front of the
transcriptor, the tape is stopped from going through
the heads, leaving the machine in the " on " position,
and the motors still running. Immediately pressure
on the button is released, passage of the tape through
the heads is resumed.
Another new exhibit was the four -speed gramophone transcription unit, Model 4T200. The new
type four-speed mechanism ensures absolutely
uniform speed, with reproduction free from frequency
modulation. The heavy turntable is fitted with a
ground and lapped spindle running on to a ball which
takes the total thrust and results in correct speed with
no detectable " wow " or " rumble." The studio
transcription arm is of tubular metal, having very
low resonance, plays 16ín. records, and can be fitted
with any of the famous " Studio " crystal cartridges.
Model 4T200 can also be supplied less pick-up arm.
`

Loudspeakers
The complete range of Stentorian loudspeakers
from 2`in. to 18in. in diameter now incorporate the
patented cambric cones, providing a quality of
reproduction not otherwise obtainable at many times
the price. Also models HF.1012 (10in.), HF.912
(9in.), HF.816 and HF.8I2 (8i n.) are fitted with
universal impedance
speech
coils,
providing
instantaneous matching at 3, 7.5 and 15 ohms.
Outstanding additions are an Bin. P.M. unit
fitted with a 16,000 gauss Alcomax magnet (type
(Continued on page 274)
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AN ELECTRONICTIME
A USEFUL ACCESSORY FOR
MANY SWITCHING APPLICABy Allen James
TIONS

THE circuit about to be
described has been
in use for some time
by the author as an automatic porch
light switch. It has saved much
fumbling in the dark for keys. etc.,
and has also cut down on electricity hills, due to the
fact that the light was often accidentally left burning.
In use the unit was mounted
on the wall inside the porch,
and the micro -switch was
mounted underneath. the dons
mat; when anyone stood on the
door mat the timing cycle
commenced and the light came
on. When that person left the
door mat the light would
switch itself off, after the Mein
timing cycle was complete.
The time cycle in the author's
case was approximately two
minutes.
If. however, the
micro -switch is still depressed
when the two minutes are
completed then the circuit will
reset itself and continue timing
for a further two minutes.

stabiliser VI st°ill strike and pass about
20-40 ntA for a fraction of a second,
which is enough to operate relay " A.
The contacts Al " close and hold
A " relay on until C2 is nearly
discharged ; when C2 is removed from
the H.T. line the voltage across RI and the
B " reláy is reduced 'to about 60 volts or .less. so

.

81

Circuit Description
_. 1.-Circuit of the tinier. If required all resistor values can be
The circuit is shown with the
reduced hi' half and the value of C3 doubled for the same tinting range.
relays in the de -energised
On completing the circuit between " B " relay de -energises, " 92 "contacts remove the
position.
tags 2 and 3, relay "B °' is energised via mains from th.e circuit and "B2 " contacts discharge
the metal rectifiers and its voltage dropping
resistor Rl. "BI " contacts then close, which
holds the "B" relay on : at the same time
B2 " contacts open. H.T. is also applied
across R2 and C3. therefore CS starts to
charge up ; when the voltage across C3
is high enough (100-150 volts), the neon

LIST OF COMPONENTS
i
s

í

C2-4 r<F 450 y. D.C. ('r.C.C.).
C3-4 IT 350 v. (see text).
Rl- (See text).
R2--3-10 M l watt (Hubitier).
R3, R4-10 K D watt (Habiller).
1

MRI, MR2-RM2.
`

" A " Relay-1,700 Q H.S.

B" Relay -500 0-5 K t2 C.P.O.
-0A3, ÖB3, 90C1, etc.

; V1

Another rleti of the tittle/'.
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the timing capacitor C3, the " A " relay then deenergises. If, however, tags 2 and 3 are still shorted,
then the circuit will continue for another time cycle.

WIRELES3

June, 1957

any type of relay, the G.P.O. type being particularly;
suitable. Various types having' coil resistances of
between 100
and 5 KD have been used, the one
with the 5 K 2 coil being retained in
the interests of economy. C3 should
have a fairly good insulation resistance, the one used in the circuit was
a small metallised paper capacitor
which was found to have a resistance
of 2,000 MD at 120 volts.
The
timing resistor R2 was made up of
three 10 MD resistors in series, but a
30 M!? could be used if available.

Other Uses
The circuit has many other uses,
such as switching on or off various
electrical equipment, timing processes, photographic developing and
printing, etc. The writer has also
toyed with the idea of using it as the
basis for an electronic clock. Most
uses entail alteration of the timing

The timer in a suitable case.

The value of RI is dependent upon the type of
relay used and the following formula will give the
approximate value :
RI- (250 VR RR Where RR is the relay coil
resistance in ohms and VR the working voltage
of the relay in volts; a 4.5 w. wirewound resistor
should be used here.
In the original circuit VI was a neon stabiliser,
type 90C1. However, almost ans' stabiliser can be
used in this position, and the writer has tried an
0A3, an OB3 and a VRI50/30, with complete success.
Relay " A " is of the high speed type and has a coil
resistance of 1,700 Q ; almost any small current
relay can be used here, and there is an excellent one

cycle.

250í6R
RI/

5MF2

.

4e7Mt2

Fig.

2.-Showing modification

to enable continuously variable
To C2
tinting to be obtained. RV is
to allow for ¡nains variation To C3
and is adjusted for " 20 seconds " when the timing
controls are set at " 20 seconds."

-

This is quite simple, for the time
in seconds is given by R2 x C3, where
R2 is in megohms and C3 -is in

microfarads. For those who require
a continuously variable time from
about half a second to 120 seconds,
reference should be made to Fig. -2,
the components in Fig. 2 being
Underside of chassis vier.
placed in the main circuit in lieu of
R2. The t i m i n g range can be exon the government surplus market which operates on tended-in the writer's case three :minutes was
a current of .0.5 mA. Relay-" .B " can be of almost about the longest and is dependent on the leakage
current through C3 ; the shortest was approximately
TABLE SHOWING TIME RANGES FOR FIG. 2 a tenth of a second, and is dependent on the
operating time of the relays, and the ionisation
and de -ionisation time of the neon -used.
Sw.l
Time
Sw. 2
Position
Range
All the timing cycles given throughout this article
Position
are accurate, having been timed with a stop clock,
but it may be found that they will vary slightly if
b
e
0.5-20 secs.
different types of relays and neons are used. However,
e
p;
the unit can be calibrated and the calibration should
a
20-40 secs.
stay reasonably accurate for a long time.
b
b
40-60 secs.
iii

l

¡

a

b

.b

a

a

a

NEWNES SHORT-WAVE MANUAL

60-80 secs,
}

80-100 secs.
100--120 secs.

7thEdition

-

6/-, or 6/6 by post from
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD
House, Southampton Street, London,
.

Tower
W.C.2.

June, 1957
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

C.R.T. ISOLATION TRANSFORMER
Type A. Low leakage w hidings. Ratio 1 : 1.2:1
giving a 230, boost on secondary.
-.. 10/6 ; 4 v., 10/6; 6.3 v., 10,6; 00.S s.,
1016 ;

TELETRON

13.3 v.- 1016.

Tag Panel, 211- each.

Type C. Lowy capacity wound transformer for
use with 2 volt Tubed with falling emission.
Input 220¡240 volts.
Output. 2-25-2A-2)1-3
volts at 2 amps. With Tag Panel, 17/6 e aeto.
NOTE, --It is essential to use mains primary
.

t

8002,000

TRIMMERS Ceramic. 3(5. 0 70p7 9d tot, pi
130 pf., 1/3 ; 250 pf., 176
500 pi., 750 pl., 1 9.
RESISTORS. All values. 10 ohms to 10 saes
1'
4d.; I
6d.; 1
8d ; '!
HIGH STABILITY. I w., 133, 2; . Preferred , aï u
100 ohms to 10 meg.
s ai:t
RESISTORS
13
WIRE -WOUND
(
10 natì 23 ohms -1.0,000 ohne
1 6

1 000 ohms
,

-30,000 ohms,

41,.5(0

L.F. CHOKES 15-10 IL 60765
v mA., 878
10 H. 150 rid..

Ill.

.

if

1X 1101. EPBO,

rains

21 -

EABC'C, ELfl.

/
£16.19.6

For

A.C.

PRICE
Carr age 1O 6.
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR BOTH CHASSIS
10ín., 25-; 12in., 30;-,
;

B.S.R. MONARCH 4-SPEED RECORD
1957 MODELS
CHANGERS
Brand new and fully guaranteed 12 months.

ha.: -t.

i

TYANA,-Midget Soldering Iron: 'v'r to r. c_
24'-.
23012500 v., 1619. Solon Instrument
MAINS DROPPERS. Sin. a. Urn.
4 3
p. 710 ohms, 4, 3. ? amp.. 1.5....5
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 60 ohms per foot, xi up.. Il,
ohms per foot. 2 way. 6d. per foot, S-wny,'7 d, par trot.
LOUDSPEAKERS P.M. 3 OHM, 1tin., 17 ß.
- n. Goodinans, 17/5.
s its. Go,od rnan , 21-.
=quart, Elac., 21í - n
Sin. EI.M. 22.1.
fll in, Goodman 18/8.
10 n. R s 1 , 30:
lob Tweeter. L91175, 8 6
Min. Pler.fity,30:
Sin. ALE. 2.5k. field, lapped O.P. t
24 e.
2r

1

NOT

.

T

10'61''
10;6.

ICRYSTAL MIKE INSERT by Arm. precision
engineered. Size ours 12 x 3716i5t.Bargain
Price 1/6. No transformer r .' d.
SWITCH CLEANER Fluid. squirt spoilt, 43 ti
205 pi
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS
Statalm.
miniature lin. a 11in. is Him, 10, . .0005 Statale

ue with trimmers, 9-,

N.-,.triumei

..

c

i 25i

boxes!
e! H h' impedance lightweight
Pick-up ll -lpphice needle, mill match. any
10r151 f er or Radio. Less than htlr price.

TRANSISTORS (Red Spot/ Siltillat Ic (N

VALVES
New

..."
All Boxed

IR5

9.,1

ÌT'4

9D

16S
,S4
31'4

F 1

k.ymp
S£Ol

EB,

SP41

'

4

g

69L.
68E7

J

bBLB

.

6BW6

6j6CT

'..

61)6

BC;'3

EPïO

'

(iX79,

rtvly. Red

I

.

'
.

ET11

I.

III'h

6,25

Ì

.9

116
I'12,1

,

1l40
KT''''''
t l bI

1

jlN,25
YLSI

PVzI

MK/
(:7..1

'.

107

_Miniatu

Dust

and rrreurt.

465

LF.

ltd
Standard recmds.

Tunable
T.V. PRE-AMP (MCMICHAEL,.
Channel, 1 to 5. (Will Amplify Output of your
Band 3 Converter.) Midget size. High Gain.
Ready (Or use. (H .T. 200 v. L.1. 6 v., .3
trap.required.) BRAND NEP 25E each.
MAINS POWER PACK lot above, 25 extra.

tl,I

10711g;. 12Y7
6S4
El a:2

27 6.
I111 1H

SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO I £4.12.8 post 276.

Ef41
E3xn
1 L4l

7ß

Ilin.

6h rt. Melun Long, Grain
Single hale fixing with connec-

Sapphire styli for L.P. and

en

DCN4 2
,.EU

6I,

kierry--N C.O.D.

B.O.R. MONARCH 3 -speed Motor and TurntaClo with .rectIng switch for 33, 45 and 78
r.p.ra. records.100020 v. and 20(1-250 v \.C.
Also 13.912. MONARCH Lightweight
9 cps.
separate
Pick-up th Acos nt I turnover

LIGr'41
I;13F.G0

'.

(Fne7
a

0

Sn itching.
on d , k

1. -AL 7

A1 I

Post free.

ERHET COIL PACK.

cored Coils.

57.I
:4'r7

t

EP.

3gl

10'- e.

Guaranteed
10.3..

61í

Cli

EF92 ; 3116
PEN 461 6H6711

6J7
6K8

11391
LINO

- --

29

End,

.

I

SU

....-

&

8;6
61 11
6J

-

,

.

---

E18n

;

611

0114
GAM()
6AT'6

1

I-

5.6

8 6

5 gus.

.10

5:

í

¡NEW AND ENLARGED
SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN

We have no connection with any other firm.

1665. Cules 133

or 60 pass door.

48-hour

components, punched chassis, circuit diaé
COMPLETE KIT for mains
so Ming plane.
operation 200-250 v. A.C. £2.10.0.
As ABOVE less POWER PACK. -Requires
200 r. IO nul. H.T. 6.3 v..6 a. L.T. £2.5.0.
Mark IF cascade £1 extra each Kit
Mains Transformers tó above Spec. ... 1016
Contact Rect. 250 y. 50 mO....
8,6
B.B.C'.;I.T.A. aerial crossover unit
...
76
Punched and drilled chassis
...
1'9
Larger chassis for Mains Model
8;TeletronColloct Mk. I,15/-; ìnk. IT, 17,6.
Full plats and circuit details ...
...
6d.

Volume Controls'_80
Long spindles. Guarani Se-m
teed 1 year.
Midget, then
10,001,

Non

lo-

h

,.

Me

,.P.-,. D.P.Sw.

I

CIJILE COAX
spaced Polyinsulated. din. dia.
Stranded rote. OA
Losses cut 308 9oyd.

STAN OAI90
ó,I
gin. Coax OY yd
DOUBLE SOCKET ... 113
SOCKETS
1'- OUTLET BOXES
4:0
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. 811 or 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED peryd, 1/-, -80 ohms only.
WIRE -WOUND POTS. 3" WATT. Pre -Set Min.
T.V. Type. All values' 25 ohms to 30 T., 37- ea.
50 K., 4;-. (Carbon 50 K. to 2 Tn., 3,-.)
WIRE -WOUND 4 WATT. Pots 2lin. Spindle.
Values, 100 ohm. to 50 K., 5,16 ; 100 IC, 6 6.
CONDENSERS.
New stock.
.001 mfd. 7 kV.
T.C.C., 526 ; Ditto, 20 033., 9/6 ; 100 pi. ta 500 pl.
Micas,'Bd
Tubular
l
00 v..001 to 01 mid., 9d. ;
.05. .1, L
23, 178
.330 v. 1.9 .1
s ., 9(1. ;
.1;005 v
1i3: 1 nid., 2,000 volts, q1-,
CERAMIC CORDS., 00 v., .3 If to .01 rnfd., 10d.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS.
5 pf. to 5051
pi., 1-; 600 pl. to 3,000 p1, 13. DITTO 1"
1.5 pf, to 500 pf.. 19; 513 pf. to 5,000 pl., 2-.

3'-

4/-

49

PLUGS:..

1

-

Lin or Log Tracks.

COAX

/330.

12,

I.F. TRANSFORMERS. 7/6 pair

465 Reis Slug tuning Miniature Can. 22 in. x
n. a (in,
High Q and good bandwidth,
By Pye Radio. Data sheet supplied.
Wearite M800. IF 465 Kola 12,'6 per pair.

NEW ELECIROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
22 ,100 7125 t.
2/- 8-116/300 v. 5/
1,.10
2:456,.
2318- 8/500 5,4,016 16300v.
6í4W50 e.
2í-Í16T16/500 v 23, 20/456 v. 5/6
8/450 v.
8/500 v.
ll6430 v.
16/300 v.
5130 v.
21.,523 v.

213'.

2i9

-

67- 326-32,'350 v.

416

CAN TYPES 32-432/410 v.
326 ,Clips
3d. O 50/330 v

675

v

11,16

`

4 10,4.0 v.
5/6122/330
1/9 6461.50 v.

3/6 60+100;350

4/- 100+200(373

-

v

5'6
1216
179 300712 v
5,03 ,
3'- 1,01,0 :1,000;6 v.
.,O,30 v.
2'-18--1r 430, 5le
_
6;6
Screw Rase Type l 8.000 v. 3 ' 162300 v., 41-.

SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.
E H T. TYPE FLYK2/25 2 k4 57-; K3,40 3.2
BACK VOLTAGES
kV
K3,741, 3.617
/6 K3710 4 kV 85
K3,'100 8 kV-, 14:6
MAINS TYPE CONTACT
COOLED 250 v 50 k17.4., 8/6 250 v 83 mt., 916.
type, 3$- each. Ohnor Midget
COILS W a t " 1
"Q type aril. dust core, 4 each. All ranges.
TELETHON, L. 3 AIed. T.R.Pwith reaction, 6.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS. AL1i 819 ; M. W. I,., 126.
T.R.F. COILS ARP, 71- pair. H.F. CHOKES, 2/6.
;

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS 1.8 sqw.g. undrilled.
With 4 sides, riveted corners and loll Me lixkg
holes, 21in. sides.7 N. 4in., 46
Gin., 59;
It Iv 7in.,68 13 x Sin.,8/8 14 x 1 tin.,106;
15 a 14irt., 12;6. 18't 16 a .-,m., 166.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
e, 1¢ amp., 819 ; `> a., 11'3 ; 4 a., 17;6.
2, ß or
HARGER TRANSFORMERS. Te1I 1 input 2216.
11 an1,13/6;
50v for .harging at 2, 6 or

h

amp., SP-.

lot

VALVE and. T,V TUBE equi ale t books 5' .
TOGGLE SWITCHES ".P. 21-. D.P. 316 D.P.Ii (.4/-.
ACID HYDROMETER. New Ex Gov t. lniteakable. Packed in metal case 7 x Lin. din., 4/6.

WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
S p. 4 -way 2 wafer, long spindle
2 p, 2 -way, 3 p. 2 way, short spindle
2 p. 6 -way, 4 p. 2-way, 4 P. 3-way, long Spindle 3'6
.. 1 5
3 p. 4 -way, 1 p, 12 -way, long spindleVALVEHOLDERS, Pax. Int. Dot., 4d. EF50, EA50,
6d. B12A, CRT, 1¡3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7, and
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct., 6d.
9 pin, 1-.
B7G, BSA, BOG, B9A, 9d., B7G with can, Íi8.
VCR97, 2i8, BOA with can, 28, CERAMIC EF50,
B7G with can, 19.
BIG, BSA, Int. Oct., 1.'-.
BLACK CRACKLE PAINT, air drying, 3,- tin.

......26

Please address all. Mail Orders correctly as below,

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
Tel. THO

I

.be

7'6; standard .0005 mid. 3-rang, 7.8.
SPEAKER FRET. Expanded Motel Silver, 1;;ín
9¡in..2'- each 14,111.. 1.r
GOLD CLOTH. 18m.

STOCK

COLLARD AUTO -CHANGER RC531 for 78
r.p.m.10in. and I2M. re ords. Brand n,,'ù1
-

.s,-lil:el

8

REJECT

Voltage 200¡250 A.C.
OUR. PRICE £8.15.0 cash, Post Free.
Terms : Deposit £5 and 5 monthly payments
5Ín
of £1.
Space required 14in, a 12_' in.
above and 3in, below.
GARRARD RC 80m 3 speed Autcihange Universal AC -DC 100-230 volts. List price £27,10.0
OUR PRICE £15.15.0 c tsu. It ins. 5/..

.

1,

LINE

turnover head, two separate sapphire styli,
for Standard and L.P., earl, plays 2,000 records.

.

.

2:-. GEX34 4'
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES. 1,01,0 011111,
MIKE TRANSF. Ratio 30 1, 39 ea., ilO.

JOB

Designed to play 16 33, 455, 71 r.p.m. Records,
Tim, lOiº., 12in. Lightweight Xtal pith -up,

q

CRYSTAL DIODE 2=.E.0

CONVERTER

,

100-2500y.{¡

Sic., 196

led.

°

4.1.

AM/FM RADIOGRAM ,CHASSIS

.. '. 8,6

1

,

111,ahrrements Dino n 6Ín. s 7in. high. Dial
eut -out required only 101in. _
5 valve
plis metal rest., grant- sotltt,1 piano key
,s'ts.change, toue contres, med., long and
lire
V.F1.11. was elands.Vats,:
ECC0

t15'
si

l

A

Deposit £5.5.0 and sis monthly

i-ea}anent. of £1.

ao.

1.. (
MAINS TRANS. 330-0-350,
4v 4 n
taped 4 v 1 a., ditto _
Bargain, 250.0-250 65 m4., 6 v. 4 a.,
HEATER TRANS. Tapp, t prim.,
L amp., 7,6 ; tapped sec
S
6,;i r
prim. 230 v. Sec. 6.3 v. 3 amp.. 108.
ALADDIN FORMERS and tore...... SI,
0.3in. FORMERS 5937íß and Cans TV1 9.
2 n. and gin. sq. s t Ihi., 2,r- ea., silt,

Carr.

10 gus
'CIIRM' :

40
3 9

10

;

-th

wt3

1

ïú w., 21.

t A., 5

Y1241, EZ40.

rn.

guarantee.

.4v v4

1

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING' TAPE
1,200 ft. on standard fitting, 7' Plastic
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12/6.
Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 7" plastic, 4 3.
FERROVOICE 1.200ft. Plastic Tape 25,'-.

OS TRANSFORMERS. Heavy Dui./ 145 1.
Mlit irai io, push-pull, 6/6.
Small pentode

FIVE VALVES

LATEST MULLARD
1411142, L.F41. ECB41,

Sher tiled iumi
Negative f.edback
5,1 a 21151. Glass Dial
s
I:orison-tat or vertical available.
4
.
2 Pilot Lamps. Four Eirml.s. Walnutt
Ivory.
11 elied
r
hililmsted. Chassis isolated from
T.S.L. Tweeter Supplied Fels!
2

1.:,ng-(roan. A.V.C.
watts. Chassis 131

(2

w., 1'9

5

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

1957

THREE ,WAVEBANDS
S.W. 16 in. -50
M.W. 200 ra.--550 so.
KW.
12 month

types with T.V. receive., having reeletecormected heater.

salty

Ill

MARK I
Suitable all T.V. makes. T.R.F. or Superhet.
Ready u und coils, tea EP80 salves, aN

Ditto with maim primarres. 126 each,
Type B. Mains input 220,Y40 volB. _-Suit;
Output 2, 4, 6.3. 7.3, 10 and 13 volts. Input
has two taps 'whichincrease output volts by
Lon- eerier tv,
ó and 6031, respectively.
suitable for most Cathode Ray Tubes. With

11

BAND

For London, Midland and Northern LT,A,

postal service.

P. & P.

I

337 WHITEHORSE RD., WEST CROYDON
OPEN ALL DAY-(Wed. 1 p.m.) 10 page list 3d.
/-, f2 croers post free. (Expert Extra.) C.O.D. Service I/6.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS
BAND R.1155p.The latest version of th'

famous Communications Receiver to be released by the Air
Ministry. Covers 5 wave ranges : 18.5-7.5 Mc/s, 7.5-3.0 Mc's,
3.0-1.5 Mc/s; 1.5 Mc/s-600 kc/s, 500-200 kc/s. As used by
Coastal Command, Air Sea Rescue Launches, etc. All sets
thoroughly tested and in perfect working order before despatch,
and on demonstration to callers. Have had only slight use, and
are in exdlent condition. ONLY £12.19.6.

A.C. MAINS POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE,
in black metal case, enabling the receiver to be operated immediately by just plugging in, without any modification. Can be

supplied as follows : WITH built-in 61in. Speaker, £55.0.
LESS Speaker £4.10.0. WITH 8in. Speaker, £6.10.0. DEDUCT
!Of- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER AND POWER UNIT
TOGETHER.
Send S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet, or 1/3 for 14 -page booklet
which gives technical information, circuits, etc., and is supplied
free with each receiver.
Add carriage : 10/6 for receiver, 5/- for power pack.
WIRELESS SET NO. 19 MK.IL-The famous Army Tank
Transmitter -Receiver. Incorporates "A" Set (TX/RX covering
2.0-8.0 Mcjs, i.e. 37.5-150 metres), " B " Set (VHF TX/RX
covering 230-240 Mc/s, i.e. 1.2-1.3 metres), and Intercommunication Amplifier. Complete with IS valves as fellows : 6 of
6K7G, 2 of 6K8G, 2 of 6V6G, and I ea. 688G, 6H6, E1148,
EF50, 807, and booklet giving circuits, notes, etc. Size 17-in. x
81ín. x 121in. Magnificently made by famous American firms.
IN NEW CONDITION. ONLY £4.19.6 (carriage, etc., 10/6).
AMERICAN COMMAND RECEIVERS. A few still available.
Top band model (1.5-3.0 Mc/s.), Used, good condition, 65/-,
OR BRAND NEW IN CARTONS, 75/-., BC453 Model, the
famous " Q Fiver " (190-550 kc/s.). Used, good condition, 59/6.
MARCONI BAND Ill CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS. Frequency range 170-240 Mt/s. Incorporates S Mc/s. crystal far
better than .001 per cent. accuracy. Directly calibrated dial,
internal A.G. mains pack. Complete with spare set of valves and
instruction manual in maker's transit cases. BRAND NEW.
ONLY £4/19/6.
POWER UNIT TYPE 3, Primary 200(250 v. 50 cycles. Outputs of 250 v. 100 mA. and 6.3 v. 4 amps. Fitted with H.T.
current meter, and voltmeter, For normal rack mounting and
has grey front panel size 19in. x 7fn. ONLY 73/- (carriage, etc.,
7/6).
6 y. VIBRATOR. PACKS. Output approx. 130 v. at 30 mA.,
fully filtered and smoothed. Complete. ONLY 12/6.
RI155 SUPER SLOW-MOTION TUNING ASSEMBLY.
As used on all late model 1155s. Easily fitted to " A " sets, etc,.
ONLY 12/6.
RF UNITS TYPE 26. For use with the R.1355 or any receiver
with a 6.3 v. supply. This is the variable tuning unit which uses
of EC52. Covers 65-50 Mc/s (S-6 metres).
2 valves EF54 and
Complete with valves, and BRAND 'NEW IN MAKER'S
CARTONS. ONLY 25/- each.
CLASS D WAVEMETER. Another purchase of this famous
crystal -controlled wavemeter which has been repeatedly reviewedand -recommended in the "R.S.G,B." Bulletin as being
suitable for amateur transmitters. Covers 1.9-8.0 Mc/s, and is
complete with 100/1,000kc/s, crystal, 2 valves ECH35, two 6 -volt
vibrators and instruction manual. Designed for 6 v. D.C. operation, but simple mod, data for A.C. supplied. BRAND NEW IN
MAKER'S TRANSIT CASES. ONLY 65.19.6. Transformer for
A.C. modification, 7/6.
ENT TRANSFORMERS. 5.5 kV. (Rest.) with 2 v. I a., 79/6.
7 kV, (Rect.) with 2 v. I a., 89/6. 2.5 kV. (Rect.) with 2-0-2 v.
1.f a., 2-0-2 v. 2 a. (for VCR 97 tube, etc.), 4216 (postage 2/- per
trans.).

Jurte, ..1957

HERE IT

IS`

A SUPERB "ADD-ON" CONVERTER
Designed and made by a worldfamous organisation regardless of
expense. Tunable over theewhole of
Band I and Band III to give one
Band I and two Band III stations at
the turn of the switch. Acts as Two
valve Preamplifier en Band I. Valves
PCC84 and PCF8OE
No drift. In

"i" bU

Moulded Bakelite Cabinet, Stin. s
x 6in. high, With full operating
instructions. Built-in Power Pacic added by us. Separate
gain controls for LT.A. and B.B.C.
Not recommended
for T.R.F. receivers, owing to danger of re-radiation by
receiver.

4/in,

£5.12.6

(plus 26 p, & p.)

C.O.D.

l6

extra,

SAME CHASSIS also available for mounting inside your sel.
Full instructions, Shorting Plug, Valveholder and Screen and
Marked Dial supplied. Without Power Pack and without
Moulded Cabinet,

£3.19.6

(plus 2/6 p. & p. and 1/6 C.O.D.).

A CHEAPER YET EFFICIENT
BAND III CONVERTER in Walnut
Cabinet,

size 9in.

x

6in.

it

53in.

Available at £4,7:6. (p. & p. 2/6, 1/6
C.O.D.).
Chassis by another wellknown T.V. manufacturer and incorporates Power Pack Valves PCC84
and ECCSI. Direct switching I.T.A.
to B.B.C.

THE CONVERTER PEOPLE
82B, High

GLADSTO

Train

E

RADIO

for

Camberley,

Street,

Surrey

Open Satt, to 5 p.m.

a wonderful

1

L.T. HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS. Ex -Admiralty,
with 230 v. SO cycles primary, I. Secondaries 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30 volts at 5 amps. ONLY 29/6. 2. Secondaries 7, 14, 21, 28 volts
at 12 amps. ONLY 42/6. (Postage on either 2/9.)
INSULATION TESTERS (MEGGERS). Read up to 20
megs. at 500 volts pressure. Overhauled and in perfect order.
ONLY £8.10.0.
A.C./D.C. BLOWERS, 220/250 volts 300 watts. Complete
with filter pads, branch for dividing outlet, flexible hoses, etc.
BRAND NEW. ONLY £4.19.6.
POCKET VOLTMETERS.-Read 0-I5 volts and 0-300 volt
A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW and UNUSED. ONLY 18/6,
WALKIE TALKIE TYPE 18. Covers 6.0-9.0 Mc/s, Transmitting and receiving units in metal case, complete with valves.
in excellent condition. ONLY 79/e.
159 RECEIVER UNIT. Contains t each valve, types EF50,
EA50, SP61, RL37 and 24 v, selector switch. ONLY 7/6.

U.E.1. CORPORATION
138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1. (Phone : TERminus 7937)
Please include carriage costs en ALL items,
(Open until I p.m. Saturdays, We are 2 mins, from High Holborn
(Chancery Lane Station.) and 5 mins, by bus from King's Cross.)

future in

ELECTRON ICS
. with E.M.I.
Every day the demand for the expert in electronics
grows. Radio, television, radar and the whole field of
industrial automation are rapidly expanding and the
trained specialist assures for himself a well -paid career
in this quickly developing profession.
Here is your opportunity to enter for:-

I.

YEAR COURSEx:

Full -lime course in the Principles and Practice of
Radio and Television. Mainly designed for the training of Radio and Television Servicing Engineers.
Next courses commence in May and September, 1957.

THE E.M.1 COLLEGE
OF ELECTRONICS
Dept. 32,

10 Pembridge Square, London,
Telephone: BAYswater 5131/2

The College is part of the EMU. Group which includes "His
Master's Voice", Marconintene. F.M.I. Electronics Ltd. et:.
jas,

)
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Awards for Technical Writing
THE Radio Industry Council every year awards
up to six premiums of 25 guineas each to
the writer or writers of articles published
between January and December in any one year
which, in the opinion of the Council's panel of
judges, are likely to enhance the reputation of the
industry and focus the attention of people throughout
the world on Britain's leadership in the fields of
radio, television and electronics. The awards are
made for articles published at home or abroad in
papers which can be bought by the public on
A wide sphere of journals is thus
bookstalls.
One of the 25 -guinea
embraced by the scheme.
premiums will be open to articles published in
rhantifacturers' journals with an overseas circulation.
Articles published in journals circulated exclusively
tò members of a trade and journals of professional
institutions or learned societies will not be eligible.
Any writer will be eligible who is 'not paid a salary
wholly or mainly for writing and not earning 25 per
cent. or more of his income from fees for articles
or from book royalties. Where an article is by two
or more authors, each must be eligible under the
above terms and the award of 25 guineas will be
Any number of articles may be
made jointly.
submitted.
The R.I.C. has always been a progressive trade
institution and I congratulate it for its efforts to
encourage yòung scientists to set their thoughts
and the results of their experiments on paper._
Political Broadcasts
joint consultations with the -Government
AFTER
and the Opposition, the following arrangements
for Party Political' Broadcasts in the fifteen months
April ist, 1957, to June 30th, 1958, have been
made by the Corporation and the Authority, in
conjunction with the Independent Television
programme companies.
There will be two series of Party Political
Broadcasts :
(1) Sound :
Government, 5.
Opposition, 4.
Liberal, 1.
(2) Television :
Government, 5.
Opposition, 5.
Liberal, 1.
The duration of the sound broadcasts will normally
be fifteen minutes. They will be given as hitherto
at 9.15 p.m. in the BBC's Home Service. They will
be repeated, in sound only, at the end of the BBC's
television programme.
The television broadcasts will again be transmitted simultaneously in the BBC and Independent
Their duration will be
Television programmes.
twenty-five minutes for two each of the Government
and Opposition broadcasts, and fifteen minutes for

M

1

O
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the remainder. `I he broadcasts will be given at
la p.m.
Judging from past political broadcasts, and the
bitterness which was imparted into them, -I should
like to see them abolished altogether. Few people
change their political views as a result of speeches
whether made on the platform, in the press,
on radio or TV. The man that has the last say on
TV or radio has the advantage. I do not like to hear
political ranting and jockeying for position. If you
agree that your views are not changed by being
talked at, you must agree with me that the basis for
such broadcasts vanishes. My party, right or wrong,
is the .order of the day.

The Electronic Wrist, Watch
EXAMINED the other day an American wrist
watch operated by a tiny battery which runs
the watch for one year. The battery is circular and
about the same size as the ordinary mainspring
barrel. It is buried in ceramic, so I was unable to
pull it to pieces to determine how it was made.
The battery showed the full 1.5 volts and imparts
quite a healthy kick to the balance, which is directly
impulsed by the battery and thus drives the watch,
unlike the ordinary watch where the balance is driven
by the mainspring. There is no lever as in an ordinary
watch, and the swing of the balance ratchets the train
of gears. Thus has electronics brought about a
major horological development. The tiny coil is
wound from finer wire than I have ever seen, and
it is placed in the balance wheel. Such watches, I
understand; ; arei. already on sale in this country.
With" these miniature batteries, no larger than a
6d. ,piece, transistors, midget resistances, speakers,
coils and condensers- it should surely be possible
no'a to develop a really personal pocket receiver.
There is undoubtedly a demand` for it.

I

That Extra Quid
IDO not think that many people will object to
paying the extra pound for a TV licence. It is
still the cheapest form of entertainment, and viewers
have been getting something for nothing for several
years. There was no case for increasing the sound
licence, since the revenue (£l per licence) yielded
adequate money to maintain the BBC. Too much
money in a Government sponsored entertaining
authority encourages inefficiency, and it cannot be
said that ,the BBC is run with the same commercial
efficiency as an ordinary commercial enterprise which
has to account to its shareholders each year and
make a profit or go bankrupt.

Tenth Edition

Practical Wireless Service Manual
17/6

or I8/-, by post from

Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.T.

George Newnes

.
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The Audio
Fair
AN ACCOUNT OF SOME OF THE EXHIBITS
AT THIS YEAR'S HI-FI EXHIBITION
THIS year's audio fair was even larger than the
previous, and it shows that the principle
of audio engineering is catching a greater
hold on the imagination of the public. Whereas
some time ago the listener or gramophone fan was
satisfied with more or less what might be termed
average reproduction, many to -day spend a considerable amount of money on special amplifiers and
associated equipment in the category now known by
the term " Hi Fi." Certain manufacturers now
specialise in the production of amplifiers and preamplifiers designed to give very high quality outputs,
many of which are so good that the majority of users
fail to do justice to them with the particular speaker
or speaker assembly which they employ. At the
Audio Fair one is able to hear reproductions at

The new G.E.C. periplwnie loudspeaker.

their best from amplifiers, gramophone reproducers,
tape recorders and speakers, and this year there were
over 50 exhibitors.
Stereophonic reproduction was well represented
by E.M.I. and others, and in this brief report we
can, of course, only just cover the many exhibits.
Amplifiers
in the antnlifier category an interesting exhibit
was a model by Thermionic Products and shown
on page 243. Apart from the unusual assemblynote the valves sunk below chassis and the tray with
carrying rod-the specification is very impressive.
Rated at 10 watts, this has the exceptionally low
noise level of 95 db. " C " core laminations are
used for the transformers and there are four input
sockets with sensitivities ranging from 20 to 100 mV.
The control unit has eight selectors covering various
types of record as well as microphone and radio,
and the treble and bass controls are continuously
variable.
The price is £37 ¡Os., plus £1 for the
carrying tray if desired.
On the Leak stand there were two new amplifiers
and a new pre -amplifier styled by Lonsdale-Hands.
Another importhut feature on this stand was the
reduction in price. The TL/12-Plus, a successor
to the popular TL/12, is now £9 9s. cheaper than its
predecessor. namely £18 18s. instead of £28 7s.
This has a noise level of -84 db. and requires
125 mV. for 12 watts output.
The Leak " Point One " new version now costs
£25 14s. instead of £34 7s. This is a 25 watts model
with a noise level of - 83 db. Both this model
(which is ultra linear) and the previously mentioned amplifier are designed for use with the Vari Slope HI pre -amplifier.
Other amplifiers were shown by Pye, Milliard, etc.

-

A Brenell tape deck frith the amplifier attached.

Tape Recorders
A new representative at the Fair was the Brenell
Engineering Company, whose deck, readers will
remember, was originally used in the PRACTICAL
WIRELESS recorder published some time ago. They are
now able to supply a complete recorder or separate
decks, and the illustration on the left shows the deck
and the neat pre -amplifier assembly attached.
Among the many features are three recording
speeds (32, 7_ and 15 i.p.s.) with speed change abuse
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deck, the use of -three high quality shaded four -pole
motors, an ingenious interlocking control with a
safety device positively preventing accidental erasure.
a new flywheel and capstan assembly using a nonmagnetic steel capstan, twin track recording ' oni
tgin. reels with an indicator plate registering thin
as well as standard tape. An optional
extra is an accurate digital revolution
counter.
In addition to the foregoing, the
Mark IV also includes all the well
proved Brenell features such as drop in tape loading, instant stop` without
tape spillage, forward or reverse tape
transit in 45. seconds for the normal
7in. spool- and azimuth head
adjustment.
In the development of this Mark IV
deck, Brenell engineers have been
aware of the great interest in stereophonic recording
The Collaro
in America, using either " stacked "'or '` staggered"
tape transheads. Provision, therefore, has been made for the
criptor.
stereoIV
`deck
to
Mark
purchaser to convert any
phonic recording at any later date. If the staggered
principle is used all that is necessary is to fit a pair of
additional heads-the holes for which have already exhibits may be mentioned that of Mullard, which
included valves and tranbeen provided in the main
sistors as well as the popular
plate.
amplifier and new transisDesigned specially for use
torised amplifiers and associwith the Mark IV deck-but
ated equipment. A strong
also suitable for other makes
point was made regarding the
with suitable characteristicssupply of 0072 transistors in
is the new Brenell pre -amp
matched pairs for use in Class
unit.
Fitted immediately
B push-pull output stages, and
below the deck and attached
the new 0C16 p-n -p alloy
by two screws only, this unit
type power transistor which is
is a fine example of compact
of metal construction and is
design and high performance.
designed for use in A.F.
Using five valves (including
amplifiers, switchingcircuits
magic eye recording level
and pulse oscillator circuits.
indicator) and special circuitry
comparative tests have shown
that this unit is remarkably
Gramophone Reproducers
For stereophonic
efficient.
Among the record reprorecording using staggered
ducers may be mentioned the
heads two of these units can
high quality Model X2005, by
be mounted together.
The Tr-urox tape deck Mark IV.
E.M.I. This is a table -type
Among the many other
three -speed reproducer incorporating an eight-record auto -mechanism, a three -valve" amplifier, a
turnover crystal cartridge pick-up
and a high flux 1O in. elliptical
It delivers a generous
speaker.
_

output of remarkable quality for
such a compact model. The wellproportioned cabinet is attractively
finished in polished sapele lined with
sycamore.

Dynatron Radio were showing a
13 -valve radiogram,
producing instantaneous selection of
hi-fi V.H.F.

the BBC V.H.F. programmes at the
turn of a switch and incorporating the
latest four -speed record changer

The T.P.100 main
amplifier by Ther,nionic Products.

with variable reluctance pick-up and
vented air loaded speaker system.
They also displayed their V.H.F.
tuner unit which is used by the BBC
and relay organisations both as a
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main and a monitor receiver.
In this, constant
stability has been obtained by a perfected system of
automatic frequency correction and four correctly
tuned channels are provided by a rotary switch. It has
a Foster-Seeley detector with two limiter circuits.
A New Pick-up

The new Philips Transcription Magnetodynamic
Pick-up and Arm (Type NG 5400) is of unique design.
It is a development which embodies a new principle
in pick-up technique exclusively pioneered by Philips.
The output to be expected from this high -sensitivity
transducer is of the order of 20 to 25 mV. and is
strictly linear with needle -tip velocity.
Careful
design of the cantilever ensures a good vertical
compliance and needle talk is reduced to a minimum.
The unusual construction of this pick-up was made
possible by the development of " Ferroxdure
a lightweight, high coercive material. A thin rod of
this material, diametrically magnetized and with the
cantilever attached to one end, forms the readily

"-

Here the n

P.

speakers are mounted in the G.E.C.

periphonic assembly.
removable armature system. The rod is held by two
bearings between the ends of a mu -metal yoke carrying the coils and is free to rotate about its axis.
The yoke and coils are resin moulded and the whole
assembly is mu -metal screened.
A New Loudspeaker
Although various types of speaker were to be seen,
probably most interest was aroused by the new
G.E.C. assembly which was shown to the public
for the first time. A Press demonstration had been
given a few weeks before the show, and we were
able there to see various specific demonstrations of
the new arrangement and to hear something of its
design. Unlike any other speaker assembly on the
market, the actual units are mounted outside, the
cabinet. The complete assembly is shown at the
top of page 242 and although the G.E.C. are prepared
to sell this they will supply constructional details so
that constructors may make it up for themselves.
Basically, it consists of two of the G.E.C. small metal
cone speakers mounted one inside the other, as

Interior of the G.E.C. periphonie speaker.
shown in the illustration on left. They are as close to
each other as it is possible to get them and they
work out of phase ; that is, one diaphragm goes out
as the other goes in. The structure holding these two
speakers is suspended below the cabinet, as shown in
the rear view at the top of this page. -The inside of
the cabinet merely contains damping material and
lengths of stiffening material to prevent " drumming,"
and to improve results (although not essential)
" presence " units are mounted on the upper part
of the cabinet. They may be seen in the front view
on page 242. The complete cabinet shown will cost
60 gas. without the two speakers, but it could be made
up by a constructor from Weyroc or heavy ply for
about £10 or £15. It is an interesting design and
shows yet a further attempt at obtaining highfidelity reproduction, although in our opinion the
amplifier, even after looking round the Fair, still
appears to be the weak link in the chain. From the
point of view of those who are interested in this
branch, we did not see a single amplifier which was
direct -coupled throughout, and no manufacturer
appears to make a complete cross -coupled amplifier
such as is now very popular in hi-fi circles in America
and which we have been using for some time.

RACTICAL TELEVISION MAY ISSUE
NOW ON SALE
PRICE 1s. 3d.
Stereoscopic or 3-D television is the main topic
of the current issue of our companion paper now on
sale. This development was produced primarily for
use at Harwell, but the principles involved, as will
be seen from tire article referred to, have possibilities
for futúre entertainment purposes. This issue also
contains a report en the Television Society's
Exhibition, and details of some of the transistorised
apparatus which was on show.
Further notes are given on the construction of a
Multi -Range Test Meter, whilst for those wishing
to start a Television Servicing Department there is
an article by a Service Engineer dealing with the
various points which have to be considered.
On the subject of Servicing there is also an article
on the dangers and risks which arise when servicing
A.C./D.C. receivers, or normal A.C. receivers
which in many cases to -day adopt the transformer less or A.C.ID.C. technique.

June,
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t rtin a Service
Dep rtment
®

e1>

NOTES BY A SERVICE

ENGINEER

FOR THOSE

TO START A SERVICING BUSINESS

WHO WISH
By F. E. Apps

IN very many cases,

radio sets, etc., can be serviced
-at the customer's house, but in many other
cases, especially, where obscure, intermittent

at long intervals, and replacement faults have to be
investigated, it is very necessary that the set be
serviced in a properly organised and efficient radio
service department. The objective of this article is
to advise, and assist readers who are starting a
service station, or those who are already running
one, but are not satisfied with its organisation and
efficiency. I shall deal only with a small service
department, but the principles stated will apply
to larger departments.
A small service department may be taken, for the
purposes of this article, to be a department that deals
with approximately a dozen sets a week. I am not
including television sets, which are catered for in a
similar article in Practical Television.
The Workshop
Fig. I gives a general layout of a small
workshop, and includes a boxing and unboxing
position, a service engineer's bench and a bench for
" soak test " jobs. A ` soak test " job is a set that
has varying periods of intermittency, and requires

to be left running until the fault appears. This is
very necessary, as it is a waste of time waiting for
s -fault to occur. The service engineer can be getting
on with another job, but at the same time keep an
eye on the " soak test " job, for the fault to
happen.
If unskilled labour is available, a boy or a young
trainee, for instance, he can be used for the unboxing
and reboxing part of the business, and also be
instructed to clean up chassi,s.aand cabinet, not
forgetting dials. It is advisable to have a small
blower motor or vacuum cleaner handy to this position
for cleaning up chassis.
The keeping together of all bolts, -knobs, etc., of
sets that are removed from their -Cabinets, is essential.
They should be placed in a box, labelled with the
make and serial number, it is surprising, the number
of sets I have come across that have been returned
from service with bolts musing, and in some cases
even the wrong knobs. In the latter case many house Oscilloscope

AM/AM.
Signal
Generator

Too/ Drawer

Output
Meter

Too/ Drawer

Tool Drawer

Blower

Soak`

Power
Points

Test

Service

Power
Points

Eng.

íI:

i
Fig.

1.-A

suggested layout for the workshop.

boxing
etc.
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proud customers will take a very dim view of this, minimum amount of stock required to keep the
and it will probably mean loss of any further business, station going. Overstocking is money. lying idle, but
understocking is bad for business, as it often means
Instruments Required
keeping customers waiting for sets whilst awaiting
In a service department certain instruments are delivery of components required.
absolutely.
necessary
for efficient servicing.

Tools and Other Equipment
To effect good service work on radio sets a proper
amount of good tools should be available. Most
service engineers have their own
set of tools, but it is advisable to
see that the following are available
for use in the workshop (Fig. 2)

Vice

A vice.

A small electric drill (benchmounted type).
Hacksaws.
Small electric grinder.
Complete set of drills.
Complete set of B.A. taps and
dies.
Tank cutters for B7G, B9A, etc.
Shears.
A 1-200 watt heavy duty soldering iron (for chassis soldering).
Small soldering irons for bench
work.
Complete set of trimming tools
Fig 2.-A suggestion for the work -heuch.
for different makes of trimmers.
In the three following lists, " A " is the absolute
In this list of tools required any, of course, may be
minimum, " B " is a list for those who can afford omitted, according to the amount and type of servicing
to spend more on testing equipment, and " C " is being done. If car radios are likely to be serviced
" laboratory style."
it would be necessary to have a 12 -volt car accumu"A." 1. Muttirange meter, 20,000 ohms per volt. lator, or if not, a unit could be made up to run off
2. A.M.F.M, signal generator.
the mains to supply the necessary power. Circuitry
3. Small output meter.
for this type of unit has appeared from time to time
4. Centre zero A.C. meter.
in this and other journals, so I do not propose to
Same as " A," with
include it.

:-

Oscilloscope.
2. Small capacity bridge.
Other Requirements
3. Valve voltmeter.
A complete stock of service sheets and information
4. Multi -impedance output meter (in place is essential to rapid and good service. A lot of time
of
A3).
can be wasted searching for a suspected component
.C>, Same as " A " and " B " with/or :-Capacity inductance bridge (in place of B2).
Q " meter.
B.F.O.
Meager.
Distortion meter.
Of course, some readers may wish to have extra
instruments in either list according to their various
needs, but these three lists are what the writer, who
has years of service experience, has generally found
necessary.
A point regarding these instruments ; most of
them are costly and it behoves the owner or manager
of the service department concerned to see that
/5 Amp. ..7 Pin
unskilled personnel are not allowed to use them,
A SAmp. 2 Pm
B__...5 Amp. 3 Pin
except under supervision. If you have trainees or
C...._ IS Amp. 2 Pin
0._...1S Amp. 3 Pin
boys employed, any old type meter that is available
F ..... 2 Amp. 2 Pin
E Lamp Socket
should be used by them.
G...._/0 Amp. 2 Pin H::.. /S Amp. Lock Pin
Li!
Components and Spare Parts
Fig. 3.-Details of a suggested potter panel.
All components and spares, such as resistors,
paper condensers, electrolytics, should be kept in a set that is new to one. With the circuit and
separately, in either boxes or lockers, and a check component layout in front of you it is only a matter
should be taken at frequent intervals to ensure that of moments to mark the spot. All service sheets and
stocks are up to date. After a short period of running information should be kept in box files.
a service department, one gets a good idea of the
(To he continued)
1,
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Fault Finding. --Profusely ilh:e.Tyana Soldering Iron. 40 Ovatte,
with photographs taken from 3013T tar dard voltage ranges, weight
alp 4 oze The perfect smal. solderTV

FOR

VALVES

Miniature
The Eavesdropper . --A
transistor receiver for local station

GUARANTEED ALL reception, price 1,'8.
TESTED
Frequency Modulation Tuner Unit.
BEFORE DISPATCH -For fringe and local area reception,
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types. Single pole, Double pole, etc.,
121- doz.
Marconi Type Metal Strip Dropper
.

Resistance,

3

toppings,

cottage

Speaker, 3663 each
Br yhexl Convertor now

from stock. Detailed List by return.
Price £7.7.0 c -verts 1110St sets to
I.T.A. at LE. frequency..
HEATER TRANSFORMERS, 230 y.
INPUT
4

v.

3 a

f v.

2 a.

a

Filament Transformer. 230 v. Input
with 2 x 6.3 c. Secondary Windings,

TRANSISTORS
1NP
Red spot for audio stages.
type, 10- ea.
Blue spot for ,NF up 10 1-6 1u1C's,

776 each.

Osmor Band I Filter. Designed to
eject the Band I B.B.C. signal tchen
break through is noticeable, 101- each.
Portable Case 81 s 83 e, 4lin. grey

finish,, rexine covered, complete with
chassis, dial, and speaker fret, 251-

3

1

1

.R

Finding Guide

lhahud"High

Te Pe CLIC 110 ohms, 7/8

Type DHR,

Solon Instrument irons all voltages,
241- each.

Thigh

4,1100

Resistance

718

151-

F21,

PhN25 57PEN46 7¡PEN270A

Tape

(Pleae

All PM Types

Large

pair.

UBC41 107UBC42 118-

UBF80 1216

UCH4i 1216
UGH81127-

VR91
(EA50) 116
VR105/30
8'6
VR116 4'--

VR13ì

6'-

5'1141

88
31

1E1334)

11/1076

2/

PP255 311 111155

121

11.19

1276
3111

QP2I

SP110
1110

022

1375
11379
1,404

8/

15:7,8
10)81--

1318

157-

,

1_in.

diameter,

Brown, 1/in.

diameter,

Ill have

diameter,

Grip.

Ring

n

-

-

ip.

G

(This

Knob Pace.)

a small finger flange

orse

to avoid

451 a Era -^t on of original test.
any type.
Price 6d. en., 5
OUTPUTTRANSFORMERS
Universal 'T3 loe. 18 ratios available,
6;8 each.

(ECB 3) 7,6

VIl6

(131,36)
1 R57

6:-

VR137 518
VR150/30
87-

3 ohms, 90 Io 3

Super 5,000 ofrim to
ohms, 30 ¢1771
Midget 5,000 ohms to

(EL3')

VT501

616

5/-

V1739

(Mh12;14)

V164

8;9

(EK32) 81-

(171)2)

91-

V1165
(01561) 3,'-

V1.1111

218

VE65A

101'411

31-

VR6G.

(P61)
V1191

3/9

VU120A 370
1Y61

83-

X86

10711;6

'577.
X65.
X79

818.
1116
6/6

SAME18-

Primary;

10-

.

16'6,

.

"P"

III

479

11.3150 6 9,
I

VIBRATORS

K3/45

6)3,

.

BA3e, 12 v. and

lije, 171
each4

6

v., 8)6

Aeaieil,te Aem1'a' semi air spaced
,'Sial cable. Centre core stranded

suitable for hand III,. 92. yard.
selection of miniature type
A i

volume controls now available.
Mk, 20k, 1001c, t rneg.,
g, 2 meg. Less switch
a
, single Pole 3 9, double pole

k,

Value,
b

meg..l

216

,

4)9
:r,a.rge stocks of aerials (send for lists).

Baud

III

Act:I:elite

element Mddel

Composite Aerialite band
700 6:130
I111(1 and 10 channels) model 826 ei.
complete

with chimney lashings, etc.

65.5 0

these and many other
TV
radio and
interesting
components are listed in. our
CURRENT CATALOGUE which
Send
you
now.
available
to
is
1- in stamps for your copy.

TERMS
C.O.D.
charges

LEEDS 7.

1/3 40 0

1.:;;00.6, K,/100

All

IMPLOSION GUARD
For 17iri, Tub-. Overall size. 17 in. s 111in.
7:_ ea ,Most 3/-.
FOCUS UNITS
witlr
12m, tabe type. 12'S ea.'i, Both fitted
171o, tube 13 pc, 15,- ea,} vender adjust vents.

WINTOUN STREET

P.417

PENCIL RECTIFIERS

A

0 cps.

103 LEEDS TERRACE

9i112

O.T.O. RECTIFIERS
RBI- 441, 12512 5,'6, R1í3 7/6, ROIL

1
250 Jr. 4/i m3,
.
and
2
6.3 v. 1.5 A.,1514.
Secondary
CLYDON TURRET TUNER Conversion
cover
LI (no patterning). Nine versions mule
three maior 1.F. Bands, 10 mels, 16
me's, and 3 valve heatersupplies (6.o e
des.'rcpt
for
full
m1A, and 300 m, A). Send
leaflet, 57.7.0 each.
WEARITE P. COILS
coils, full Lange available,
Wearite

each.

5'-

250 v.9.5 u,':1
21,0 v. 75 in' --1
60 L j115 or

8

8-

Half Wave
125 v. 80 m1
'Full wave

25.5.0

v

419 each
:3

150v,50rn:A

TELEDICTOR TRANSFORMERS TYPE TEO
Small Main Transformer suitable for 'Television Converters, etc.
230

4/6 each

3

379 each
ohm=, 1.011/4
CONTACT COOLED RECTIFIERS

20- each

Specification

VT: 2

4/6 each

...

standard 10.000 ohrhs to
46 m'A
3 ohms

17/5
18'6
19'8
19/6

each.

86

di,

i

Standard 5,650 ohms to

APEX TUNED FILTER UNIT. A errissovcr lynx
for use with combined or separate Land I and
The unit is completely
B d maer is
shrouded, 7,'6 each.
long and
TELETRON FERRITE ROD
medium wave, 12,19 each; Medium mom, 89

VS70

10,7-

Bute

has

196
25 -

coil 20 watt
lin. Mains Energised Speaker

41223

PY83
PX25

se-Cool Quality.

Crea.rn,

ig' Fluted Drip.

Spring Fiaing. Plc

ohms, 16'- Ea

type, 1316 part.

18/2

15 ohms speech

2,9

PY'3

3)6

S'pring Fixing, Elided
Brown,Type 11/

1718

-

Elliptical Speaker 10in. x tin
BAKER Sl LHUR81 12in. heavy duty unit

(EF39) 6;8
V Rí4

10'

h

Spring f
Type ,)h)

17f6
field
PLESSEY t in. 'Unit Mains Energised 600 ohms
21,field
C10GDMA.NS or LEOTRONA Sin. w ith Output
21'0
Transformer

PCl:83 12,8

PYkO
PY81

4/6

Quatity Be'

ude 14. p)stage per

Onered

GOODMANS 8m. Unitt
GOODMANS 4M. x 7M. Unit
R. 9. A. 5rm. Unit Maine Energised 600 ohms

21164 101-

.

I

7ype,IE1

each

WATERHOITSE Sin. finit
PLESSE Y 6 i in. Unit
R,.2 A. Bin. Unit
1LESS Y I2M. Unit
LECTRONA- 5in. Un'
GOODMANS (Elm Unit

107-

107127-

310
418

BAKELITE KNOBS

Transformer;

less

10'-

PL83
PL53

5/ 1/8

nssrlùnc robine1,,

L'Y41
ÚY05
VR31
VR53

PCF80 111PCF83 1916

A"

"

De -1

colry,)

LOUD SPEAKERS

11241
UL41

PLSA4

5/--

3/8
prtdnetioa "
" l't earrte Manual of the

2/6.

HEADPHONES

each.

2/8

1.

lIe.d rn'l',5'. r'lrand General Fault

:mite

foi

151- each

e

No. 147.

ESA
Type 3BP1. removed
equipment. Complete with Lase and
screens

5.1T F (Band 2) 2/6

All -dry battery

121. Practical Transi'.
trr. aux Transistor C ,i.ts
V, 14
T.V, Servicing for

8,9 each
519 each
5 6 each
10= each
each
10

-

216

\,

63 each
10/- eseh

6.3 v. 1.5 11 v..75 a
4 v. 1.5 º

each

ble Construction-.
1"
1lei, 1 comprehensive
cm e guide,Book No.
o. 11 I
.1 earn prehensitE
valve snide, Book N
.
No. DM. Radiofolder "

e.3,411:41.1c

7v.2a

Tuner C,n-

11

How to malte

-

N J.

ble

App Sin, long, 2,- each.

617 G

61670

Tx

65

6.3 v.

(EF50) 4/- Yß3
1118
12/6
8ï6
73_'_9
15191
LAF42 11'8 VR91
9/8 EB41
UB-t1.
9;8 Sylvania 7/- Zxu9
`r/-. EBC41 101
PACKING AND POSTAGE 6d. per valv:.. SAE DAY SERVICE.
61U -5C

ht ed

LPII

Lorenz

T.S.C.

86.19.6 each. Postage 3
Yaaley Switches assorted. All unused.
Many with long locating spindles.
ideal for making up, special switch
Units, 8,- doz.
Toggle Switches. Brand new, Carlotta

1216

2/6

125117

170Q7

61.7

C733
H30

1111310

2,16

011.00
KbG
6K Still
61.60

121-

PIkrlPn11'111"

-

1'2016

4/8

61173L

11'8

HP4101,

14/-

-

117 --

EY51
FY86

Rim Drivel
Unit Model

13'6 each.

l'

.

Io

-

1.2AT7

6G81:
61hi

6K 7C1

10`

14S°

phone

8!8/8 E191
8/- EZ40 101tIAFB 118 P780 10;El 48 211IAT6 '9'
12A6
12A117

(3E15

6J.ï0

11'8

17E116

716

621611.

59.
27-

1.1.42

17Aä7 101-

6131(7
6I1I57
(,Y'4

LL32
EL41

916
916

111/6
13/8
r 0N'6
8/6
f.LSS, 181611-

576
518

976
816
1016

776

7'6

613.A6

1276

121106
17.1E7

51-

6 -111)G

12;6

29 EF86

1I12

hrlf1T 87- 951

'

ECH42 1036
EC151 11'

1,4

11V4

'

BORIS 1116

:KA
.Iraq

:

DIF80 146

1\i
1i4

ce 2

PUBLICATIONS, ETC.

I

ing iru rament. Price 1619 each
Metal Rectifiers, 12 c 0 amp. 1,6
each, 250c 45nr'A 69 each, 150 v.
75-,EA 716 each,12 c 1 amp. 5'3 e eh.
12 v. _amp 0- euh 12v.á amp.

:

Cash with order or
Postage and Packing

extra,

as

follows

:

Orders value 1O/- add 1/- ;
20!- add 1/6 ; 40f- add 2f- ; fS
add 3- unless otherwise stated.
Minimum C.O.D. fee and
postage 3'-. All single valves
postage 6d. Personal Shoppers
Monday -Friday 4 a.m. to 5 p.m.
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120
300 Kc s 500 .7

0s,

o,;

Kc á-S30 Hors.
COO ]sels-

2
11c'
05 Mc/S-8.5 Mfifs
8 Me 28 Mc
16 M
b
3.1e:s. 24 Mes 84 Mcis. Metal

----

4e.

case
a5 G rn
4 n Size
of scale.
le, )1n x 31in. 2 alves
and rectifier. A.C. mains 30-

'

hi'nÌl

400 t Internale,toamodulation
ones
400ep -. ,.oadepth of 30 per

í

(Regot Trude Mork)

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT

.Ir

/¡
_.

cent., modulated or unmodue 8
Sated R.F. output continuous
,,
variable 100 milli -volts. C.W.
and mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil output
meter. Grey hammer finished" case and white panel. Accuracy
plus or minus 2°S, £4i 19,'6 or 241- deposit and 3 monthly payments
25'-, P. & P. 4/6 extra.

ILLUSTRATED

mains.Crackle

A.C.

.

No. 64)

Plus P.

P. 2;6.

&

,

z

-

with converter.

-

yards co -ax. cable and
12/6 Plus P. & P.2/6
12

BATTERY CHARGER 6 or

v.

12

Heal Office, Sales :

Catalogues sent
FREE

ADCOLA

2

PRODUCTS

LTD.

4 amp..

Fitted ammeter, selector switch, fuses,
battery clips, indicator lamp.
Incorporating G.E,C. Metal
Rectifier.
A.C. Mains 200-250 v.

Ready for use.
fixing. 59/6. P. & P. 316,

No. 68)

.../

SPECIAL OFFER FOR ONE MONTH ONLY

folded di -pole loft aerial,
co -ax. plugs. If purchased together

(List

il

-

3 -element

Reg. Designs,
etc.

Protective Shield

fini..?.`á1t -,

case 5. in. long, }in wide, 4 -in. high.
Incorporating
m
ain control and pant.
9w tch.
Illustrated with cover
removed.

£3.19.6

British and
Foreign Pats.

Detachable
bit type (List
"

-

CO313IERCIAL TELEVISION
CONVERTER.
SLITNSILE SNI T.! (e i'epl hihl f
ALL CHANNELS
S
s
NO ALTERATIONS
H 1TION5 60 SET
Complete with built-in
in power suppl s' _
230250

1957

4 DC 0 LP\

SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage

June,

In grey hammer finish case.

Wall

Gauden Road,
Telephon ;s

Clapham High
St., London,
S.W.4

:

ACaulay 4272

& 3101

2 -VALVE CONSTRUCTORS PARCEL

Battery operated, comprising 2 valves, 2 valve holders,' tuner,
coil, resistors, condensers and volume control, e/6
Plus
Point to point wiring diagram 1;-, free with kit.
P. & P. 1;6.
COMPLETELY BUILT

'

PORTABLE AMPLIFIER

approx. size 6/ln..x 2.in. incorporating 2 valves, contact -cooled
metal rectifier, bass and treble lift controls Qom Plus
and double wound mains transformer 230-250 V.
P. & P. 3'6.
9On. P ..55. SPEAKER A O.P. TRANSFORMER, if purchased
with the above 18;6. Plus P. & P..1,6.

FREE To
IThis

I48-page Book

COLLARD 4 -SPEED AUTOMATIC CHANGER;

£8.-

A.C.

19.6

mains.
Plus

Engineering posts.

valve

lu

rectifier,

A.C.

me

sd

mains

Medium
and Lon; waves.
In
blue
Or
brows
Pastel
Valve
line-up ,
i
VR65s
and
VT52
Size 15, in.'long
gin. h.gh by lin, deep
P. & P.
200-230

.

v

£3.19

,

6

4ï6.

f

9.
li,(

,.

,

Point to point wit ng diagram 1/6.

Free with K t.

ft. RECORDING TAPE on plastic spool, 12/6. P.-& P. :Li-.
MAINS TRANSFORMER, Primary 110-250 Secondary .-120180-200 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2 amp., 10/6. P. 55 P. 2i-,
8 MFI). 450 tV 6G. can size 2in..z 'in. 115 each, 121- doz.
P.M. SPEAKERS, closed field, e, in., 16/6 ; 6in., 18/6: 101n.,
25,- ; 12tH., 25/-. P. & P. on each 2/-.

-

1,200

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) LTD.
.

23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3
GOODS

ROT DISPATCHED

OUTSIDE

U.K,

It

?

Mechanical Eng.

tells you how you can
Electrical Eng.
uickly prepare at home Civil Engineering
on
NO PASS-NO Radio Engineering
FEE " terms for a
Automcb ile Erg..
recognised engineering
Aeronautical Eng.
qualification,outlines th e
Production Eng.
widest range of modern Building, Plastics,
Home -Study Courses in Draughtsmanship,
all branches of EngineerTelecisian, etc.
ing and explains the
GET SOME
benefits of our EmployLETTERS
ment Dept If you're
earning less thán £18 a AFTER YOUR
week you cannot afford
NAME!
to miss reading this
AM.I. M ech. E.
unique book. Send for
A.M. LC. E.
your copy to-day-

T.R.F. KIT in PLASTIC CABINET
3

ENGINEERS

Have you sent for your copy
` ENGINEERING
OPPORTUNITIES' WHICH IS
YOUR PET
is a highly informative
guide to the best -paid SUBJECT ?

/

Model 456 (suitable for use with above amplifier).
200-250 v.. turnover crystal head.
Brand new, fully guaranteed

I

AMBITIOUS

FREE.
COUPON - --

- FREE

lease send me your FREE 148-auge
'ENGINEERING OPPORTUN?TIES"
NAME
ADDRESS
Subject or beam.
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British Institute of Engineering TechnDingy
4698, College House, 29-31,Wright's Lane,
Kensington, W.8.

A.M.C. P. E.

A,M.I.M.I.
L, I.O. B.
A. F,R.Ae.S,

B.Sc,

A.M,Brit.I.R.E.
CITY & GUILDS
GEN. CERT.
OF EDUCATION
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SHORT-WAVE TRANSPOSED DOUBLET AERIALS
By A. W. Mann

UCH has been written as to the merits and
demerits of the horizontal transposed
doublet aerial. Even so, it appears that some
measure of confusion still exists.
Looking through some old papers recently, the
author recalled a long-drawn-out and heated discussion relative to this type of aerial in the correspondence pages of an overseas radio publication. The
controversy started after the publication of a DX
log sent in by a reader. Among others were listed
several exotic call -signs. In a footnote the correspondent mentioned that the receiver was a homeconstructed mains two -valve receiver, and the aerial
a horizontal transposed, doublet.
I happened to know that his receiver was a very
efficient one, that he was located in an interference
free area, and had more than sufficient space to erect
doublets and other forms of aerial to textbook
specifications. Also, that his aerial could be tuned to
resonance according to requirements.
Being an all-bands listener, due attention was paid
to scheduled short-wave broadcast transmissions

Being aware as to the broadside directive properties
of the horizontal divided doublet, he carried out a
compass cheek after studying a great circle map, and
erected his aerial masts according to his findings.
This assured maximum signal pick-up from stations
to which the aerial was directive which, when tuned
in, could be. peaked by means of the aerial tuner
unit (Fig. 1 will make this clear),

Different Types
At Fig. 1 the transposed horizontal doublet is
shown running north to south. As it possesses
broadside directive properties, the field pattern shows
that when erected as outlined it will be directive east
and west (Fig. 2).
The twin feeders may be transposed by means of
transpositions blocks as in Fig, 1, or by the use of
twisted feeder cable (Fig. 3).
Fig. 4 shows an end -on doublet, the directivity of
which is less marked. it provides best reception in
line with the aerial from the direction of the feeder
end as shown .by the field pattern at Fig. 5.

r-

35 7s ft.

S

N

He collected a
and amateur 'phone.
considerable number of verification cards and
listened systematically. The author; knowing.
the inside story of this receiving station, was
not surprised that he had accomplished that
which he set out to do.
Quite a number of readers jumped to the
erroneous conclusion that in order to receive
those exotic call -signs one should erect a
horizontal transposed doublet,
Several did so. Results, however, were not
up to expectations. While some new calls
were heard, some of those previously most
consistent could not be heard, neither could
those exotic call -signs. Hence the fireworks,
and the opinion that doublets were of no use.
Had a few tentative inquiries been made
and a textbook on the subject studied doubts
would have been removed and controversy
avoided.

Fig.

.

.

1.-.4 transposed horizontal aerial.

The only way in which this type of aerial
can be effective as an electrical interference
reducer is with the flat top well above the
interference zone, away from metal gutters,
power and telephone lines. Whatever may be
accomplished-. in that direction with this type
of aerial in split or end -fed form, it will not
compare with the effectiveness of the antiinterference_ type aerials with screened -down
lead, and matching transformers, about which
more will be said later in this -article.
In the author's opinion the transposed
doublet aerial is , an interesting and useful
medium, whereby the benefits of marked
directive properties may be exploited.
-

T-

-

-_

Vital Factors
Several factors about which those readers
were totally unaware contributed to the letter
writer's success. As previously stated, his
location was an ideal one with a.considerable
amount of space available for aerial erection. X

-

Ls

'to

Centres Matching

_

In order to obtain the maximum signal
voltage transfer to the receiver, accurate
matching of the aerial to the input of the
receiver is necessary. This can be accomplished in various ways by means Of a suitable
aerial tuning -unit, an aerial coupling unit, or
by the insertion of a 400 ohms resistor in each
lead between the aerial feeders and the
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aerial and earth terminals
For Indoor Use
For example, if the aerial is
of the set. (Fig. 3.))
>1 directive east and west it
loft.
{<
tort.
Fc
Where provision is made in
may appear, for instance, that
the receiver for doublet coupling his method
apart from one or two European phones the
should be used.
14 Mc/s band is dead. Yet it is quite possible
that a number of transmissions from the
Indoor Doublet Aerials
Mediterranean area might be heard using a
doublet with approximately north and south
As outlined in a previous article, the horidirectivity.
zontal doublet can be adapted for indoor use
and erected in the roof space. In this case, howComparative Tests
ever, textbook dimensions cannot be adhered
to due to space In i tations. In order to get the
When twin doublets placed at right angles are
maximum amount of wire strung up it will be
used comparative tests can be carried out with
necessary to bend the arms of the flat top.
ease, and a general idea as to coverage of indiThis, however, is an advantage and enables
vidual aerials and the system collectively can
directive properties to be applied to interbe obtained by systematically logging the
mediate compass points.
details concerning all transmissions heard,
In the case of indoor doublets of this kind
their geographical location and the aerial
the listener should erect twin systems at -right which provides the strongest signal together
400
angles to one another and make -provision Ohms
oh4V, with tuning dial readings.
for relay switching. The relay should, however,
By following this method one not only
be fitted at a point where it is easily accessible
calibrates the receiver, but to some extent the
.4
-E
in case the contacts stick at any time.
OF SET
twin aerial system.
Where only a single
This may not happen, but when the relay is Fig.
transposed doublet is in use some standard of
mounted up in the roof space it can only be Using twisted comparison should be available. A vertical
attended to at some inconvenience.
rod aerial erected at not less than roof height,
feeders.
and, if possible higher, will prove to be
Gain
satisfactory.
There may be some readers who rather question
lf some form of quick change -over is desirable this
the amount of gain due to broadside directivity. A
may be carried out by a relay or suitable switch.
The idea in mind is not to check comparative strengths
N
'

3.-

Fig.

Fig.

2.-The polar diagram

of*

the aerial in Fig.

1.

relay controlled twin doublet arrangement will
remove all doubts.
The indoor system used by the author provides
a gain of from three to four R strengths, and appears
to be sharply directional. So much so, that switching
from one to the other a signal can be'entirely lost or
considerably weakened, depending, of course, on the
geographical relation existing between the transmitter
and receiver.
Unless one is in a position to erect an outdoor
or indoor horizontal doublet to a desired compass
bearing as taken from a great circle map, or unless the
space available happens to coincide with ones requirements (which by the way seldom is the case), the
author would not advise the listener to erect this
type of aerial, because as mentioned in the early
part of this article blind spots will be encountered.
erK- f--

doublet which
has reduced directivity.

but to definitely locate the blind spots of areas from
which transmissions received using the vertical
aerial are unheard when switched to the doublet.
Details of such tests as entered in the log book are
often very illuminating and instructive.
While the horizontal transposed doublet functions
most efficiently on the frequency to which it is cut
and on certain harmonics of that frequency it should
not be regarded as a one frequency aerial which is
entirely inefficient when used on other frequencies.
There are limits beyond which it is definitely
inefficient, but so far as the short-wave listener is
concerned there is a wider tolerance factor than
some imagine.

(Continued on page 274.)

i

Down /errd

Fig.

4.-An end-on

5.-Polar diagram for

---

the aerial in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6.-1lßethod

of doublet coupling.
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merit of reasonably
low cost with a very high standard of performance, and is suitable for use on any
waveband between 16 and 2,000 metres, giving results
much superior to those of the usual type of " all
TF11S receiver combines the

" superhet. An added advantage is the ease
with which it lends itself to modification in the number
of stages employed, or bands tuned, so that it can be
constructed and used in a simplified form, initially.
For example, one I.F. stage, with the I.F. filter, may
be omitted, together with the R.F. stage and first
A.F. stage, these being.added later. This should be of
particular help to beginners who may feel a little
hesitant about employing the full circuit at once. It.
also allows the set to be made to work quickly, and
reduces to a minimum the chance of any difficult
or unidentified fault arising, especially if the coils
for one waveband only are fitted first, as is
recommended to avoid any error in wavechange
wave

switch wiring.
Octal 6.3 -volt valves are used throughout the
receiver section in view of their robustness and the
ease with which they may be obtained. The circuit
is shown in Fig. 1, and reference to it will make a
number of points in the design clear.
Selectivity and second -channel rejection are not
adequate with the usual type of superhet (bearing in

mind the purpose in view). especially on the higher
frequencies ,or shorter wavelengths. Second -channel
interference may be reduced by using a high intermediate frequency, but the adjacent channel selectivity
of such I.F. stages is relatively low. so that a second
frequency-changer and further I.F. stages are
necessary. The alternative is to retain a normal I.F.
and use a selective R.F. stage. This is so here, and
means that ordinary 465 kc/s oscillator coils and 1.F.
transformers are employed, avoiding any possible
difficulty in obtaining these items. A number of
communications receivers of high cost and efficiency
use a similar arrangement.
To secure high adjacent channel selectivity, an
I.F. filter consisting of two coupled 1.F. transformers
is used, making 10 tuned circuits in. all (excluding the
oscillator). As the degree of selectivity provided by
this arrangement does not permit musical programmes
to be reproduced well, due to sideband cutting, a.
High/Low I.F. switch is provided. At the
low position selectivity resembles that of the usual
five- or six -valve domestic receiver, and this is
satisfactory for much general listening, especially
on long and medium waves.
A double -diode is used for detection and A.V.C.
and this avoids the positive cathode delay voltage
arising when a D.D.T. valve is
employed in this position, and which
results in the A.V.C. action being
absent at low signal levels. With the
double -diode, no such delay voltage is
developed, the cathode being at earth
potential. As a result, A.V.C. comes
into operation with even weak signals.
This, combined with three controlled
stages, gives a very satisfactory A.V.C.
action indeed. A.V.C. is not applied
to the mixer, since this tends to interfere with hest operation on high
frequencies,
.

Controls

A view

of the cet front the rear.

Separate R.F.. 1.F. and A.F. gain
controls are fitted, and allow operation
to be adjusted to suit conditions.
There is seldom any need for all cohtrols to be anywhere near maximum,
and turning back the R.F. and 1.F. gain
is particularly useful in reducing background noise and valve hiss,
For
normal listening these controls can be
left, volume being adjusted by the A:F.
control in the usual way. But. with
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difficult stations their benefit will become apparent.
Since maximum sensitivity requires exact alignment
of all tuned circuits, panel trimmers are fitted for
R.F. and F.C. tuned circuits. Since five wavebands
are present, the use of two variable trimmers in this
way avoids the need for no less than fifteen pre-set
trimmers while also assuring maximum efficiency.
Again, in practice, it will be found that these panel
trimmers can be left at a midway setting, and results

__",,

Numerous other dials and drives to that illustrated
can be purchased, some with mechanical bandspread
tuning devices and some with blank scales for marking by the constructor. The use of these is a matter of
personal preference. The degree dial, combined with
a logging book, does enable transmission times, etc.,
to be noted, together with readings for those bands
and stations of interest. It thus has much to
recommend it.
Components

None of the parts

be

270-ohm bias resistor,
necessary. All the .1
350 -volt tubular type.
to hand can be used

of párr of

A Tien"

the rear

of panel.

will then resemble those obtained with trimming
by presets initially adjusted. But with weak signals
a slight adjustment of the panel controls will very
greatly increase volume. Since exactly similar settings
are not retained throughout all bands, this shows that
efficiency is higher than with separate pre-sets for
each band. This, and the, great simplification mentioned, amply justifies the two extra panel controls.
A tuning meter is fitted in the anode circuit of the
1.F. stage not under manual control, and is very
helpful in securing accurate tuning and in adjusting
the panel trimmers when this is necessary. This
meter also simplifies alignment of the I.F. stages,
since it is only necessary to adjust' all the 1.F.T.s
for maximum signal as shown by the meter. Variations inaudible to the ear are easily seen and exact
peaking of all circuits is thus possible. The meter
will similarly respond to any increase in signal
strength from external causes, such as an improvement in aerial or earth or fading of thé signal, which
will cause the pointer to move as the A.V.C. compensates. Though long-distance reception is possible
with no aerial, or a short indoor wire, the benefit
of a good aerial will become very apparent if meter
readings are compared on a few stations, one aerial
being tried, then the other.'
A high-class reduction drive is essential for easy
tuning, and should, for preference, be of dual -ratio
type. Since r.o dial tvith all bands marked in wavelength or frequency is obtainable, an ordinary degree
scale is used, and stations may be logged with this.
-Kese,,® ls.,,®l.el.

.

.4Oel"en18,,.1i.,.m® 1®"

of a type difficult to obtain.
of -watt rating, except the
where a -watt component is
rrF by-pass condensers are of
"Any .25 ¡IF or .5 µF tubulars
for cathode and SG by-pass,

is

All fixed resistors can

I.

but not for A.V.C. line decoupling, or the time constant will become rather long.
The valves may be metal, G or GT types.
The
efficiency of actual specimens varies slighty, together
with the degree of screening, and it was found
necessary to use valve -screening cans round R.F.
and LF. valves to maintain stability with optimum
adjustment.
Dust -cored I.F. transformers are used, though air cored types would 'do in 1st and 4th positions. The
two transformers forming the 1.F. filter are small
potted components, and this type of coupling was
found very effective. In common with all other parts,
many advertisers can supply these.
The 3 -gang condenser is a standard component.
The two panel-operated trimmers are midget variable
condensers of short-wave type, the actual maximum
An extension spindle
capacity being about 50 pF..
is necessary for the aerial circuit trimmer.
5"

arR<;r
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The wavechange switch needs to be of the type
with a separate wafer fori each pole, and it is
supported by a small sub -panel separating aerial and
F.C. circuits, which also provides a
mounting for the aerial trimmer. With
this arrangement, no instability need
arise here. Reference to Fig.
will
show how the six wafers are used, and
a 5 -way switch provides for five bands,
allowing continuous tuning coverage.
Aerial, H.F. and oscillator coils of
manufacture other than those listed
would be satisfactory, and in each
instance the padder capacity must he
of the value the maker specifies.
A mains transformer with 6.3 -volt
3-amp winding will operate the Valves
(excluding rectifier) and up to -two dial
lamps. The rectifier requires a 5 -volt
2 -amp supply. H.T. is obtained from
a 250 -0-250 -volt 80 mA winding.

- -,_
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ponent values. A I mA meter was employed, but a
2 mA or 5 mA model would be equally satisfactory.
As the latter would be of rather lower resistance, the

1

Tuning Meter
This js of ordinary moving -coil type
and has to give full-scale reading when
na signal is applied. To arrange this,
a wire -wound preset resistor or
potentiometer is connected in parallel,
with the meter and initially adjusted
for full-scale ïeading with no signal.
-The actual rating of the meter is of no
importance provided it is not greater
than the anode current -of the last
6K7, which will be about. 6 to 8 mA,
according to the valve and exact com-

Some of the switch wiring.
,.!

0005FF
GANGED
i U/J/NG
CONDENSER

.

i11A1

J .chassis layout.

tl1111111!/

dülk

1.111..,

-

adjustable shunt could also be reduced in value when
using them to make adjustment less critical. Alternatively, one or more fixed resistors can be wired
in parallel with the meter and the 100 ohm variable
adjusted for full-scale deflection afterwards. If the
meter pointer tends to go right off the scale, then the
overall shunt value, must be reduced in resistance.
Alternatively, if a full-scale reading is not had. the
shunt value is too low or the meter is one of too high
rating.
It will have been observed that no B.F.O.
is shown in Fig. 1, but this can readily be added. If
there is no desire to listen to I.C.W. Morse, then its
inclusion is, of course, pointless.
Chassis
This item requires to be of stout gauge to avoid
wobble, and should be at least 16 s.w.g. The layout
of components -on top will be seen from Fig. 2, and
the distances between valveholder centres which are
given will enable the parts to be suitably postioned.
If the valveholders actually used do not have the
key -ways in line with the fixing holes, then they
should be rotated accordingly if the wiring plan is
to be followed exactly.
If a cabinet of a type affording support for the
panel is not to be used, then panel brackets are
desirable. With the usual tuning drive it will be
necessary to raise the gang condenser on pillars or
to employ sleeves on long bolts for mounting. This,

.,_loase,®,,camoa-

®----
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however, together
with the exact
position of the
d econdenser,
pends on the dial
and drive.
The High/Low
switch is n o t
shown in Fig. 2.
since it lies immediately above the
gang condenser.
To avoid long
connections, t he

z
á

switch wafer
requires

O
hhwM+

1F4M

aT

Tº4
MAN

9.L-2
J r,MM+I'f

t

oZ

2

h

`

WAWA

to

be

about level with
the rear of the
gang condenser.

\MM^MMM

Ñ

G"

h
0041QQe

Mva

,

This was achieved
by using a long
type of switch,
unremoving
wanted wafers. An
alternative would
be to use a short
switch, fitted to a
plate bolted to the
rear of the condenser and operated through an
extension spindle.
The three connecproviding
tions
1.F. transformer
arc
switching
marked A, B and
C, to agree with
the diagram of
this wafer. Leads
must be screened
right up to the
tags. The second
wafer, near the
panel, has two
only.
contacts
from which a
twisted twin lead
When
is taken.
the switch is in the
Low " position
this switches off
the heater of the
unrequired 6K7,
In the " High

position this

heater is on.
_If

_\2QQQ(,2.2
ñ

r
dJJtMN&1

00000000,
00C-0000 -

iv

the valves are

of a type requiring
screening cans, the
bases of these are
to the
bolted
Some
chassis.
not
cans
will
accept the GT
type of valve,
which is of larger
base
diameter.
(To be continued)
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.RETURN -OF -POST
The items listed below are only a small part of our extensive stock of Radio and Television components and
accessories. All items are usually held in stock and cash orders are normally dealt with on the day they are
received. Orders for goods on Credit Sale naturally cannot be dealt with on the same day, but the delay
is kept to an absolute minimum.
MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIER

We stock ail the components for the Amplifiers described in the Mullard Tape Recording Booklet. This bóoklet is available from
Mullard Ltd. or from us.
Two units are described in the Booklet. AMPLIFIER TYPE Ais a complete Tape Amplifier with a single EL84
Valve.
AMPLIFIER TYPE B is a combined recording amplifier and play-back pre -amplifier and is intended to feed into an Output
existing main
amplifier for play-back.
TAPE AMPLIFIER TYPE A
TAPE AMPLIFIER TYPE B
RESISTORS. -LAB Kit of all fixed resistors to correct tolerance RESISTORS. -LAB Kit of all fixed resistors to the correct tolerand one potentiometer. 33/6.
ance and one potentiometer. 31/9. All kits are made up for the
Note. -These kits are made up for Brenell and Collars -tape decks
Brenell and Collars Decks. If requirements are otherwise an
and include 1121 for 15 ohm speakers. An exchange voucher is
exchange voucher is enclosed.
enclosed for use if requirements are otherwise.
CONDENSERS, -Complete Kit 35,-. Made up for the Brenell
CONDENSERS. -Kit cf 30, 33/-. We make these up for the Brenell and Collars Circuits. Please state when ordering if required for
Truvox or Lane Deck. All condensers are available separately.
and Collars Decks, Please state when ordering if Truvos or Lane
Full details in our free list.
deck is being used. All condensers are available separately, Full
OSCILLATOR, COIL.-Brenell fl.'-. Truvos 6/9. Lane 10/-.
details are given in our free list_
F.S.-EF86 Mollard 24/4. Alternative 15/-. EM81 .Mullard
VALVES.-EF86 Mollard 24/4. Alternative 15'-. ECC83 Mullard VAL\
18/1. EL84 Mollard 161, Alternative 12!, OA71 Diode Mullard 6'-.
19/6. Alternative 10'-. EM81 Mullard 181. EL84 Mulla U 16/,
VALIEIIOLDERS.-McMurdo BM9U 100. XM9/13C117. XM9
Alternative 12/, 0A71 Diode, Mullard 6,-.
UGl 2/3.
OSCILLATOR COILS.-Brenell 8.'-. Truvoc 6/9. Lane 10/-. PLUGS
AND SOCKETS.-Set of record head, erase head, input
PLUGS AND SOCKETS.-Set of speaker, record head, erase head, and power plugs and sockets. 31/6. All available
separately.
input and power plugs and sockets. 31-. Ail available separately. Details in list.
.SWITCH. -Specialist Switches, 16/8.
See our list.
-

VALVEIIOLDERS,-BM9'U 10d. XM01Xl 1/1.
SWITCHES. -Specialist Switches. Set of 3. 32;3.
TAG BOARDS. -Bulgin 0120 1/3. C125 23. Note. -Four
required, not two as stated in the Milliard Booklet.
CERAMIC STAND-OFF INSULATOR. 1/,
KNOBS.-Bulgin K370. Black 1/8. White 2'-.

C125

are

ESCUTCHEON FOR Eí181. -Plastic 2/6.
CHASSIS.-Denco. Fully drilled. With cover plate 31/8.

OUTPUT TRANSFORMER.-Elstone
Partridge SVOïl 60/,

15/6.

OT3

21, Gilson

WO767

grommets, solder, etc. 8-.
valves.

POWER UNIT FOR EITHER AMPLIFIER.
CONDENSER. --50-50 mfd. 350 V.. 9,,6.
RESISTOR,-820 ohms, 3 watts, 2t3.
VALVE. Mullard EZ81, 11710.
VALVEHOLDER.-BM9/U, 100.
MAINS TRANSFORMER.Elstone MT3/M, 35;,
SwITCH.-Bulgin DP. S267, 5/-.
VOLTAGE SELECTOR PANEL.-Clix VSP393/3, 2'-.
FUSEIIOLDER.-Belling Lee L575, 26.
FUSE. -250 ma., Sri.
PILOT LAMP.Bulgin Dill, 2/-. 6.3 v. Lamp, 90.
CRASS Fa_Denco. Fully drilled, 11/6.
COMPLETE KIT. -All the above items, 24.0.0.
-

SUNDRIES KIT. -Contains all wire, flex, nuts, toits, sleeving,
COMPLETE KITS.-All above items

TAG BOARDS.-Bulgin C120 113. 0125 2/3.
CERAMIC STAND-OFF INSULATOR, 1/-.
KNOBS,-Bulgin 1370, Black, 1/6. White, 2/-.
ESCUTCHEON FOR EMSL-Plastic 2/6.
CHASSIS.-Denco. Fully drilled with cover plate, 31/6.
SUNDRIES KIT. Contains all nuts, bolts, wire, sleeving, solder,
etc., 7/8.
COMPLETE KIT. -Kit complete with all the above components
and alternative valves, 212.15.9.

as

listed with alternative

K.IT A. -With Elston?. Output Transformer 213.15.9.
KIT II. -With Gilson Output Transformer 214.0.0.
KIT C. -With Partridge Output Transformer 215.15.2.

READY-BUH.T AMPLIFIERS
THE FOUR WATT TRIPLETONE.-This amplifier

has the
unique feature of three independent tone controls. Treble, 'Middle

and.Bass..The response can thus be varied to suit any requirements.
Handles 78, 45 and 33 records with equal clarity.

6SJ7, IV6GT, 6X5GT.
VALVES
OUTPUT 4 watts. Matched for 2-3 ohms.
SIZE : lin. x 4in. x 41in. high.
INPUT VOLTAGE For A.C. Mains of 200 to 250 v. Chassis fully
isolated from the mains.,
PRICE 26.19.6. Credit Terms. Deposit 196 and seven monthly
payments of £1.0,0.
THE TRIPLETONE. MAJOR.-This amplifier incorporates a
gush-Pull output stage and three independent tone controls for
Treble, Middle and Bass. A separate microphone stage is included,
-and there are separate volume controls for this and for the gram
input. Mains and output transformers are fully shrouded. Power
is available to operate a tuner unit.
VALVES 6SN7GT. 6SJ7GT: Two 6V6G. 5Z4G.
OUTPUT 12 watts. Output can be set for 15 or 2-3 ohms,
SIZE
12ín. x 7ín. x 6Iin. high.
INPUT VOLTAGE For A.C. Mains 200-230. Chassis is fully
isolated from the mains.
PRICE 214.10.0. Credit Terms. Deposit 12.4.6 and seven monthly
payments of 11.18.6.
:
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

TRANSISTORS

MULLARD.-0070

21,'-. 0071 24,'-. 0072 30/-. 0072 Matched
Pairs 60!-.
STC.TJ1 (3X/303N) 40/-. TJ2 (3X/301N) 45!-. TJ3 (3X/302N) 50/.,
TS1 18/-. TS2 21/-. TS3 24!-. TPl 40!-. TP2 40,!-.

RED SPOT.-10/-. BLUE SPOT,-16,/-.
TRANSISTOR TRANSFORMERS. -As specified for the Milliard
200 mW Amplifier.
Gilson. Coupling W0029/6, 20/, Output
W0510/6, 20!-.
TCC SUB -MINIATURE ELECTROLYTIC CONDENSERS.
2 mfd 12 v. 8 mfd. 15 v. 10 mfd. 3 v. 32 mfd. 1.5 v. All
5'- each.
GRAMOPHONE EQUIPMENT
BSR MONARCH RECORD CHANGER.. Latest 4 speed Model
UAO. Fitted with Acos Turn -over Pick-up. 29:15.0. Credit Terms.
Deposit £1.13.0 and seven monthly payments of £1.6.0.
BSR RECORD PLAYER TU8.-Three speed motor with separate

-

pick-up, £4.17.0.

CRYSTAL SET COMPONENTS

COIL.-Teletron MAX Crystal

Set Coil. Medium Wave. Made
specially for use with crystal diodes, 3!-.
CRYSTAL DIODES. -Suitable for the HAX coil, 2/8.
TUNING CONDENSER. -.0005 mfd., 3/10.
KNOB. -For tuning condenser, 1!-.
CIIASSIS.-Small metal chassis with tuning scale, aerial, earth

AMPLIFIERS IN KIT FORM
MULLARD 510 AND OSRAM 912 PLUS.-A11 parts stocked
for these two very popular Amplifiers. Full details were given
in our advertisement in Match " Practical Wireless." A fully
detailed price list on either amplifier is available free upon request.
and phone sockets, 2/9.
CREDIT TERMS

Anything we sell can be supplied on Credit Terms. Details are as follows
SEVEN MONTHLY PAYMENTS. Deposit 3,'- in the £ and the balance plus service charge (10% of balance, but minimum charge
£1) payable in seven monthly payments.
Deposit 6/- in the £ and the balance plus service charge (5 % of balance, but minimum charge
7 HREE MONTHLY PAYMENTS.
10/-) payable in three monthly payments.
with
order or C.O.D.
Postage extra under £3. We charge C.O.D. fee plus postage (minimum
TERMS OF BUSINESS.-Cash
2/5d.) on C.O.D. orders under £3, and C.O.D. fee only (I/6d.) on C.O.D. orders over £3 and under £5.
Over £5 no fee is charged.
:

-

WATTS RADIO
Telephone

Shop Hours

:

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday

:

-9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

KINGSTON ON--THAT SE SURREY

KiNgston 4099

-9 a.m. to

Wednesday

1

p.m.

Friday, Saturday

-9 a.m, to 6 p.m.

-".^ F-'s.L,
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A dependably accurate instrument

for testing
and fault location is indispensable to the
amateur who builds or services his own set.

UNIVERSAL AVOMINOR

The

.

MODEL

(as illustrated) is a highly accurate moving -coil instrument,
conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage,
D.C. current, and also resistance ; 22 ranges of readings on a
3 -inch scale.
Complete with leads, interSire : 4;in.s, x 3 iras. s 17,, ins.
changeable prods and crocoAett weigh:: 15 e ri.
dile clips, anti instruction
List Price
LU :0 : 0
book.

I

D.C. VOLTAGE: 0 to 500 volts.
A.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to 500 volts.
D.C. CURRENT : 0 to 500 mA.
RESISTANCE : 0 to 20,000 Q.
Total resistance of meter : 200,000 Q.

is a 21 -inch Moving coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600 volts, 120
Total resistance
milliamps, and 3 megolsms respectively.
100,000 ohms.
iris.
as above
4-tlins..c
3siars..t
'I
Complete
Sire
Nett weight : 12 os.
List Price :
f5 : 5 :

: 0 to 200,000 Q.
Total resistance of meter : 4 112.
SENSITIVITY 4,000 DIV.

RESISTANCE

hensive

Sole Proprietors and Manufacturers

:--

& ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.
Avocet House, 92196, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London, S.W.I. ViCtoria 3404 (9 lines)

free copy of the latest CompreGuide to " Avo " Instruments.

Write for

AVOMINOR

D.C.

The

SENSITIVITY : 400 -21 V.
MODEL 2
D.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to 1,000 volts.
A.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to 1,000 volts.
D.C. CURRENT : 0 to 500 mA.

AUTOMATIC COIL -WINDER

a

.Great Britain's Valve Mail -Order House
Do it yourself. Tt
money
Save

G

a,7

3
get
B.B.C.
and
I.T.V
Commercial at the their of a
switch. You s,mtiy place our
Silver TV Converter on or recur
your TV set. No alterations In your set Jostconnee7 with A17
mains and aerial. Packed complete with easy instructions. Only 217 SERVICE SHEETS
The one yeas require enclosed ii available dots, and E monthly of 21- or cash £8.6.0. Money Back Guarantee.
a do;; n assorted of our best
choice.
REDUCED
FROM 21' SALE al METERS
Chassis Cutters Pre -heated Electric Soldering I.
.

ó
MMRjre.tIi

10/6

-,

-,

7/6

7/6

with Keys
The easiest and
quickest way of
cutting holes in
sheet metal. The
cutter consists of
punch and an Allen
die,
three parts .
Prices
sore,- The operation is quite s mpl
incl. key . Slue lm., 13,9; l's., 15,9,
tin.. Ilin., hie., 174: Ills., lis,., llin.,
1978 ;'lin., 22'-; '2 3132in.. 15;9;
40!3

;

24 v. 36

watts. Press.button switch

Corrosion-free bit. Specially
Limited
designed for fine w.*.

fitted

-

AMMETERS

Brand

.

NEW

*
* L.T. & A.T.
* mA. Test.
* Valve Test.
tann Tests.

LLECTRIC

Beeis-

I

STRIPPER
arsilch

ll ink

42/6

t.E.1zcED
Deposit for both 815
and 8 monthly payments of 15/-

AUTOMATIC
BLOW -TORCH

MIäES.
on £2.

aid price 113511.

SALE
of VALVES both
RADIO and TV

THROAT

Please cut out coupon
below and post tu us.
From

ad

SP:N.

5/ -

2,-

to 9/9

AARE

A OïrRï::777.7

methylated

;l

sate fornlet 1all kinds of tin on.
silver soldering, glass beef ing.
etc.
deg. Pahreuhe/s.
270,,0
t

Poet free, only

14/7

2/6

MANUAL

Types.

lap

2,000'

DEMOBBED VALVES

(living equivalents of British and American
Service and Cross :Reference of Commercial
'l' -pee with an Appendix of B.V.A. Equivalents, and Centprehensive Price List. We
have still some Val ces loft at very old Budget
Rates (33,'0) which are actually sold at the

VV

BREAST MIKE AND HEADPHONE
píete.
í complete.
combined
SETS,
Brand Nessand Boxed. Ost
Pot
V

but

17 l6

Barns

PAINT

67/6

101.

THE NEW

32,

SPRAYER

NEW

-(soot 2371 to

Complete

U.S.A.F.

00 -1

plete.

g

cabinet. Originally t
Limited Q nantitc. Perri2

vI

MICROMETER

reduced

kith Test. Leads.
P_.t ll-

and

gi.

Boxed. Reduced.
BAROAIN.

CRYSTAL SETS Com-

Tests.

Continuity and

Special SALE Offer ROI A De -Luxe
tive.
1.a ati
Extension Speaker.

0-30

Brand new Precision
Instrument. Bargain

Ad-inmone Radiometer
A.C.¡ D.C.
Circuit Test..

ac

1

Triples. £8. Al
AVO Oscillator, £12.

quantity. Unrepeatable bargain.

lin. sq. hole, 271-, Post 1--.
All prices are with keys

PIFCO

Ferranti. £5.

B <<s

?46.HICH ST HAlltEsolry Nwio

'rVl'i:

or

YßQC'11:F;D

UITIUI,
AMERICANI

SATTSIM
A.C.
end
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Transformers for Transistors
DETAILS

OF EX -GOVERNMENT COMPONENTS

THE coupling transformers used in transistor
circuits have different characteristics from
those employed with valve receivers, and
specially made components of suitable type are rather
expensive. It will be found, however, that some
ex -Service transformers will give good results. In
general, components with a ratio of about I :10
and with a fairly high inductance, but relatively low
D.C. resistance, will be satisfactory for inter -stage use.
Such transformers may in some cases be to hand, as
they have no application in ordinary valve receivers.
If not, then the typess quoted here may be obtained
from J. E. Annakin, 25, Ashfield Place, Otley, Yorks,
and probably other suppliers of ex -Service equipment.

WHICH MAY

BE

USED

By

F.

G. Rayer

tappings to find that giving best volume. Results are
not quite so good as when a proper coupling transformer is used, but are a worthwhile improvement
on simple resistance coupling.
If the transformer has a very generous winding, it
is worthwhile trying only a part of the whole as the
first transistor load. The most important characteristics are a reasonably low D.C. resistance with
fairly high inductance. This is more easily found in
large transformers than in midget types.
This method can also be used for output matching
with some phones. The transformer mentioned will
also work well in this circuit position. If the phones
are of high or medium impedance, no step-down
transformer is required.
In simple circuits to be made at low cost the usual
permanent magnet moving -coil speaker with an
output transformer intended for triode valves will
operate quite well. If the transformer has several
alternative tappings each can be tried in turn to find
which gives best results.
.

Audio Oscillator
A transistor audio oscillator is so simple and has
such a wide application that the circuit shown in
Fig. 3 is worth noting. Transformers with relatively
small windings, which would be quite useless in valve
equipment, will operate well here. One suitable
component is the ex -Service 10K/574 transformer,
and the connections given are for this. If other transformers are tried, primary should be wired between
emitter and battery positive, and secondary between
collector and phones. If no oscillation is obtained,
Fig. 1.-Transformer coupled two -stage receiver.
leads to one winding can be reversed. If ,oscillation
Fig. 1 shows one of the simplest two -transistor still fails to arise, the transformer is unsuitable.
receiver circuits with transformer coupling, and the
Pitch can be adjusted by wiring a variable resistor
numbering given is that for the CG -4300-3 10K/11100 in parallel with one winding. When the phones are
ex -service part. It should be kept in mind that a removed the circuit is switched off. For amplifier
step-down ratio is required if other transformers and receiver testing the phone sockets are shorted
are tried. The same method of coupling can be used if phones are not available, and the audio signal is
if the first transistor acts as amplifier for 'the audio- taken from the .005 ;sF condenser via a test lead
frequency output of a crystal -diode detector, as is and prod.
often so in this kind of circuit
The value of the coupling
OMAIWNM
condenser is in no way critical.
/MO
but the capacity must be largenot under I pF. The battery
voltage can depend upon volume
AF
Output
required, and the type of transistor. ` Adequate results for
bedside loudspeaker listening,
with a fairly good aerial and
earth, can be expected with a
3 volt supply.
.

Auto -Transformers
A somewhat similar circuit
is shown in Fig. 2, and can
be tried with any ex -Service or

other multi-ratio output transformer. Here, the condenser lead
should be tried upon various

.-Auto -transformer

Phones
o

coupling.

Fig.

3.-An arulio oscillator.
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The R. 1155 Communications Receiver
SOME REPLIES TO READERS' PROBLEMS

EVERAL Queries have been raised by readers
concerning the modification of this receiver
described in our issue dated September, 1956,
and the following additional notes are therefore
offered.
The 27012 resistor and the 1,00017 resistor
mentioned are in the M.F. circuits, the junction of
these resistors being connected to one of the
potentiometers in the top left-hand corner (viewed
from the front). It is incidental that the 1,00012
resistor is connected to one side of the rear volume
control as this is the H.T. negative line. The lead
and the two resistors mentioned should be removed.
K. resistor, which is connected across
R3 is a
the two outer terminals of the rear volume control
and is mounted on a tag strip underneath the chassis
almost directly beneath the volume controls.
With reference to realignment, it is not a particularly easy task to realign a set of this nature,
and it should not be attempted unless it is certain
that the set really requires it. It should be pointed
out that the cores of the coils and I.F. transformers
have been sealed, and no attempt should be made to
force them as this will only result in breaking the
cores.
Instructions for releasing the cores are as follows :
1. Iron dust cores (large). Soak a piece of cotton
wool in methylated spirit and place on top of the
core. Set light to it and allow to burn out. The core
tight, repeat
should now be eased gently. If it is
the process.
2. Iron dust cores (small). These are the tuning
coils. Place receiver on its back, and in this position
the side of the coil base will be presented uppermost,
and the cores will be seen. Pour a tittle white spirit
on each core and allow at least half an hour for it
to soak thoroughly before attempting to move the
the core is still tight allow a little longer,
core.
using a little more white spirit if necessary.
>

at the I.F. transformer feeding the detector and
working backwards towards the frequency changer.
The bandwidth is 4-6 Kt`s nt 6 db, down.
(b) Heterodyne oscillator. This operates at 280
Kc;s which is half the I.F.
Inject 560 Kc's into the receiver C.W. (i.e., no
modulation). Switch on the heterodyne oscillator
and tune for zero beat. The variable capacitor has a
screwdriver slot and is accessible through a hole in
the front panel. If it will not tune correctly follow

O

-

-

.

Trimmers..,_

IF filter No.2

1

I

Alignment Instructions
(a) I.F. The I.F. of the receiver is 560 Kc,'s. Tune
the three I.F. transformers for maximum, starting
tF filter L /0 4,
Base or chassis.

\\

Not used

O

¡

L4

L3A

0 0 0
L3

L2

OSCILLATOR
SECT/ON

L/

¡

i

L2,4

C

0

L3

L2

Not used

0.¡02
LI

(dummy

loop).

0 0

¡

MIXER

00000
00000
3
2/. 4 3

4,

2,4

2.

:

2,4.

l,

Trimmers.
LE filter
No.

s

\

2

3

00000
2 /

\\\`.\\\\\\\\\\\
Top

of coil

unit.

3.

4. 2,4

Identification of the trimmers.

the tuning instructions given in the second part of

the article.
(c) R.F. circuits: These should be re -aligned in the
order as set down below. If the receiver in question
does require alignment, presumably the discrepancy
is not sery great and in this case there is no objection
to feeding in signals via the aerial socket.
Trimming
Frequency
frequency
Range
coverage
18.5-7.5 McÍs
18 Mc's
1
7.5-3
Mc,s
7 Mc ;"s
2
3
1,500-600 Kc s 1,400 Kc's
500-200 Kç's
500 Kcis
4
200-75 Kc,'s
200 Kcjs
5

Padding

frequency
8 Mc;s
3.5 Me/s
650 Ke/s
210 Kc/s
80 Kc/s
For the positions of the trimmers and the coils,
see the diagrams. It should be pointed out that
the diagrams actually refer to a model R.1155N
in which a band covering 3 Me{s-1.5 Mc/s (known as
Range 2A) is incorporated to the exclusion of
Range 5. Whether any differences exist with regard
to coil anti trimmer positions or whether 2A is merely
substituted for 5 is not known for certain, but it
should not be too difficult to discover this by experiment:
(d) I.F. rejector .filters. Tune receiver to 500 Kcls
and inject 500 Kc s into the receiver and tune all
the filters for minimum output.

RE.

SECT/ON

SECT/ON."\Ì,

Aerial

padding

IF filter No./',
inside cah.

Ideal for The Beginner
Eighth Editi

WIRELESS

n

TRANSMISSION

J. CAMM
6,-, by post 6/4

By F.

The knout of the coils.
The tuning adjustments
will be found in the next
co/u nn.

From

2,4

Front of pane!

GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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BAND

T/V CONVERTER-185 Mc/s-199 Mc/s

3

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

£2-5-0 post free
o

A highly successful unit (W/World circuit), 616 --all 'Post free.
Wiring and alig_ring
incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget above 20(.4 extra.
aerials
Full
range
of
3
in stock. Adaptors
Band
BVA valves, etc. Chassis size 7 x 4 x
per set. Indoor or outdoor dipoles
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most from 4716
yds. cable, 13,'9. Band 1-Band 3 crosswith
types of T;V sets. TRF or Superhet. Kit of over filter unit, 716.
Variable attenuators
parts 45,'-, Blueprint 1/6, Power pack kit 30/-. 6 db-36adb. 716. BBC Break -through Filter,
Switch kit (Band 1-Band 3 Ae switching), suitable for BBC pattern rejection, 8,6.

Volume Controls 80

Log. ratios, 10,000 ohms

-2

1310i

M gohms.

wan type,
No 8w,
31-

Liexr
Midget lithe-

S.P.S,

,.qR;,E

COAX
-

-

l'.

-

.0.0.

Stn.,

t

163-10/430 v. T.C.C. 5/6
32/350 v. Dub.
4/-

Huh.
5i50;-50/350 v- B.E.C. 6/6
312/500 v.

ALL -WAVE RAIOGRAM CHASSISS
WAVEBANDS
5 VALVES
S.W.Yi to. --50 m,
LATEST MIDGET
10.W. 200 m. 350 m.
BVA
LAY. .SOO m. 9,000 m
SERIES
Brand
td sew and guar. A.C. 200,230 r., 4 pos. WIC

yd.,.

3.

1V

station names. Walnut or ivory knobs to choice.
_Aligned
calibrated really for use. Sensitivity
1

and Quality at Low Cost
Chassis solate i from mains. BARGAIN fl 1
Carr.
l in
4/0.
PRICE "
9 or loin, speakers to match, 26/- and 2.5/-.
7 Valve De Luxe, push-pull EL41 rernoa, 7 watt

.

S- gas.

01210;0. Can. S les.

(' hprehen-sve stock of

63

watt L

52-.

'output,

'

watt Instrument type, 21.6,
Bit Type,288
-ait Oral

hit

-V1: ì
Long -G rama P-L.. socket. High
deist core >its. Latest circuit technique, delayed
r 2nd neg. feedback. WP 4 watts. Chassis
size, 134 s 3I x grin.
Soin. it 41 in. hor. or vert.

Q

w.22,000-

05

RECORD PLAYER BARGAINS
I Latest Model GAO -BIN Monarch 4 -speed ante
changer 28.15.0, carr. 4/6. B,S.R Three -speed
Single Player, Model T.V.S, 84.12.6, 9-r 3/3.
Cut mounting board 5/-, cari. 1/-. Garrard and
Colloco 4 -speed Changers from 9; gas. las
available).
SCOTCH BOY, EMITAPE, etc., 1,306fí., 302.. Long
playing, 1,8011ft. reels, 45/-.
Paper tape, good
quality, 1, 00fí , 1226. Reels only, 3m., 3/8, 7in., 4/3,

I.F.TRANSFORMERS 405 kern
ex-manufacturer's
midget I.F.T.
sim .in. Rn.
if in. dust core toning.
Litz
imi coils, High Q. Lanais offer, 7/6 pain.
Pound

o,, il

Lt Type. 25-.
apares available.

VALVES

NEW
BOXED

123,1T4 7/61DA1196

cl- ECLBO
£/- EFd1
£/- EF80
9F-EF86
9211DLO6
2/6135L3 10/6 EF91
E,8`EABC80 9/6 EL -t1
8/611E101
026 EL84
8¡6/EBC41 10/6 EY51
86EBC113 8/6EZ40
12/6E7,80
7 6 Ll C34
;. 61ECFb0 12/6 VIUl4

195, 134, 7;6; D1196
354, 3V4 81-j1)K0o
5Z-1
elAT6
0117
I

068
6Q7_Vi
Vr
61A4

12/3
2

7Y4

-

6

á

ALL

GUARANT

10'6 PL82

PL83

10/-

17:.'6

PY80

1176

8,'6

10'6 PY81
11!6 PY82
10,'6 022

available to suit th,s cabinet.

e

-W13

>.

x

100+200/273 v v
BIT. Type, FlyBack Voltages. K.1325 S kV., 5/. ; K3/40 3.0 kV.,
0/9 ; K3/OS 3.111V., 7/3 ; K3/50 4 kV., 7/9 ; 63/100
8 kV., 12/9; etc.
MAINS TYPES.=1tM1 125 v. 60 mA., 4,6 ; 11.012
123 v. 100 ami., 4/9 ' 11.12t3 123 v. 120 mA., 6'9
11314 1230 v.250nri Ill'-; RM4B type 270 rmA., 1716.
CHARGER TRANS.Prim.-0/700/750 v-, see 0-9
v.-15 v (for charging ri v. and 12 v.), 1.3 0., 13¡8;
3
1918 4 0., 22;6 ; 6 a., 28/6.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS.
0 or 12 v. 14 amps., 8/9 ; 3 a., 15/0 ; 4 a., 1828 ;
SENTERCEL RECTIFIERS.

a

-

a., 24/6.
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.-Made in our Own
Workshops to Top Grade spec. Fully interleaved
mid impregnated.
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
TYPE --730 v. 60 ma., F.W. sec., 5 v. or 6.3 v. 1 a,
reel. 6.3 v. 2.3 a. set Hirt 22/6, etc. C.R.T.YPE, RIM.
ISOLATION TYPE,-Low leakage with or without
sec. boost voltage. Ratio 1 : 1 or 1 1.25, 2 v.,
3 v., lì v or 13 v., 10/8 ea, Ditto with mains primaries
000/230 v
12 0
Special to orderSPECIAL
TYPES .-To d
spec.
l
ter, 35'-;
Mollard 13 3 Mains transformer, 35/
output
6

:

transformer,

3a

35

TRANS/-Prim. 220/2
6.3 v. 13
or4v._ a., or 10 v. 73 a., orle v.5 aq6; 0.3 v.

HEATER

3 a

or 4 v. 4 a., 10/8.

L.P. CHOKES. -10 H. 83 ma., 5/- ; 133 H. 100 ria-,
10/8 ; 10 H. 120. ma., 10/6 ; 20 H. 150 ma., 15/8 ;
Simplex, 30/B ; Sonndmaster, 10/6.
OUTPUT
TRANSF- Standard pentode, 4/8; ditto tapped
p ' ., 4/9; small pentode, 3/9; Midget battery
pentode 1154, etc-),' 4/6.
LOUDSPEAKER. PM OHM Gin. R. and A. 168;
bin. Celes., 1828; 7 x leu. C400diraann Elliptical
1816; Sin. Dlac., 20/-; 10in. R. and A., 25/- :
1: Plessey, 355- Pfin. Columns heavy duty
Auctions, SO, 13 ohm, 054.; -,in Elac. 17/6.
.

-

6 UBC41

h(F82 126 FCC,84 1061F41

102.10/6
816

FRET.-Expanded Bronze anodised
Sia.,2/3 ; 1710. öin
1_>in c
i: 16n
82- Olin. s.
826 etc.
,.,!

F.M. TUNER -UNIT (87 mobs-105 mots) by Jason.
Aa described its Radio Constructor.
Designer
Approved Kit of parts to build this modern highly
successful unit, drilled chassis and d.B- dial, cols and
cans, 4 BVA miniature valves and all components,
ts,
etc., for only £8210.0 post free.
SUPERIOR
TYPE GLASS DIAL (as ilhrstr t d).-Calih ated
in Mc/s and edge lit by 2 pilot Lamps, 12/0 extra,
Illustrated handbook with fun details, 2/. post free.

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY

Como: C.

12/6
12/6

8¡6
11;6
S/8
SB LCH42 10(6
£

TYGAN FRET (Murphy pattern). -17.n.
1[.hn, z 18in-, 31 , 121n. x..4m., 4/-, eta,

TRS RADIO

1126

60-l-250/275

9/6
8/6

61:8, 01Y7, 0Q7, 6336, 5Z4 or 6X3

P2in.,43;

v.

06L">-;

9 LC.H42 10/6 P321.180 106L1,41
8/6 LCH81 10/6 PCF82 100111 Y 41

SPEAKER

e8

M.O.

60+109)330

F/6

11=,114,183 1S3or384,or3V4
014911- DF96, DA1196, DI 96

3.0.r

60/350 V.

1016 PCL833 12/8
10,'6 PL81
11/6

SPECIAL PRICE PER SET

RECORD PLAYER CABINET
-_
t`. h n t .ireSOI
13.. in. x Ht. Ettiri., with onost
rotor board 13 c ., loll,. £3 3 0 cater.
aloe'
amplifier to fit abowe. reagiy wired and tasted th
6/in. speaker, £3.12.6, care. o. Lrco d changers

03 -LI

e.5

8d. yd.

1.l.ß6275-

SPECIAL
Senti -au
4/9
Linear Ratite, 10.000 spiced polythene.
S6
ohms
2
Megohres.
Less switch, 41- each ohm Coax tin, diasn.
u.
Lenses
Coax plugs, 1/2. Coax
sockets,
ocr ce. cut 5t, o,
r
gd. 1yd.
1/3. Outlet boxes, 4,6.
TWIN-FEEDER, 80 ohms, 6d, yd. ; 300 ohm=_, 8d. yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDERS, FO ohms, 113 yd.
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d. per
did.
TRIMMERS. Ceramic, 4 pi
100pì.,
70 li 99.;
150 pf., 1/3;
0 pt., 1,6
600 IF 1,,9. PHILIPS
Beehive Type
to 5 pf. or 3 to 30 pt 1/9 each.
RESISTORS--Fret. values 10 ohms 10 megohms.
CARBON
WIRE -WOUND
20
Type, 2 w.. 3d.
05 oh rs-153
1 B
w., 59. ; 1 v -, Od 10 w.
10 000
2 w-89,
ohtns
lo e- 1
2/10'e. Type, kw., 9d. ; 5
)
1;9
33,000
57/, Type, ?
Si_ :
}
1e, Hi -Stab, a
10
r.
ohms
, 2-,
2B
WIRE-WOUND POTS 3w. LAB. COLVERN,Ete.
Fee-Set Min. T.V. Type Standard Sire Pet', _m.
Knurled Slotted Knob. Spinelle. High Grade.
All vaines 25 ohms tC 30 All Values. I00 ohms to
K., 3/- ea. 50 K.. 4'-. 50 K.. 5/6 ; 100 K., 6,6.
Ditto Carbon Tniek WIW XXI, SPEAKER
00-K. to
Meg., 3f-. CONTROL, 10 0, 3(-.
n es
-CONDENSERS.-Mica or S. Mica. All 1 er
3 pt to 680 pf.,66
Ceramic types,
p -3,000
pf. as available,9d
h. Tabular& 450 v., Blurts
and T.C.C., .000. 007 .0t.t3, .01 and .1 330 v., 9d.
.t _, .03, _1500 v. Hunts T,C,C., 1 , .- 6 Hunt., 1/6.
.5 Hunts, 1/9. .1 .1,600 v. T.C.C. (Simplex) 3/8.
001, 6 kV T -QC.. `B. .001 20 kV.,T.C.C., .9/6.
STANDARD 3 -WAVEBAND COIL PACK.
Size
n. s .4in. in depth, 4-p0'. switching. Long, Med.,
Short,. Grant. Dustmore coils preatigoml for 403
Riffs I -E. Complete with t i n
ready t use. A
cry sensitive and efficient coil tpachanufacturers'
Surplus. Bargain Offer, 27A.
.OLON SOLDERING IRONS (000/000 v. or 30
1 v.1

4'-

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK
32+32,350 v- B. L.C. 510
v. 50/13 v.
1/9 Can Types, Clips 3d. ea.
30/30 v., 4/300 v. 2/- S/450 v.
20
100/35 v. 12/430 v. 2/- 8+8/450 v. T.C.C. 4;
0/450 v. B.E.C. 8+10/450 e, .Musts 5,'8/500
v.
Dub.
2/9 16+1fì/450
T.C.C. 6
8+8/500 v. Dub.
32/350 v. Dub.
4/6
4'8+16/430 v. T.C,C. 52- 32.032/275 v.Hunts 4ío
18/430 v. B.E.C.
3/6 3.2+32/450 _v.
64
101506 v. Dub.
9/- 250/350 e. 11.11.C. 816

Tubular Wire Ends

STANDARD }in. diasn:
Polythene insulated.
GRADE. A , ONLY

(Est. 1946)
(THO 2183)

50 yards Thornton Heath Station,
Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166 & 193.
Listed above are only a tew items item our very large stock.
Send Id, stamp today for Complete Bargain List.
Hours : 9 a.m.-6 p.m., I p.m. Wed.
OPEN ALL DAY SAT.
.O. D, Kinl1
C 0hey?a- , P.0.-, etc., payable lo T.R.S.
PoatlP.eo/Iiay up to 1i5, 74-ít3, 1/1, 31b, I(6, 311. 2/-, 19?5, 2/),
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YOU CAN BUILD A. QUALITY
TAPE RECORDER

FREQUENCY MUDULA-

TION ENGINEERING

with

"ASPDEN

Tape Deck and Amplifier Kits

T/V ENGINEERING
RADIO SERVICING

RADIO ENGINEERING
RADAR ENGINEERING
'

BASIC
ELECTRONICS

r

INDUSTRIAL
ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING

11>

TAPE DECKS, 2 speed, twin track. ea::y to assemblé kits,
fully complete wish finest motor and Ferroxcube heads.
Model 521 for Sin, spools, kit, £7'10; Model 721 for lin. spools, kit, Either model assembled and tested, .27;6 extra.
watt, record'replav with two recording
AMPLIFIER kit
positions, neon iodic.or, etc., £.11/F-. Power pack kit for
above, £2,18'6 (both without valves). Carr. and packing extra.
THIS TAPE DECK AND AMPLIFIER IS BEING USED
IN THE ANTARCTIC' BY A MEMBER OF THE

EXPEDITION.

From the Equator to the Pole they are giving good service
Air. C of Dundee, irrites
" When 1 assembled your deck I was amazed at the very
high qu dits of the appearance and of the action, which is
smooth and silent. I can indeed say I got my money's worth."
Send a stamp for fitti partitniars to
n Rd.,
\A/. S. ACPDE11 Stanley Works,
BLACKPOOL LANCS.

:-

PRACTICAL,

I.C.S.

UP - TO - THE - MINUTE

training

..

,

to attain one of the many
well -paid posts that exist today in the
radio world. Prepare yourself now, at
home and in your own time, with the
expert help of I.C.S. tutors. The cost of
an I.C.S. Course is moderate and includes
can help you

GUARANTEED VALVES
Dr9

16';

F493130,3F493130,30

6
6: -

EB9i

10'-

EBC42

F.BBf£'

9r-

ECCSs
ECC35

7

9-

ECC81
ECC84
ECH33

ECH42
ECF82

Complete the coupon below and post it to us today
for further details of the Course which interests you.
Write to : Dept. 170F, I.C.S., 71 Kingsway, W.C.2.

GfYJ

10:=
.

CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOLS

170F, INTERNATIONAL BUILDINGS,
LONDON, W.C.2.

DEPT.

K1NGSWAY

NAME

AGE

-

EF54
EF55
EF85

EF92
EF94

OCCUPATION

105'7:6

s: á

5E90
EL32
8033

8;-

8'6

66
15-

20'10 10'6

EL84
ELK)
EY51
EZ35
EZ40
FZ80

6.57

P1432
PI481

I?`w
PP81
PY£1

IS82
F

C

1'8)

PC081

PCL82

.RK31
13I:'3;

SP41

11.6
8'-

L8(i1

UBC'lt
11L41

UÌ.'8

UI11

6116

YV6Uî11t10'62

6107

8 6

2C24
21)21

86

10-

1010

86

2XL
'AA!

51't
524

BAC ï

-

-

8'-

7,6

6SÁ7

10'7'-

6BV;

6X4
6X5

12115

12AT7
12ALT-

12AX7
12J5
12J7
12K7
12QZ

12807
12SG7

12511'
12S

Jî

12SK7
35L6
9001
88G2

954
(,Saturdays only
' PRICE:
ICF Complete 85.0.0. Less 955
5763
S6
Power
Unit
Less P.U.
£4.10.0.
1163
7:6
7193
and valves £3.0.0. Carr. and 8012
KT83C!
8:6
nl
g.
12 in each case.
KT11
9003
76 Post & Packing 6d. Free over E1. 0.0.D. 20 extra.

L,21.11

ItI'.XCIF:

,

!6

7'6
17-6
7'6

6VG

7i6

CALL FOR A DEMONSTRATION

7'6

6U4

12A6

In good condition and air
tested before despatch. Ineludes Meter and Valves 6I478
(2), 6Y6 (2', 6K7 (6), 51118, 807,
6118, 0116, 61,1K, 2 Relays, etc.
Complete with separate 12 v.
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Transistor Circuit Applications
A SELECTION OF

USES

TO WHICH TRANSISTORS MAY

BE

APPLIED

By Edward Deron

FROM the amateur experimenter's point of view

perhaps the immediate reactions to the
appearance on the market of increasing
numbers of transistors are the possibilities of constructing miniature economical receivers and amplifiers working from low -voltage sources. Another
aspect of the situation which may be of even more
importance, however, is the interesting number of

Ail we will say is that with suitably chosen components current, voltage or power gain can be obtained
from the circuit of Fig. L Current gains as high as
50 times with a low load and voltage gains as high as
1,000 times with a high load are possible. The
maximum power gain may be of the order of 35 dbs.
In order to obtain the high input impedance
necessary for many applications another transistor
used in the grounded

collector configuration
(corresponding
to
a
cathode follower valve
circuit) can be used to
-4j2 V.
precede the amplifier of
Pb
RC.
Fig. 1. This has a high
input impedance, perhaps
50-100 KS?, and a low
output impedance ideal
for matching into the
base 'of the grounded
emitter circuit. As with
.the cathode follower the
voltage gain is less than
one, but a high current
gain and power gain is
possible. With the 0071
current and power gains
of 40-50 times can be
obtained. Fig. 2 shows
Fig. 1.-An amplifier.
Fig. 2.-Detector and ;dio compeer.
an amplifier of high input
impedance with an oversmall pieces of test equipment in the form of oscillators, all gain greater than 45 dbs. A crystal detector can
pulse generators, etc., which are possible and which be connected as indicated, a suitable medium wave
do not each require expensive power packs with their coil consisting of 120 turns of 9/45 Litz on a bobbin
transformers, rectifiers and smoothing networks. designed for a " screw in " dust iron core. The
A few circuits will be described operating from a current drain is about 3 mA from the 4.5 -volt battery.
422 -volt grid bias battery which, in consequence of an
average current drain of only mA or so, has a life R.C. Oscillator
almost the same as the shelf life. The circuits to be
As mentioned before, the main purpose of this
described are for p or p junction transistors, but could article is to suggest methods of generating various
apply to any type of transistor if suitable modifications waveforms useful for general test purposes. Perhaps
of circuit parameters were made where appropriate. the most useful signal possible for testing
1

audioMAAMe

Audio Amplifier
First of all we will consider briefly the simple
amplifier shown in. Fig. I, using a Mullard 0071.
This is a grounded emitter arrangement and will be
seen to be similar to 'the familiar grounded cathode
configuration of a triode valve ; the collector. load

(RL) corresponding to the anode load of a valve and
resistor Rb limiting the current bias to the base,
corresponding to the negative voltage bias supplied
to the grid of the valve. The main feature of the
grounded emitter circuit is its low input impedance, a
few hundred ohms, and its high output impedance,
tens of thousands of ohms. The various impedances
are, unfortunately, dependent upon the load and
source impedance, and can all be calculated by
consideration of the equivalent circuit, but it is not
proposed to deal with this here, Interested readers
can refer to various textbooks on these items.

/2

3.9Kí1

V

Output
/OOKn

/Kit

1KC2
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"

amplifiers is the sine wave generator and a simple
R.C. phase shift oscillator will be described which
will operate ,from a 41--volt battery with a current
drain of z "mA. A sine wave voltage of about 2 volts
peak to peak is generated.
The circuit of the device is shown in Fig. 3. The
CR phase shift network can be altered for any
required frequency and below about 10 Kc;s the

amplitude. About 259 would be suitable if a fixed
resistor were used.
This device is very small and can be housed in _a
case of suitable size to take the battery. Fig. 4
shows a possible arrangement. The size of the upper
section is controlled by the sizes of the switch and
potentiometer ; all the other components take

Potentiometer

Tag

Board

Battery

Fig. 4.-Chassis

for

relatively little room and can be conveniently mounted
on a tag board as indicated.
As the current drain is only about 5 'mA the
battery will last for months (or years).

R.C. oscillator.

values for C and R can be calculated from the
formula
1

ev

15CR
At higher frequencies the situation is complicated
by the internal phase shift of the transistor. With
the values shown. in Fig. 3 the oscillation frequency
was 15 Kc/s. It is important to remember that
current is being fed back to maintain oscillations
and that the resistors should be kept low and the
capacitors increased for lower frequency operation.
The purpose of the negative feedback potentiometer
Rn is to restrict the amplitude. of oscillation and
prevent clipping of the waveform, and its value should
be adjusted for a good waveform of the required

-e
220 n
nbPush-button
Switch

/2Kn

Fig. 5.-Square ware or pulse generator.

Square Wave and Pulse Generator
In some respects a square wave generator is more
suitable for checking A.F. equipment than the
sine wave generator. The circuit to be described is
a type of free running flip-flop or relaxation oscillator
which can be adjusted to give truly square waves
-i.e., equal mark/space, ratio, or to give pulses of
various widths and p.r.f's.
Fig. 5 shows an arrangement which will produce
square waves at about 500 c/s. The variable resistor
can be set for truly square waves which will have an
amplitude of about 32 volts peak -to -peak. The
0.011rF condenser improves the shape of the wave
but does not contribute to the oscillator mechanism
which is controlled by the charge and discharge
time of the 0.5 1iF condenser.
The frequency can be varied by altering the
(Continued on page 265)

400 n

Relay

Contacts

/00 turns

AS Litz

-

normally

®

closed

Emu

t

0070
or
007/

4-(V
-->-i

wire

3/8 iE-

0071

Dust iron core

Fig. 6(a).Photographic enlarging timer.

Fig. 6(b).-1 MCtrs oscillator;
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circuit parameters, particularly the 100 11/4S2 and
0.5 uF network associated with the first transistor.

released. As the charge on C decays through R
and the base emitter circuit the first transistor will
The 10 k!2 variable resistor can be readjusted to give reach a point when conduction will cease and the
sharp pulses of various widths down to 100 u.S or bias thus applied to the second transistor will caute
less.
it to conduct, so operating the relay and switching
Since the response of the transistors may be off the enlarger. With R=100 k9 and C=100 uF
expected to fall off rapidly at frequencies above (6 volt working) the delay times are 2-20 seconds
and with C=1,000 uF (6 volt working) they are
20-150 seconds.

Fig.

7.-This

shows a

circuit Jro an oscillator
Jar
R.F.
working.

High -frequency Oscillator
Although' the frequency response of the junction
transistors described is limited to the audio range for
normal amplification they can be induced to give
useful gain as R.F. amplifiers in the Long and
Medium wave bands when used in the grounded
base configuration (corresponding to the grounded
grid triode valve). Their use as high frequency
oscillators,. however, is far more promising and they
can be made to oscillate at frequencies up to five
times the a cut-off frequency (up to about 2 Mc/s
with an 0071). The following circuit is of an oscillator
Mc's and is of the L.C. phase shift
operating at
variety.
Fig. 6(b) gives the circuit diagram
together with an outline sketch of the coil. The
variable condenser is adjusted for adequate oscillation and a good waveform but its value is not critical.
For a 465 Mcs oscillator the coil could consist of
300 turns of No. 42 g. S.C.C. enamelled wire on_a
similar former:
Another form of simple oscillator which will work
readily at 465 Kc,'s is shown in Fig. 7.
1

about 30 Kc/s the maximum fundamental frequency
which will give reasonably good square waves may be
about 1,500 e/s. (fundamental and 10 odd harmonics).

The chassis shown in Fig. 4 will house this device.
An interesting variation of this circuit can be
used as a photographic enlarging timer. This is
shown in Fig. 6 (a). When the push-button switch
is closed C charges to -6 volts, the first transistor
conducts, the second one is cut off and the relay is

News from the Clubs
SCUNTHORPE AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec.: J. Stace, 38, Skippingdale Road, Scunthorpe, Lines
AT the recent A.G.M. the following were elected :
Chairman : T. J. Wright (G3HRP) ; Secretary : J.
Stare (G3CCH) ; Treasurer I. W. Rhyder (G3JWR).
Recent events have included a lecture and film demonstration
on the manufacture of CRT's, by Messrs. Mullard Ltd.
:

Lectures have been arranged to supplement beginners' studies

for the RAE.

A programme of lectures and visits has been arranged and the
Society's station has been re-equipped to permit all band
operation.
Meetings are held every Tuesday at 8.15 p.m. at RA FA House,
Carlton Road, Romford, and visitors will be welcome.
Further information can be obtained from the Holt. Sec._

THE SLADE RADIO SOCIETY
Headquarters : The Church House, Erdington, Birmingham, 23.
PROGRAMME Second quarter; 1957.
May 10th-- The 64,000 ohm question." ?? ?
Ma} 24th-" Supply of Electric Power to Moving Machinery,"
:

THE WARRINGTON AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO.
SOCIETY
Asst. Sec. : P. E. Smith, 35, Victoria Avenue, Grappenhatl,
Nr. Warrington, Lancs.
Annual General Meeting of the Society officials for the
AT the
year t957 were elected. The secretary for this year is John

Mather, whose address is
28, Chapel Road, Penketh, Nr. Warrington, Lancs.
During the new year the society will continue to meet on the
first and third Thursday in each month at the Royal Oak Hotel,
Bridge Street, Warrington, at. 7.30 p.m. A course on radio
fundamentals, and slow Morse, has been started. Two further
items on the agenda are a Junk Sate, and a talk on Communication Receivers ; the dates will be announced later.
:

AMATEUR RADIO
STOURBRIDGE AND DISTRICT
SOCIETY
Avenue,
Amblecote, Nr.
48,
Church
Hon. See. : A. K. Davies,
Stourbridge, Worcs.
A GOOD attendance has been maintained at recent meetings.
1 . In January a sale of gear was highly successful and in
February two films on " Electronics " were shown. Each Tuesday
evening the transmitting members hold an organised " met
on 1.8 M cs.

ROMFORD AND DISTRICT AMATEUR RADIO SOCIETY
Hon. Sec. F. Simmons (G2FWJ), 15, Globe Road, Romford.
14 T the recent A.G.M. the following officers were elected :
13- Chairman : R. F. Stevens (G2BVN)
Hon. Sec.
F.
Simmons (G2FWJ) : and Treasurer : J. C. Perry (G3EBF).
:

:

by Mr. P. N. Williams (Member).
June 7th-Election of General Secretary followed by Mapping
the Galaxy," a talk on Radio astronomy by. Dr. R. S. Donogh,
of Saltle_y College, Birmingham.
June 21st-" R.F. Coil Design," by Mr. Reynolds, of Repanco
Ltd., Coventry.
CRAY VALLEY RADIO CLUB
Hon. See. : S. W. Ccursey (G3JJC), 49, Dulverton Road, London,
S.E.9.
THE April meeting of the Cray Valley Radio Club was devoted
to a demonstration of the latest techniques in stereophonic
A
sound arranged by the General Electric Company Ltd.
The club caters for all aspects of amateur radio, and applications for membership are invited.

NORTH KENT RADIO SOCIETY (G3ENT)
Hon. Sec. : David W. Wooderson (G3HKX),3 9, Woolwich
Road, Bexleyheath, Kent.
meeting on Mach 28th, Alan Swindon, G3ANK, gave
AT the
a very interesting talk on his activities from Aden as V S9AS.
For..hcoming events :
May 23rd-Discussion- on final arrangements for National
Field Day.
June 13th-Discussion on N.F.D. results.
June 27th-Talk by Rowley Shears, G8KW, on GELOSO
equipment and on Mobile Operation.
All meetings are held at 8 p.m. in the Congregational Hall,
Chapel Road, Bexleyheath hear the Clock Tower). Further
details from the Hon. Sec.
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EVA [11111LikX(ii(rIg
FURTHER

POINTERS ON THE

V.F.O.

By O. J. Russell, B.Sc., A.inst.P. (G3BHJ)

SOME further aspects of V. F.O. operation may be operating in the 1.8 Meis region, and in some cases
of interest to readers. While the use of stabilised the V.F.O. may operate on 1.2 Mcís or even 900
H.T. lines is now common, it sometimes happens I(c/s for 3.5 Mc/s operation. it is, admittedly,
that there is not enough output with, say, a 90 -volt desirable not to have the V.F.O. operating on the
neon (or even a 150 -volt neon) stabilised H.T. line. actual transmitter output frequency. Generally,
it is, of course, very poor practice to run the V.F.O. however, the use of a 3.5 Mc/s V.F.O. oscillation
at any more than a minimum input, as stability is frequency does not matter in a multiband rig, as
highest at low inputs. In some cases, however, it may on the H.F. bands all stages are multiplying
be needed to run at higher inputs. One method-- immediately following the V.F.O., so that on the
short of using neons in series to give a higher stabilised H.F. bands where V.F.O. stability is really critically
important no trouble need arise.
O
tir-t-

f

Fig. 1.-Feeding the screen only from a neon stabiliser
enables higher output to he obtained.

Stability
It is necessary also to state that operating the
V.F.O. on very low frequencies does not necessarily
improve stability. In the case of " high-C " oscillators,
the stability is only increased (as far as , outpflt
frequency of the transmitter is concerned) if the
tank circuit capacities are proportionately increased.
If this is done, then the valve capacity variations
due to heating and reflected load variations will
become a proportionately less amount of the tuning
capacity change and the percentage frequency shift
and drift will become less. Under these circumstances, a lower frequency of V.F.O. operation may be
beneficial. In the case of the Clapp oscillator,
increasing the tuning circuit capacitance may actually
deteriorate frequency stability, as the critical factor
is the ratio of the tuning capacity to the grid and
cathode condenser capacities. The solution, therefore,
is not to increase the tuning capacity values, but to
increase the values of the grid and cathode condensers. This, of course, is precisely our earlier
advice about the Clapp circuit, namely, that the
grid and cathode condensers should be as large as
possible. Depending upon the coil efficiency it may or
(Continued on page 269)

H.T. line-is to run the screen only from the stabilised
line. The anode may be taken to a higher voltage
line, such as the unstabilised supply line, so that the
anode input power is increased. This often gives the
benefits of complete stabilisation of the V.F.O. line
plus increased output due to the
higher anode potential (Fig. 1).
.J---,
However, generally it is not
advised that the V.F.O. be run at
high inputs. The lowest input
feasible is desirable, so that
drift, instability and valve heatiWVVWr
600"-o
ing areminimised. In any case
RFC.
the use of a buffer stage between
the V.F.O. and the first multiplier o0
or driver stage is desirable. The
cathode follower type of isolating o
buffer (Fig. 2) is often used to
provide a high degree of isolation
between the V.F.O. and the
driver stages. Incidentally, in an
attempt to get high stability,
many amateurs operate the V F O
f
upon the lowest possible frequency. Thus, many rigs with output on 3.5 Mc; s, use a V.F.O. Fig: 2.-A ,cathode coupled NW .sta e minimises "pulling" of the oscillator.
>

ó
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FOR ONLY fid. EXTRA PER ORDER WE WILL
INSURE YOUR VALVES AGAINST DAMAGE IN
TRANSIT.
ALL UNINSURED PARCELS AT
CUSTOMERS' RISE.

PRImrose 9090
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SPECIALISTS

38, CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1

12.6

620-

/
16-12719
IO

7

126

8' -1,29

171:9

12:6

15:-

:-Cash with order or C.O.D.
new, boxed, tax paid, and imbiec( 10
96 01..25 66 ERF89 98'El.:,4. 10.-6
only, Orders value 33 or more sent post/packing 1751:T
,n
First. grade goods cx
4172.17
56 E191
5,'- make x guarantee.
12,8 01753 10 81 EC52
free. Orders below £3 please add O4- per calve.
or
rejects. All onlers received 15 first
ecoº.ls
C.O.D. orders -Minimum fee, including post and
Phone
ast despatched ea e day. 8.A.1.1.
free complete
hete
e can supply any valve not listed.
packing, 3i- We are open for personal shopper,.
send 266. stamp for quotation,
º,eh terms of guarantee and oo'l i(eo,+ 1
Mon. -Fri. 8.10-5.30. ;Satz. 8.130-1 p.m.
Terms of business

1

-
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good money, status and security. As part of a modern in.
Mistrial organisation, we have

skilled knowledge of what is
required and the best meansi
of training personnel for present day and future require-'
ments. We specialise also in
teaching for hobbies, new interests or part-time occupations in any of the subjects
listed here. Write to us to -day
for further information. There
is no obligation of any kind.

COURSES WITH PRACTICAL EQUIPMENT
in RADIO TELEVISION MECHANICS CHEMISTRY

,

5252.

The only Home
operated by

manufacturing

E

IN-

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING

Civil Service
Salesmanship
Eiigb Speed
Photography
Commercial Subjects Oit Engines
Secretaryship
P.M.G. Certe.
Commercial Art
Industrial Admin. Police
Shorthand & Typin
Customs Officer
ShortStory Writing
Jig & Tool Design Production Eng.
Draughtsmanship
Art
Prod. Planning
Short Wave Radio
Journalism
Automobile Eng. Economics
Languages
Radio Engineering Sound Recording
Electrical Eng.
Telecommunication,
Banking
Management
Radar
ElectricallnstaliationsMaintenance Eng. Radio Amateurs
Television
Book-keeping
Electronics
Building
Time&Motion Study
Mathematics
(C & G) Licence
Electronic
Business
M.C.A. Licences Radio & Television Tracing
Draughtsmanship Mechanical Eng.
Management
Servicing
Welding
Eng. Drawing
Carpentry
Metallurgy
Refrigeration
Workshop Practice
Export
Chemistry
Motor Eng.
Sales Management Works M`gement
City &Gads. Exams Heat. &Vent. Eng.
Painting Dec'ting Sanitary Eng'eering
Also courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE of EDUCATION A.M.I.H.,& V.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.
1.R.E., A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I,E.D., A.M.I.M.1., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.t.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.LS.,
A.C.C.S., A.C.W,A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.T,E.B. Sere-. Cert., R.S.A. Cert. etc,
Accountancy
Advertising
Aeronautical Eng.
A.E.E. Licences

Industry and Commerce offer their
best posts to those with qualifications-appointments which
bring personal satisfaction,
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PHOTOGRAPHY ETC.
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SUMMERFIELD.'

PORTABLE RECORD PLAYER
The la test portable record player giving high fidelity reproduction
of all Sizes and types of records, which can be played with the
lid closed or open. Amplifier unit and matched elliptical
loud speakers give a high quality output of 21 W. The 4 speed
hilly automatic record changer has a crystal turn -over pick-up
head and is fitted with manual automatic control. The handsome carrying case is covered in the best imitation lizard skin.
It is suitable for A.C. mains. 200/250 v. 50 cycles.
PRICE. 19? guineas. Packing and carriage 15:-. Extended
credit terms --initial payment of £5.9.6 and 8 monthly payments
of £2. 1.3.

_AÍ(

fully 4,,saranteed.

RADIO INSTRUMENT SUPPLY FACTORY
STATION ROAD HAROLD WOOD ESSEX INGREBOURNE 2935
DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
TO OTHER ENTHUSIASTS
SENSITIVE

and

STABLE

FM and AM/FM
FM TUNER
Outstanding design and

performance.

Self -

powered to work direct
into any Amplifier or
Radio. Magic Eye tuning
indicator.'
3 -stage
I.F.
amplifier. Preset output
level. Panel size IP_, in. x,
5¡, in.

az

(cutout 91in.xsin,).

SPEAKER

HA. RADIOGRAM
CHASSIS AM/FM
Valve 4 wave band superhet
with F.M. (VHF) Magic Eye
tuning indicator. High sensitivity. Bell -clear quality. Dial
size llltin. x 5/in. Sockets to
connect Speaker (3 and 15 ohm),
Pickup. Aerial, Earth, F.M.
Dipole and provide power for Gram. Motor
(Inc. Tax.) 1E24.6.6
from mains.
Write for details Ref. P.W.
7

THE DULA COMPANY LTD.

97-99 VILLIERS ROAD, LONDON, N.44í.2, WIL(esden 6675/9

6916

!

BUILD THIS REMARKABLE LITTLE 3 TRANSISTORS SET FOR ONLY 69/6 (speaker insert
extra). As shown in " RADIO CONSTRUCTOR."
Size only lin. x 3in. x bin, including built-in speaker,
and battery.
Can be slipped easily into the pocket.
Preset tuning to avoid cabinet projections (knobs, etc.).
USES FERRITE ROD AERIAL and needs no aerial
or earth (can be used also for private listening in, whilst
travelling or at the Office, etc.l. TOTAL BUILDING
COST (ONLY WHILST PRESENT SUPPLIES
LAST !!) is 69/6, plus 2/6 Post, etc. (speaker insert extra).
PARTS SOLD SEPARATELY: PRICED PARTS
LIST 1/6. SEND NOW BEFORE PRICE GOES UP
BUILD THIS POCKET SHORT-WAVE
SET FOR ONLY

Switching incorporated for connec-

tion to Pickup sockets, Amplifiers and Tape t17610 3
Recorders, 75 ohm Aerial input. Negligible J6.!
radiation, Designed for top quality reproduction. (Inc. Tax.)

EAVESDROPPER
POCKET
FORP ONLY

'yy

*,SJ'

OUR DESIGN DEPARTMENT HAS PRODUCED
THIS CHEAP POCKET SHORT-WAVE SET which
can be built for the amazing low price of 35/-. Bring
stations to your bedside from half a world away !
Hours and hours of enjoyment and will pay for itself
over and over again. Extremely well tested, very
sensitive circuit works off rod aerial. Covers 10 to 120
metres. RUSH YOUR ORDER NOW WHILE THE
BUILDING COST REMAINS LOW
Total building
cost only 35;"- plus 2/6 post, etc., including Pocket
sized case, valve, nuts and bolts, etc. etc. PARTS SOLD
SEPARATELY: PRICED PARTS LISTS ETC. 1,'6.
v,
Cheques accepted. C.O.D. l/6 extra.
!

-

P.J

69: PRESTON STREET-. BRIGHTON.
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may not be possible to increase the Clapp grid and
cathode condenser sizes when the frequency of
operation is made lower. In fact, due to the rather
large coil sizes required for Clapp oscillators operating
below 1.8 Mc/s it may not be possible to make these
compact enough for V.F.O. construction. The
" remote -control " unit offers one possible way out,
but a 900 Kc/s Clapp oscillator coil
it is to be of
any advantage-must be a rather large object,
and difficult to keep mechanically rigid and stable.
There is, therefore, usually very little point in making
a Clapp V.F.O. operate on a very low frequency for
the point of enhancing the stability of an amateur
bands TX. For low frequency operation, of course,
the L.F. Clapp can easily be made stable enough,
without difficulty. The point of importance is,
however, that the proportional stability of a low frequency Clapp oscillator is by no means necessarily
better than a high-frequency Clapp. Thus, in general,
the low-C type of oscillator is rather a different
proposition from the " high -C " oscillator.

if
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suppressed in the amplifier output iFig. 4). It is
possible, therefore, for V.F.O. that gives a pure clean
D.C. note by itself to sound very rough after passing
through an amplifier that accentuates the hum
modulation. In addition, a buffer or multiplier stage
supplied with H.T. that is insufficiently smoothed can
introduce hum modulation. Even if this hum modulation is small, it can be accentuated in following
stages. Generally, of course, if the stages are well
driven, hum is not accentuated ; in fact, it is usually
suppressed. Should drive fall off, however-as may
happen when trebling to 21 Mc/s-then hum may
"` inexplicably " appear
While the obvious solution
is the use of adequate filtering and smoothing of
H.T. supply lines, it is possible for very small traces
of hum to be accentuated successively stage by stage
in the manner explained above, so that the final
signal contains a very noticeable hum content. A
stage that has accidentally been heavily over -biased
is one potent cause of such effects, and theoperation
of drivers and multipliers at 'reasonable values of
drive and bias should enable a clean signal to be
radiated.
!

.

Hum
One problem that occasionally crops up is oscillator
hum. In some cases this is due to the use of an H.T. Calibration
supply that is not sufficiently smoothed, or to an
One thorny point is the calibration of the V.F.O.
unstabilised H.T. line. In a few cases Clapp and scale so that frequencies may be accurately read off.
ECO types of V.F.O. may be prone to hum through There is no difficulty in obtaining calibration points.
heater -cathode leakages, and some specimens of Thus, a 100 Kc/s crystal oscillator may be used to
valve may produce hum and others not. Also, give 100 Kc/s points. In fact, a 100 Kc/s crystal is
some types-especially miniature types-may be not essential, as Droitwich is maintained on 200
more prone to hum troubles from heater -cathode Kc/s to a fundamental precision of a few parts in
leakages than other types.` Very slight hum levels at one hundred million--effectively a few cycles at
the V.F.O. may be accentuated in following stages, 100 megacycles The second harmonic of.atuneable
as shown in Fig. 3. Just as the percentage modulation 100 Kc/s" oscillator may thus be zero -beat tuned to
of an R.F. signal applied to a Class B linear type of Droitwich on 200 Kc/s, and maintained there by
amplifier may be increased or decreased according to monitoring on a broadcast receiver, while the high
harmonics of the 100 Kc/s oscillator are used to
calibrate the V.F.O. If a 100 Kc¡s'cr_rstal oscillator
Driver
is used, the Droitwich transmitter enables it to be
Characteristic
zero beat to an accuracy of N.P.L. standard In
0
fact, an old B.C.L. receiver fitted with a " magic
eye " or similar type of visual tuning indicator
provides a means of setting up the 100 Kc(s to far
Bias
Point
better than a cycle precision. The very slow beatsof several seconds period --can be observed on the
Output
visual tuning indicator, so that the 100 Kc/s oscillator
can be adjusted to a small fraction of a cycle. The
injection of the right level of signal, i.e., about equality
with Droitwich level at the receiver enables a good
visual indication of beat note. Thus, if Droitwich
is much stronger than the injected local signal, there
will hardly be any additional reaction on the tuning
Dr,ve lnpu
indicator. With the local signal swamping the receiver
there will again be scarcely any visible beating effect.
The local signal injection-as from a small wire
from the output loosely coupled to the receiver aerial
-should give about the same level as Droitwich for
optimum beating effect. Be warned, however, about
Fig. 3.-A small amount of V.F.O. hum modulation
the experience of one amateur in an area of high
may be accentuated by a driver stage heavily biased.
field strength from Droitwich. To get enough signal
Circumstances, so can a small amount of V.F.O. he hung the 100 Kc/s output wire near his transmitter
hum modulation be accentuated or decreased. In feeders so as to radiate enough 200 Kc1s harmonic for
Fig. 3 we see that the V.F.O. output is applied to the good pick-up on the broadcast receiver. Some little
grid of a buffer stage that is biased to beyond cut-off. time passed in fascination at the way he could produce
Only the tips of the V.F.O. waveform are really a rapid signal flutter with low beat notes, and reduce
amplified, so that the small hum percentage is greatly this to a several seconds up and down " fade " as
exaggerated. Conversely, if the waveform were applied the two signals were almost exactly synchronised.
at such amplitude as to drive the amplifier into The next day the neighbourhood rang with comments
limiting, the hum modulation would be virtually on the extraordinary fading effects noticed on the
!

!
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Long Wave programme, and the -amateur was

thankful that he did not become connected with the
responsibility for this novel form of B.C.I. in the
minds of the neighbours'
With due. precautions in mind, therefore, the initial
100 Kc/s calibration points may be obtained. With
only a l00 Kc/s standard, however, one can obtain
50 Kc/s calibration points by simply monitoring the
V.F.O. second harmonic. Twenty Kc/s points might
be obtained by monitoring the V.F.O. fifth harmonic
and zero beating with 100 Kc/s marker points. The
tenth harmonic might even be used if a receiver tun-ing to the 35 Mc/s region is available. This enables
the V.F.O. dial,to be calibrated at 10 Kc/s points
when using a 100 Kc's frequency standard. Care
should be taken to avoid spurious resonance points
that might be caused by receiver oscillator harmonics
beating with high harmonics of the V.F.O.
Incidentally, it is possible to make a self-excited
calibration oscillator for the 100 Kc/s region. If this
oscillator is held to zero beat on its second harmonic
with the 200 Kc/s long wave Droitwich transmitter,
it is then possible to obtain an accuracy equivalent
to a crystal calibrator. However, care must be taken
to ensure an accurate zero beat, and some form of
visual indicator is desirable to permit of setting to
within a fraction of a cycle of zero beat. Audible
setting to zero beat is a little too crude for accurate
setting to frequency of what is virtually a temporary
standard " oscillator.
The technique of zero setting is, of course,
important. The receiver B.F.O. should not be used
in the zero -beat setting. The B.F.O. may be used to
locate the position of the required 100 Kc/s harmonic.
Then switch off the B.F.O. and tune the V.F.O.
under test until it is zero beat with the selected 100
Kc,/s harmonic. A reasonable balance of signal
strengths from the 100 Kc/s harmonics and the V.F.O.
frequencies should be maintained. It is, in any case,
bad practice to operate with large inputs. This, by
overloading, may create spurious beat effects in the
receiver giving rise to zero beatable whistles at all
sorts of odd positions on the receiver. Such odd and
unwanted effects are best avoided by operating with
small inputs to the receiver. Incidentally, owners of
wavemeters such as the Class D and the BC 221
types, will be able to locate faint additional whistles
due to self -generated higher harmonics. Thus, on the
Class D, in addition to the main " Zero " and
" 100 Kc,'s " position calibration " pips," a weaker
" pip " can generally be located at ' 50 Kc's " and
even weaker pips at 33/ and 66:=,divisions due to
higher harmonics internally generated, beating with
one another. These additional " pips " in the Class D
form a useful check upon the dial linearity, and are so
weak that they cannot be readily confused with the
strong fundamental check points at " Zero " and
" 100 Kcís " on the vernier frequency dial. However,'
spurious " pips " created in a monitoring receiver by
overloading effects due to strong signal injection may
cause trouble.
Generally, of course, the V.F.O. on its fundamental
and lower harmonics will generate a " swamp "
signal on a normal communications type receiver.
However, the 100 Kc/s cheek points from the crystal
oscillator will, in general, be fairly weak. The solution
is obvious. Couple the 100 Kc/s check oscillator
output into the receiver by fairly close proximity to a
short length of screened lead with a microscopic
.capacity coupling. This should give strong but not
l
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" swamp " injection of 100 Kc/s marker points.
Some adjustment may be necessary to give comfortable strength for these marker pips, particularly
when monitoring the higher harmonic positions. The
V.F.O. should be well away from the receiver pickup to begin with, as it is likely to give a really strong
signal input, at any rate on fundamentals.

Drive Input

Fig.

4.-A

well driren stage !MY suppress loan

modulation.
anything resembling an
aerial " attached to the receiver, even if only a few
inches of wire, as external carriers may cause confusing
beats. The best solution is to use a piece of screened
coax, with only an inch or so of bare wire at its free
end as a start. This generally will pickup enough
V.F.O. energy without being "coupled" in any other
way to the V.F.O. For 100 Kc/s marker points to be
located certainly throughout the spectrum, an actual
capacity coupling of a pF or so may be needed.
With care, it is possible to calibrate the V.F.O.
dial to a high degree of accuracy, although 10 Kc,s
calibration points are the most that need be marked.
However, it is not difficult to estimate frequencies to
1 Kc/s on a V.F.O dial with only the 10 Kc/s divisions
marked. However, previously details were printed
of a method, the historic " method of transversals "
originally used for sextant calibrations which enables
readings to be taken directly to 1 Kc/s from a dial
calibrated at 10 Kc/s check points With care in
construction and the avoidance of thermal effects, a
V.F.O. may be held to high accuracy if a vernier
corrector condenser is used to set the frequency
" spot on" from time to time with a suitable 100
Kc/s crystal standard marker point
In additions,
the W W.V. frequency standard transmissions may
be used, not only as crystal check points for the 100
Kc/s standard .oscillator, as, indeed, may the Rugby
frequency transmissions also; but it is possible to
use the 15 Mc/s W.W.V. transmission as a direct
check point for a V.F.O. Thus the fourth harmonic
of 3.750 Mc/s falls precisely at 15 Mc/s and gives a
direct check point on the V.F.O. calibration. This is a
convenient check frequency, involving no awkward
fractional parts, unlike the seventh harmonic frequency
in the 3.5 Me/s band which falls on the 25 Mc/s
standard frequency transmission from W.W.V. The
15 Me/s harmonic check also provides a check
frequency on the eighth harmonic for the 1,875
Kc/s calibration point.
It is inadvisable to have
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can build any

R.C.S. B TTERYLESS "ALLTIME.'RADIO
REALLY WORKS FOR LIFE!
Works without valves or batteries.
Will rever run down or burn out.
Utilises sensational new Loopstick
tuner.
Will receive local stations
any time.
Permanent
7,116
crystal diode in attrac/
tive case
Full construction data, point-to-point
circuit and price list of components,
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of these at Low Cost!
TRANSISTOR POCKET RADIO
The ideal low cost transistor
pocket radio for the beginner.
The Two-Stage circuit utilises the
new

R.C.S:
VARILOOPSTICK
transistor coil. A specially designed

miniature .0005 tuning condenser
permits the receiver to be in a

[

1/6.

case

which fits in the palm of your
Works for months off

hand.

small battery costing

30f-

7d.
Can be built in
30 minutes.
PRICE
All components are sold separately,
full construction data, including plan to parts for 2/-.

'ACRID WIDE SHORTWAVE RADIO PERSONAL PORTABLE RADIO
THE SET FOR PERSONAL LISTENING
little set was designed to give you a real personal
portable radio that you can listen to anywhere with-

EXPLORE THE WORLD
ON SHORT WAVES I

This

-

built for
from our list of
Can be

out disturbing others Use it on camping tripa. in
components
bed, in your office.
Supplied with
which can aft be purchased
detachable rod aerial, it covers all the
separately,
10-100
covers
medians
wanes
200-533
metres and is capable of
receiving speech and music
metres. Average building
from all over the world. Price includes the famous 954 acorn
ume.one hour.
PRICE
valve and one coil covering 40.100 metres.
Send 21- for specification, point to point
Provision is made to increase to two or three valves and a!
circuit and parts price list.
components are colour coded. Send 2/- for point to point
wiringdiagram, layout and price list.
Post and packing : Under 10/- add 4d.: under 401- add 1/4.: over POST FREE.

301

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD., 11, OLIVER ROAD, LONDON, E.1T. (Mail Order only)

ALTHAM RADIO COMPANY

'EDDY'S (Notim.) LTD

LTD.
JERSEY HOUSE,

172 ALFRETO\ ROAD, NOTTINGHAM

JERSEY

STREET,

MANCHESTER, 4
Tel.

:

ALL NEW
AND
GUARANTEED

ALL TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH

Central 7834/5/6.
IRS
IS5

TO OVERSEAS BUYERS
We have the largest stock in Europe of
U.S.A. Government surplus electronic
material. What do you require ?
This month's special

offer:

500 new EE8 Field Telephones, £9 each.

7/

IT4
354

3V4
5Y3gt
5Z4g

6ÁMó
6AT6
6AQ5

TS

and

APN3,

APN9,

ARC3,

ARN7,

EC221, EC788C, CPN2.

ARTI3,

619

7/I1
3/6

(metal)

6K7g

WE WANT TO BUY

7/3
7/3
7/3
7/3
6/3
8/3
6/3
7/9

688 g
615

6K8gt
6Q7gt

2/11
4/11
2/11

4/11
7/11
7/11
7/11

767
7C5
7C6
7H7

8/3

35Z4gt 7/11

EFES

7/6
7/3

7/17
4/11

EF86
EF89

11/3
9/11

SOL6g

7/3

807
954

8/3

EF83

i/6

EF91

955

3/IJ

956
958
9003

2/ti

EL32

12K8gc

ECC81
8/3
ECC83 8/11
ECC84 fO/I l
ECC85 9/3
ECH42 9;11
ECL80
8/6
EF4I
9/3

!0/11
12SK7gc
5/11
i

2SN7gc
14/6

1437

25L6g

6/I1

25Z45
35Z3

5/1I

35A5

NO

3SL6gt 8/11

7Y4
7/1f
12AH8 10/3
12AU7
7/3
124T6 8/1i
t2J7gc
7/3
12K7gt 7/3
12Q7gt 8/3

757

9/3

6SK7g 4/11
6SN7gc 5/6
6V6gt 5/11
6V6 (métal)

6X4

6X5gt

3

6616

617g

All U.S.A. test sets prefixed

Postage, etc.,
6d.
per valve

VALVES

LISTS.

13/II
8/3

8¡ii
Ili/3
111/1

11

6/3
5/3

ELM
8184
8751

9/ll

5/3

EABC83 7/6

EY86

9/il

E891
EBC41
EBF83

E743

7/11

3/11

5/11
9/11
8111

EF50(VR9I)
4/11
EF50 (Syl.)
6/11

EZ8D
PL8I
PL82
PL83
PY8J
PY81
PY82
PY83

9/11
9,11

8/3
11/3

8/Il
11/3

8/11

8/3

6/ii

9/3

UBC4I 8/3
UCH42 9/11
UL4f
9;11
UY41

U76

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

7/11
7/11
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THE "SUPEREX 55"

BATTERY PORTABLE
RECEIVER

*

FOUR

VALVE SUPER HET
**LARGE
LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE
E
ELLIPTICAL
* SPEAKER
137G MINIATURE VALVES
* SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION

first-class receiver guaranteed to give ¡good reception
throughout the country. Equal
in appearance and performance
to most commercial models.
Cabinet size 102. x ar x 4i".
All parts available separately.
Building Coat, 67.15.0. Piss
A

41-

Carriage.

SUPEREN CONSTRUCTION Booklet.
LOCATION On the main Harrow Road between Harlesden
and Wembley.
SHOP OPEN.: 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday to Saturday; 1 p.oi.
:

RADIO;Gil All
CHASSIS
'SEIIOLI-J
Price
£4.5.0
CONTAINING

* Punched chassis,Back*
plate,
* Multi etc. Class Dial * Main
TTranf me'
M
* Output
Twin -Ganasormer,
.
Drive Drum and
*
(5(30
Condenser.
Spindle. * Wave
* Continental
PP)
Control * Two Change ¡Switch.
Switch,
Knobs.
Controls
* 1 pair Midget J.F.T,O,
* Smoothing Cond enser.
oolS.

I

.

Gmir

*-Five Valve Holders,
Theoretical circuit.
and rough components
each assenibls,
layout free with

Thursday.

>-=

TERMS

S/MWH'lOP
ádósupplles
37 HILLSIDE, (HARROW ROAD)
STONEBRIDGE, N,W.10. E/qar3644

LABORATORY
BRIDGE

C.W.O.
OR

U.K,
ONLY

10in. carrying A, B. C, D and Log ;Log scales on face, cm, an
inch scales on. edges. 9,'- p.p. with instruction booklet.

5mA METER 8ïn. CIRSCALE-(Radio`Altimeter)

5 mA panel mounting meter, 3ìn. dia., Sin. circular Scale. Large
magnet. Scale easily removable leaving finished faceplate for
re-calibration. Basis -for sensitise portable muitimeter. Brand
new, boxed, 7.6 post free.

CHARGER RECTIFIER
12 volt 4 amp. full wave. Size 41 in. dia. by 21 in., 5' l6Whit. Fix it
bolt protruding in. either side. Price 12/. each, plus 2,- p. &p.
:

Shop Hours

:

PS

LANgham 0141
BROS. LTD.
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
9-6 p.m., Thursday 9-1 p.m. Open all day Saturdays

P',

omprising a cream bakelite
oinet and back size 11' x 6 x
Attractive three colour dial
t nd pointer. Metal chassis punched
lar 4 -valve (B9A)superhet and flaui brackets. Drum Drive -spindle,
Spring, Pointer and 3 Knobs.
Price 30/- Plus 6 p.p.
Construction Booklet on the
REGENT 4 -valve superhet available shortly. Watch for details.

Best Buy at Britain's

RESISTANCE

SLIDE RULES

Dept.

I

C.O.D.

A Standard Resistance Box containing 22 hand -wound non -inductive
resistance coils of manganin -(coefficient. of expansion .000006)
which provides a 1 to 11.110 ohm
standard at 60 deg. F. in 1 ohm
steps for meter calibration, etc.
The coils are connected to heavy
machined brass blocks in which
shorting plugs are arranged to form
the two ratio arms and variable
arm of a Wheatstone bridge,
Tice ratio arms of x 1/100, x 1¡10, x
1, x 10 and x 100 enable the variable
arm to measure by direct comparison unknown resistances
between .01 and 1,111,000 ohms.
Heavy brass binding posts, an infinity plug, battery and galvo
keys, and ratio arms isolating link incorporated. New in teak
box with operating instructions and explanatory circuits,
Size 51 x 6 x 8in.: £210, -, phs-5'- p.p.

IP R ® O

t

THE REGENT
CABINET ASSEMBLY

TOP BAND R1155's. Covers the 100-200 m. trawler and shipping
hands, etc. In first-class condition. Thoroughly re -aligned ant
tested. 612.19.6. Send S.A.E. for full details of power packs, etc.
or 1/3 for 14 -page illustrated booklet. CR100's also available.
R109A RECEIVERS. 8 valve superhet using 5 x ARP12's
and 3 x AR8'e covering 2-12 Mc/s. Contains vibrator pack and
speaker and operates from 6 volt battery, consumption
it amps. Housed in metal case 13in. x 13in. x llin. Complete'
with valves and circuit. Aerial tested and in very good
condition. 64.7.6. Carr. paid.
BARGAIN VALVES, 5,'- EACH 1S5, 6AC7, 6C4, 6C8G, 6K7GT,
'

I'

!

6L7, 6SG7, 6SH'7, 707, 12A6, 12SH7. 12SJ7, 12SR7, 12Y4, 15D2 (VR107t,
42, 18588, EBC33 (VR55), EF36 (VR56) EF39 (VR53), EL32 (VT52),
ELIO, EY91, K55DG, VR150:30. ALL GUARANTEED O.K.
VIBRATOR PACKS. Input 6 V. D.C. Output approx. 100 v. at 30
Mamas. D.C., fully smoothed and
filtered. Size 61in. x lin. x

lin. Fitted with Mallory 629C Vibrator. BRAND NEW. 12/6.
TESTMETERS. American, 1.000 ohms per volt, 20 ranges. 0-5,000
v. A.C. and D.C., D.C. m/A and amps., ohms, and dB. In polished
wooden case, 01 x 6,) s 4§in. Complete with leads and instructions.
Guaranteed O.K. 95.19.6.
R1466 RECEIVERS. The tuneable R1124. As described for conversion to car radio in June issue of P.W. Brand new and boxed.
With all valves, 19/6, plus 56 carriage.
TWOS AÌ MORSE TRAINING SETS. W/T Mk. 3. Consists of
two valve oscillators (ARP12's) (one with pitch control), for one or

two operators. tHas provision for creating " Atmospherics."
In polished oak case, 123ín, x loin. x 8in., wt. 16 lbs. Complete with
valves, leads, 2 keys, 7-way terminal board, circuit and instructions
but less batteries and 'phones. Ideal for Cadets, Scouts, etc. SNIP.
19'6, plus 716 carriage. Headphones for above, 10/6 pair.
RESISTORS. Latest miniature insulated Dubilier t- watt type
BTS. Wire ends. Useful values. ONLY 10ï- for 100 assorted
and watt, Erie, etc., 1 gross assorted, 10'-.
FIELD `TELEPHONES. Army type D, Mk. 5, Buzzer calling. Ideal
for building sites,' farm, workshops, etc. Complete with handset
and batteries. Tested before despatch. 39'6 each.
METAL RECTIFIERS. 230 v. 60 mlamps, 3/6; 230 v. 100 m;amps,
SMALL MICA CONDENSERS. 300 pFd or 500 pFd, 3/6 dozen.
AVOMINOR LEATHER CASES. New,with strap, 716.
CAR AMMETERS. 30-0-30 amps. 5'-.
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITEMS
-

CHARLES BRITAIN (RADIO) LTD.
i
Upper Saint Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2.
I

-

TEMple Bar 0545

Shop hours 9-6 p.m.

(9-1

p.m. Thursday). Open All Day Saturday

June. 1957
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"High Cycle" Transformer
on 50 c/s Mains

MAKING USE OF A SURPLUS COMPONENT FROM THE 1355 RECEIVER
By J.

Stebbings

THERE are many uses for a low -voltage A.C. diagrams that this centre tap and one side of the
supply, apart from meeting the power require- 6.3 volt winding were earthed to solder tags conments of a radio unit. Among those employed nected to the tops of two of the mounting pillars.
by the writer are for a battery charger, supplying There was also- a bare wire connecting the tags.
small surplus motors, garage lighting, and a model
ft was intended to use 'the H=T. winding as a
primary across the 50 cis mains , and before this
could be done the two pillars were unscrewed and
the earthing tags unsoldered, leaving the ends of
the wires free. The pillars were then replaced without
any tags. A sheet of paxolin was cut and drilled
for attaching to the four bottom pillars, and on this
was screwed a tag strip for nine connections. The
500 ohm resistor was removed from the existing
top tag board. The nine wires A to J were then
lengthened where necessary and connected to the
new tags giving the circuit shown in Fig. 4. On
connecting the 240 volt A.C. mains to the ends A and
B of the H.T. winding 20 volts output was obtained
Brown
from the original 80 volt winding and 3 volts from
Fig. I.-Top view of transformer showing tag board.
the two filament windings connected in series. The
voltage of either one or both of the filament windings

railway. There must be
many o the r experimenters who have had
Input
lying idle for some time
the " high cycle " power
transformer from an 240 v. A.C. to A and B D
A.M. 1355 Receiver.
One of these transformers was recently successD
fully converted for an
input of 240 volt 50 cis
A.C., and an output which could be varied as
required from 17 volts to 23 volts in steps of 1> volts.
In case there are those who have disposed of their
transformers as being useless, perhaps it should be
mentioned that 1355 Receivers may now be bought
over the counter for as little as ten shillings complete
with power unit and most of the valves.
-

TABLE

Connections

Output from

Output voltage

to E and F to G
D to G
None

C and H
C and H
C and D

17
184

to H and F`to G

C and E

23

IfDtoH

Dismantling
Fig. 1 shows the top of the transformer on which
is mounted a large 500 ohm ceramic resistor. The
transformer is mounted on four hexagonal pillars
Which in turn are secured to the chassis with 4 B.A.
screws. Fig. 2 shows the view of the underside after
Before unscrewing,
removal from the chassis.
all the leads not lettered in the figure were cut off
short and those bearing letters (G and J excepted)
were traced and cut as long as possible to allow
plenty of wire for new connections.
The original circuit is shown in Fig. 3. The input
was 80 volts and secondary windings supplied
5 volts for the filaments of the 5U4G power rectifier
and 6.3 volts for the receiver SP61 valves. The H.T.
winding probably had a voltage of about 500 on each
side of the centre tap. It will be seen from the

1.

CandG

20
211

could be added to or subtracted from the 20 volts
according to whether the windings were connected
in phase or out of phase.
Connections
Table 1 gives the connections required for various
output voltages. The values given are approximate
to the nearest half volt owing to the limitations of
HT. Winding

outers

(6.3L')

H.T. Centre tap

Black

Fig.

2.-Bottom view of transformer showing original
wiring.

F{lf I.il.tyL ` -iÄliRELESS
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the writer's voltmeter, but they were taken under a
load of about 1 amp. Regulation appeared to be
good up to a load of nearly 3 amps. and no overheating was experienced.

¡tine, 1957

been tried would be as an auto. transformer 240¡120
volt or 120.1240 volt. it is suggested that the power
in this case be limited to about- 50 watts.
As a safety precaution the core of the transformer
"

Output

/7-23 volts
See Tablet

for

connections

Fig.

3.-Original

connections

of

windings.

The centre tap J of the H. T. winding could be
used for an input of 120 volts A.C. with perhaps
a greater temperature rise for the same output and
inferior regulation. Another use which has not

RADIO COMPONENTS SHOW
(Concluded from page 236.)

T.816), which has been specially designed faithfully
to reproduce the middle and higher frequency range.
This is also available with the patented cambric cone
as an all-purpose unit (type HF.816). A further
important advance is model HF.1214, a 12ín, unit
incorporating a 14,000 gauss Alcorrìax magnet with
a handling capacite of 15 watts, fitted with mid -range
frequency stabilisers and when used in conjunction
with models T.816 or the WB. tweeter units, provides
exceptional quality of reproduction at very low
cost. Of similar design is model HF.1514, a 15ín.
unit with a handling capacity Cif 25 watts.
The WB. display included the famous Stentorian
loin., 12ín. and 15ín. concentric duplex models,
and separate tweeter units types T.10 and T.12,
which have been specially designed for use in conjunction with existing P.M. speakers and have a
frequency rànge-of 3,000 to 17,000 c.p.s. A suitable
crossover network is available at very reasonable
cost.
The WB. 12 quality amplifier has been still further
improved, to include the most recently developed
valves and a most advanced circuit design with a
specially designed Whitely ultra linear output
transformer. Switched pick-up matching is incorporated in an _extremely flexible, compact and
easily mounted pre-amplifier tone control unit. Both
units are attractively styled and finished in hammered
gold.
Recently introduced is the- WB. V.H.F./F.M.
tuner, designed to receive frequency modulated
signals in the international band from 88 Mc/s to
108 Mc/s and to perform with excellent results
even in fringe areas. Permeability tuning and temperature-controlled circuits give rock-steady tuning with
no drift.
The ready -to -assemble range of cabinets include
the popular Hi-Fi console, corner and rectangular

g

4

-New

connections

for

50 c/s mains.

and one side of the output were connected to the
mains earth
input and output fuses were 'also
employed.
bass reflex models. Of particular interest is a new
Hi-Fi console, which will accommodate practically
any make of record player, amplifier, pre -amplifier,
control unit, radio tuner and loudspeaker, where
space limitations prevent the use of a separate speaker
system. The cabinet is also available with record
storage instead of the speaker chamber. These
cabinets are all finished in highly polished walnut
veneer, or in white wood and are supplied packed
flat, being easily assembled in a few minutes using
only a screwdriver.

SHORT-WAVE- SECTION
(Concluded from page 250.)

By means of a suitable tuning unit this type of aerial
can, in the electrical sense, be lengthened or shortened
within certain limits.
Coupling

Many readers of this section I am aware build their
own short-wave receivers. When using plug in coils
as in the case of straight regenerators and T.R.F.
receivers, and perhaps superhets, use the recognised
method of doublet coupling as shown at Fig.- 6.
Experimental Doublets
It may be that some readers wish to experiment
with doublets out of doors with electrical interference
in view. What little success'might be achieved in that
direction will call for a flat top above the interference
zone with the run of the aerial at right angles to the
interference.
This may result in the aerial being directive in
undesired directions.
A
very unsatisfactory
compromise at best.
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS

8th Edition.

Price 6/-, by post 6'9.
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introduce

. .

" fidelity "

A

WITH EVERYTHING

TAPE RECORDER

-

EXCEPT A HIGH PRICE

TESTED AND APPROVED AT THE TRUVOX LABORATORIES.
IT INCORPORATES : The NEW TÁU VOX ME. IV TAPE DECK together
with the " fidelity " MODEL HF TRI TAPE AMPLIFIER (both illustrated on
this pagel, and a Rola loin. a bin. P.M. SPEAKER.
PRICE
Including CRYSYOU
TAL MIRE and 1,20tllt. rrel of O BEFORE CHOOSING YOUR TAPE RECORDER
SHOULD HEAR THIS MODEL-TRULY "Hi-Fi" RECORDINGS
PLASTIC TAPE.
ARE OBTAINABLE and it is comparable to much higher
priced Recorders.

...

£49. t0.0.

Alternatively send S.A.E. for ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.
WITH l
)
REV. COUNTER;
CREDIT SALE: Deposit 812/8' -and 9 mthly payments of £410:8.
ents
(Plus 81 10'- carriage and insurance. of which HIRI. PURCHASE : Deposit 82411.51- and 12 monthly payments
of £2..`5.11.
el is refunded on return of Packing Case.)
O1ì £1 EXTRA

The NEW TRUVOX MkIV TAPE DECK

The "fidelity" TAPE AMPLIFIER
Model HF/TR2 WITH POWER
SUPPLY UNIT
PRICE

THIS

IS PNnOUC'rEDLY
ONE OF '1`IH'. RI ST TAl1
1)ECKS ON THE MARKET.
A FEW ONLY
HAVE
WE

AVAILABLE.

£16.0.0.

£27.6.0.

b1-.)

Can

i3 P. TERMS
Deposit £8 and 9
months of a £1.

he

m

Deposit
CREDIT TERMS
£6171 and 9 monthly payments
of £2110
11.1'. TERMS Deposit £13:131 and 12 monthly payments of
£1[514.
WE ALSO HAVE A FEW DECKS WITH
COUNTERS. Price £30/9,'-.

Tape

:

ntOME

Send S.A.E. for details.

CONSTRUCTORS
to build this TAPE
We can supply a COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS
Assembly
AMPLIFIER fer £12 (plus 5' Barr and ins.) The
for 28.
Manual. Practical Diagrams, etc... are available
44`E MAKE SPECIAL PRICES TO PURCHASERS OF TAPE EQUIPbuyersÓ and Ar
MENT
and CREDIT SALE, TERMS
YOUR ( ENQUIRY r US
I'.
ARE AVAILABLE.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS
TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 38 " (Walkie-Talkie) complete in

STERN RADIO LTD.
109

1

TM

&

with Type " 38 " Transrece;ver. ALL
BRAND NEW - HEADPHONES with Plug and Lead, I5/6
JUNCTION
THROAT MICROPHONE with Plug and Lead, 4/6
AERIAL No. I, 41e., 2/6 ; AERIAL No. 2, 44ft 5/BOX, 2/6
HAVERSACKS, .5f-; SPARE VALVES
WEBBING for "38," 41A.T.P.4, 3/6.
A.R.P.I2, 4/6
TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 18." Mark Il. TWO UNITS
(Receiver and Sender) complete in Metal Case. Six Valves
Microammeter, etc, etc. Less External .Attachments, f4 10s.
ATTACHMENTS FOR USE WITH " II " Transreceiver.
HEADPHONES with Plug and Lead, 15/6 HAND MICROPHONE
(4a) with Lead and Plug, 12/6 ;. AERIALS, 51-.
RECEIVERS 8.109 8 -valves S.W. Receiver with Vibrator Pack
6 -volts p Built-in SPEAKER. Metal Case, £5.
New,
RESISTANCES. .100 ASSORTED USEFUL VALUES.
Wire -ended, 12/6 per 100..
CONDENSERS. 100 ASSORTED : Mica ; Tubular ; etc.
New, 15/- per 100.
BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Ex-R.A F. NEW. Ideal for
MOTORS ; GEARS
Experimenters. A wealth of Components

ATTACHMENTS for

use

115,

FLEET STREET, E.G.4

Tel.: FLEet 5812-3-4.

'_.,,

with Five Valves (Four A.R.P.I2, one A.T.P.4). .These are
untested by us but are serviceable. But not guaranteed, Li 2s. 6d.

Ni

case

each.

10'and

EXCLiDIN(i COUNTER

od
1p

i
r

operatewith
Decks.

"s.
Gv.:......
CREDIT TERNS:
Deposit £4 and 9
io , please advise make
monthly payments f £119f 4. Whenn or der
full
for
details.
S.A.E.
of deck in use. Send

1.

Plus

PRICE

(Carr. and ins.

ETT COLLEGE

can train your mind to SUCCESS

;

;

;

;

Plastic, etc., 7/-.

MORSE TAPPERS. Extra heavy, on

Draughtsmanship
Electrical Eng.
Fin Engineering
Mechanical Eng.
Quantity. Surveying
Radio Eng.
Surveying
Telecommunications
Television
Ascnunsancy Exam.,

Auctioneer's -Exams.
Book-keeping

Central Education
Journalism
Languages
Mathematics
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
SeMotarial Exams.
Sherthaad
Short Story Writing
and many others

'Jr:. to 31in. for Metal,

base, 5,6

;

Standard, 3/6

book vital to your career I

!

Diesel Engines

;

;

A FREE

Egad how the famous Bennett College can help you
Send now for this recently publi.hed
to success
"Train your mind to SUCCESS ",
FREE
which tells you about Ti. Bennett College proven
access in postal tuition .
and how it can help you to
success in your
careen

Carpentry
Coeunereial Art

;

LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable

PERSONAL POSTAL TUITION

Building

;

etc., etc., f3.

THROUGH

ANHAT CAREER
DO YOU WANT?

;

Midget, 2/9.

MORSE PRACTICE SETS. With Tapper and Buzzer on base,
61.9
with Battery, 9'9.
DINGHY AERIALS. Ex-U.S.A. Reflector Type. Brand new, 4/6.
PLASTIC TRANSPARENT CASES. 14in. x 10:¿irn. Ideal for

GENERAL CERT.
OF

EDUCATION

Maps, Display, etc., 5/6.

CRYSTAL MONITORS Type 2. New in Case. Less Valves, 8l-.
STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type A -N Covers bach Hemispheres, 56.
CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES. 2 Impulses per sec. in
1

case, 11/6.

Postage or Carriage extra.

Full List or RADIO

BOOKS,

2)d.

-

Toi -The Bennett College (Dept. F-10hh11), Slsa.8x11
Please seat ere, withal obligation, a fr 'copy of
'Train your mind to SUCCESS' und rte College
l'raepectur our
SUBJECT

mate

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD. r SWUM
se)
Please write Black Leer
('f
SrlElr®m®®aOrm*simmutiatiMie
AGE

11,

LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2, GERrcrd6653

ender

-

in

TN/CCOUPON
COULD BE YOUR
PERSONAL PASSPORT
TO SUCCESS.

SendieNOW/
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SAME DAY
SERVICE

VALVES
All Guaranteed

New and Boxed

1.4v. midget, 185, 1S5, IT4, 1U5, 3S4, DAF91, DF91, DK91, D192.
DL94 ; any 4 for 2716.
1A7GT 12r6'.6K8G
7r9:50L60T 8- E01142 10i- PCF80 6!6
1C5GT
6K8GT
8/6 ECH81
8i- PCF82 116
9 6' 80
1H5GT IL-. CL18
13;6 !B36
19/6 ECL80
9/- PEN46 6.6
1N5GT 11.!-16Q7GT 9'61 CL33
16/6 EF37A
9l- PL36
16 8
1R5
EF30
8.6!6SN7GT 7, 61D1
316/- PL61
119
185
76,CU4Ca 12;6iD1
6/6 EF40
12/6 PL82
1T4
738V6C r 7r-ID7i
816 EF41
916 PL83
106
3A5
6S;OS°eC
7'6 DAC32 11!- EF42
12/- PYBJ
9;3Q4
9'-:6X4
7:-',DAF96 86 EF50.
7/6 PY81
3Q5CT
6/6 EF8'J
8/6 PY82
9`6i6XSGT 6:6'DOC90
73S4
7'6;787
8'-DF33
11!- EF85
7/6 PY83
9,6
3V4
86 E'F86 1216 PZ30
8817C5
8'-iDF9E
18l5U4G
7C$
10!- SP41
8
8'- DI-176
8/6 EF89
36
SY3GT
7,6!7117
8'-1DH17 " 8/6EF91
616 SP61
36
5Z4G
9'-DK32 12;6 EF92
516 U25
13.'6
6AB8
- 8l=;DK92
7'6'.7Y=4
91- EL32
5/6 U50
7rá
6A1ï5
13,6 DK96
46'10C2
816 EL41
l0- U76
6AL5
7l66110F1
15'6 DL33
9+6 EL42
11/- U76
CAMS
5-:.12AH6 10 6¡DI35 156 EL84
9/6 U404
8/6
CAMS
66112AT7
86
8/6 EM34
88 DLQ6
101- UABC80
6AQ5
76 .12AU7 7'6; DM70
8.'6 EM80
10/6
11/6
6AT6
86 12AN7 9-!EABC80 7/9 EY51 106 UAF42! 106
6BA6
;EAF42 1016 EYBS
7/6'12270T
9,6 UBC41. 8/9
6BE6
$,'- UBF80- 96
76
66 EZIO
116¡EB91
6BJ6
-,, ,12K7CT
8'61.E8033 7/6 EZ80
8.'6 UCH42 10/3
6BR7
86 12880 P 14;-1 EBC41 10.'- EZ81
10'- UF41
916BW6
77;681122170T
7'6'12Q7C1 8,'61EBF80 9!6 FW4;500
UF89 10/6
6BX6
6 12Z3
7I6 EBF83
916
121- UL41
10í6F117!611457
14'- E0081 8/6 0832
12/8 UL84
11!6
686G
6/6 25L5C+T 9,- ECC82
7/6 KT33C 10 - UY21
1576
6F12
6/6'25Z4C
9,- KT44
9'6 ECC83
6/6 UY41
8/6
6F13
13 ;25Z6C1 96'ECCá4 10'6 KT63
7/6 UY85
1010
6815
9,6 KTWCI -6/6 W76-..
149r35A5
11l-;ECCE1
8/6
616
56i35L6CP 96 !ECM 5/6 MU14
816 W77
5'6
6J7G
7i6í35Z3
1016!ECF83 12.6. N78
126 X79
12/6
6K7G
4'61 35Z4C T 8;- ECF82 11' - P61
3/6 Y63
776
6K7GT
0-r 8.3Z5GT R -''.EC1335 9/6 PCC84 8,'- Z77
6'6

15.

JUNIOR
UNIVERSAL
METER

-

Model 120A
A small 21 -range instrument ideal for the en-

thusiastic amateur. Sensitivity is t,000 o.p.v. A.C.
and D.C. Accuracy: 2`p
D.C.,
A.C.

3ï

9,75i

Size: 4/" x 38'ßx 111/ió"

i

-

Weight : 14 ozs.
Volts D.C.:
0-.25-10-50-250-500-1,000-2,500.
Volts A.C.:
0-10-50-250-500-I,000-2,500.
Milliamps D.C. : o -r-10-50-500-5,000.
Resistance :
0-2,000 ohms, 0-200,000 ohms.
Can be extended to 20 megohms.
Automatic
overload protection fitted to meter movement.

RANGES

l

.

'

-

-

"

PRICE £9.15.0. PROMPT DELIVERY
CREDIT TERMS : Nine monthly payments
of £r.4.4.
ALL TAYLOR instruments available on HIRE
PURCHASE and 7 DAYS' APPROVAL.
UNIQUE OFFER : You can part-exchange an
old Taylor Instrument for a new one-write for
details and catalogue.

-

Postage 5J per valve extra.

READERS RADIO

TAYLOR ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS LTD.
Montrose Avenue, Slough, Bucks.
Telephone : Slough 21381. Cables: Taylins, Slough

TELETRON
FERRITE ROD
'

AERIALS

COLBERG PLACE,
LONDON, N.16

24,

W. B. SUPPLIES

OLDHAM ST.,

96

MANCHESTER 4.

Terms : Cash with order. Orders under 20' add 9d., over 20( -'add 1,3 postage unless
otherwise stated.
OSCILLOSCOPE TUBES. VCR138 (2;"),
21,'-. Valves

:

VR106, VR108, VÚ120, VR137,

1'- ea.
BOOK on "How To Make Aerials For Bands
I and III and V.H.F.", 2/10 post paid.

I.F. TRANSFORMERS with Ferrite Potted Coil and 2 Philips Trimmers, 1..3 ea.
1' Canned Coil Formers with cores, 1/6

Wound on High Permeabi ity
Ferroxcube Rod. M.W., 819, Dual
wave, 12/9.

complete.
G.P.O. TYPE RELAYS, 2500 2 make 1
break, 2500 1 make 1 break, 25011 2 make
break; 20005 make 1 break, 20012 make
2 break, 5005E 2 make 1 break, 5000 23 make.
3/6 ea.
T.V. CIRCUITS & SERVICE DATA.
Book I, covering all the following sets :
Alba T301, Ambassador TV7, Bush TV22A,
TV24A,

Ferranti

14T3, 1783, 1783, 14T3F,

`17T3F, 17K3F, G.E.C., BT5146C, BT4543C,
K.B. HEW, Masteradio T917, Murphy. V210,
V210Ù, Philco BT1753, 8817530, Philips
1101U, Pilot TV76, CV76, CV77, Pye FV4C.
FV4CDL; Raymond 14in., Ultra VA72,

Vidor ÙN4216, White Ibbotson 2015 projection. Ali above in one book for 10 post paid.
Book , on "A.M./F.M.
Tuners," just
published, 2/4 post paid.
VARIABLE
CONAIR -SPACED
DENSERS, with spindle, 40 pF., 1'- : 75p8.
2/- : 75 pF twin gang, 3.'6
115 pF., 216
solid dialectric, .0003 mfd., .1115 mfd., 3;11 ea.
FILAMENT TRANS., 230 volts input, 6.3
volts 2 amp. output, 6'll. Neon Serewdrivers, 115 v. to 380 v., 36.

M'niature Transistor IFTs & Osc.
coil for 315 kc/s, 6/6 ea. ERM/2
Transistor Ferrite Rod Aerial, -10/Available from component stockists. "TYANA" LIGHTWEIGHT SOLDERStamp for complete lists and circuits. ING IRONS, 230/250 v., 16;;9.
JUST ARRIVED T.V. Mains Rectifiers,

HILL,

STAMFORD

STA. 4587

RADIO CONTROL
MECHANISMS
4,6. By Raymond

F.

Stock. Postage 45.

HANDBOOK OF SOUND

PRODUCTION.
52/-.

Postage If-.

By E. M.

RE-

Villchur.

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK. By A.R.R.L. 32/6. 1957.
Postage 1/6.

TELEVISION SYNCHRONIZING
SEPARATORS.
5/-, Postage 4d.

By G. N.

Patchett.

THE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT MANUAL, By
A. Douglas. 35/-. Postage 1/-.

RAPID TV

REPAIR. By G. Warren
Heath. 23/-. Postage /-.

V.H.F. RADIO MANUAL.
P. R.

Keller. 30/-. Postage. 1/-.

By

THE GRAMOPHONE HAND BOOK. By P. Wilson. IS!-, Postage
I1'
RADIO VALVE DATA, by "WW."
5/-. Postage 6d.

:

THE TELETRON Co. Ltd.
266

Nightingale Rd., London
N.9.
HOW 2527.

250 volts, 300 mis.,

!

only 15'-.
T.S.L. TREBLE SPEAKERS (Tweeters)
from stock, 3916.
RIBBON FEEDER. (ABLE, 3000, 8d. yd.,
7/6 dozen yds.

COAXIAL CABLE, stranded core, new
stock from makers, 50 gds, drum, 25,-.

The MODERN BOOK CO
BRITAIN'S
LARGEST
STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

19-23

PRAED STREET

LONDON, W.2

Write or call for our catalogue.
Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9 -6 -p.m.
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News from the Trade
ADVANCE WIDE BAND SIGNAL GENERATOR
TYPE 62
ANOTHER new Advance Signal Generator is
announced. The Type 62 is a remarkable little
instrument designed for the serviceman and covers
all the sound broadcasting, V.H.F. and TV broadcasting frequencies used in the U.K., together with
all intermediate frequencies. An exceptionally wide
frequency range of 150 kc:s to 220 Mc/s. Facilities
are provided for amplitude modulation, together with

available in production quantities from a British
manufacturer.
The " Cub," which has a frequency range of 20 to
60 Mc/s, has been designed for very high frequency
applications where space is at a premium, and can
be soldered directly to miniature switches or into
printed circuits. .It is particularly suitable for frequency synthesising in transmitters and receivers
and for use in guided missiles. Without oven control
this new crystal gives a frequency tolerance of
* 0.005 per cent. over a range -55 deg. C. to +105
deg. C.--Cathodeon Crystals Limited, Linton, Cambs.

THE " STIRLING " F.M. TUNER
THE " Stirling" F. M. Tuner is designed to be used
either with a radio set having sockets for the
connection of a pick-up or because of its flat shape
and small size, 72ín. x 7lin. x 2lin., to be installed in
a radiogram. The Tuner contains its own power
supplies, and the on/off switch is arranged also to
switch the pick-up through to the set when the tuner
is not in use.

There are only four external connections-a three core mains input cable, a co-axial aerial socket,
pick-up input terminals and tuner output terminals.
The mains input is 200/250 volts A.C.
The " Stirling F. M. Tuner employs three valves
and two crystal diodes. The R.F. and oscillator
stages use an ECC85 valve in the same circuit employed
so successfully in the " Stirling" Television ConThe new Advance iride -hand signal generator, type 62. verter. Two 10.7 Mc/s I.F. stages are provided, using
high -slope pentode valves, which give the tuner a
an A.F. output, and an excellent attenuator which high overall sensitivity and make it suitable for
can be relied upon. This instrument is in the Advance areas of low signal strength. The second I.F. stage
tradition and is listed at £32 10s. Od.-Advance includes a limiting circuit which, in conjunction with
Components Ltd., Roebuck Road, Hainault, Ilford. a Ratio Detector, gives considerable protection
against interference.
Tuning is by means of copper slugs mechanically
NEW MARCONIPHONE V.H.F./A.M. RECEIVER.
within the R.F. and oscillator coils by means
MARCONIPHONE announce a new 6 -valve A.C. moved
a specially designed screw mechanism. The main
mains table receiver. Model T56A, for V.H.F of
knob drives this mechanism direct ande is
and A.M. long,medium band reception, offering tuning
first-class all-round performance and high quality connected by a drive cord to the dial, which has an
sound reproduction, at a very attractive price.
Special features of Model T56A include a new
6 -valve circuit" developed for high sensitivity, two
inbuilt aerials (A.M. Ferrite rod and V.H.F. dipole),
and a printed circuit in the V.H.F. chassis for greater
reliability and consistency of performance.
Normally the iwo inbuilt aerials will be found
sufficient for excellent reception on both V.H.F. and
A:M. bands, although" provision is, of couse, made
for external aerials in difficult locations.
Housed in a moulded cabinet, neatly -styled in
maroon. with a contrasting cream escutcheon,
Model T56A will blend with any home furnishing
scheme-conventional or contemporary.
The Stirling F.M. tuner.
The price of Model T56A is 22 guineas (tax paid).The Marconiphone Co. Ltd., Hayes, Middx. open scale calibrated from 86 to 100 Mc/s. Temperature compensated condensers are used in the tuning
NEW CATHODEON CRYSTAL
circuit and these, in conjunction with the inductive
CATHODEON CRYSTALS LIMITED, a member tuning, give good temperature stability,
The
Stirling" F.M. Tuner has a polished
of the Pye Group of companies, announces a
completely new sub -miniature crystäl, the Cathodeon wooden cover, brown plastic front escutcheon,
white control knobs and the dial calibration is gold.
Cub."
This is the first time' that such a small high per Price 13 gns. inc. P.T.-S. E. Opperman Ltd.,
foemance crystal (.517ín. x .421 in. x .171in.) has been Stirling Corner, Boreham WOod Herts.
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Programme Pout
THE current series of " On the Spot " pro-

grammes has just concluded with two very
interesting analyses of " Cost and Controversy
in the Health Service," and " Shops and the Public."
This is a good and well produced programme and
its resumption should be pleasurably awaited.
Wynford Vaughan Thomas, Edward Ward and
Colin Wills, with Robert Reid introducing, crossquestion practitioners and experts in various trades
and professions in an easy, yet intelligent and entertaining manner. There is always something to Iearn
on such subjects and when we are ". taught " it free
from " BBC-itis "-a complaint which some programmes have caught to an alarmingly dangerous
degree-listening is always a pleasure.

" Pied Piper "
Neville Shute's " Pied Piper was a charming
novel of a dear old gentleman who, trying to get
back home from France when the "real " war
broke out in 1940, found himself turned in to a sort
of " river line " down which children and others
found their most likely avenue of escape, lacked
some of its savour as a radio play in Kenneth Langmaid's adaptation. Cyril Shaps as the, Pied PiperJohn Howard-was most appealing, but the part
seemed a little bit bigger than life, or the book.
The " Third "
Yet again is the air thick with rumours that. the
".Third is to close down. Why should it ? Surely,
if because it doesn't pay, the answer lies in amalgamation. Cut out the wasteful repeats, of indifferent
items, and the worse than obnOxious repetitiousness
of programme announcing and signing-off, and
plenty of time could be found for the best of the
" Third " within the framework of the other two.
Also, scrap the titles " Home " and " Light," which
are indistinguishable from " good " and "bad,"
anyway, and call them " First " and ." Second,"
which terms would denote " class," as on the railways. Again, if three programmes are persisted in,
then label them " First " " Second" and " Third
with all the dross of the present " Home " and.
" Light going into the " Third " (class).
The
terms
" Home "
and
" Light" are
misnomers, anyway. All can be had " at home " :
it is silly to infer that the " Light " cannot, which
the titles do. Programmes could be classified and
listed into firsts, seconds and thirds, just as the
weather map divides the country_ up into Hebrides.
Malin and Rockall, etc. This list should: be -published
regularly so that no one would be left in any doubt
as to which programme their special choices would
he in. At present there is much confusion, especially
regarding repeats.
I hope the " Third " stays, but, as a contemporary
said recently (referring to a " Light " item, the name
of which I will not repeat), " if the ' Third' goes and

Our Critic. Maurice
Reeve, Reviews Some
Recent Programmes

that ' remains. hen heás en help the sailors on a
night like this."
Talks

What might have been an enthralling talk became
something of a trial for listeners. Alexander Kerensky
was Russian Prime Minister after the first Russian
Revolution, which overthrew the Czarist tyranny in
March, 1917, until he was in his turn destroyed by
Lenin the following October. In conversations with
Leonard Schapiro, Mons. Kerensky gave what was
entitled "The February Revolution Re -considered."
But his English was so hesitant and rudimentary that
the programme inevitably lacked sparkle and savour.
" Winter on Ice " was " a comparison of the life
and work of the advance parties of the two British
Antarctic Expeditions during the past year." It was
a fascinating half-hour, made memorable by some
recordings on the spot of a penguin rookery and of
life in winter quarters. The genial introducer was
Donald Milner.
Any Questions
in a recent

edition of " Any Questions,"
Mr. Malcolm M uggeridge,than whom this stimulating
and entertaining programme knows no more
penetrating, objective or wittier mind, answered a
question which was, as memory serves, Why is one
of our most famous humorous journals less funny
than it used to be." He concluded a delightful
summary with the query " Could anything be funnier
than the Radio Times? '.', and closed with the
gorgeous relation of how his journal décided to do
a parody on their, apparently, visible contemporary.
As the appointed staff were all working their hardest
on the project, someone rushed in and said " They've
beaten us to it." He was pointing to an item in the
Third programme in the then current issue : " The
place of the potato in English folk -lore " t I do
hope that the " Third," " Any Questions " and
Mr. Muggeridge each continue their radio careers
for many years to come !
!

Documentary
" The Stalin Myth," was one of the better
documentary serials the BBC composes on all sorts
of subjects of historical or contemporary interest.
Letters and speeches are read by actors whose voices
are calculated to add verisimilitude to the proceedings. Villains hiss and snarl, whilst heroes possess a
benignity worthy of the archangels : the whole being
bound together by a narrator of impeccable neutrality.
This one was admirably produced by Laurence
Gilliam.

SUMMER SALE
TAV.

P.

&

POPULAR' RADIO OR RGRAM CHASSIS 39/6
5 valve
3 w/band & gram s/het.
International Octal. Ideal for table
,gram, but still giving high quality
e utput. 4 -knob control, gin. P.M.
speaker. 79 with order. Set of
knobs, 2;-. Chassis 12in. x bin. x lis.
Less valves. Ills. & Carr., 416.

CONSTRUCTOR CHASSIS

S/VISION STRIP 35/6.
strip.
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Tested, working. Complete vision
FREE drawing.

I.F.s 16.5-19.5 m; es.

LESS valves.
P. 216.

POWER PACKS. 39/6. R.F. E.R.T. unit included.
Tested, working. LESS valves. FREE drawing. Ins., care., 56.
TIME BASE. 25/6. Complete with focus coils, etc. Tested,
working. LESS valves. FREE drawing. P. & P. 3'6.

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 29/9

T.V. CHASSIS 79/6

valve sehet. Including gin. speaker. 3 w. bauds A.C. mains.
LESS valves- Front drive. Chassis size 12ín. x 10in. x
Complete chassis by famous manfr. Easily converted to I.T.A., Complete
R.F. E.H.T. unit included. A.C. s'het. 3 separate units (power, Sin. Free printed dial, Carr. & Ins., 5,6.
8!9. Stocks cannot last. Let the lady
s/vision, t¡base interconnected), gin. P.M. speaker. Draw- Sin. P.M. SPEAKERS,
T.V. or radio programme. P. & P. 119.
ings 216 or FREE with each order. I.F.S 16.5-13.5 m cs. Carr. of the house listen to 3that
wave band, including pair 465 I.F.s 2 gang
COIL PACKS, 3l9.
and ins., 1016.
5

ARGOSY PUSH PULL R/GRAM CHASSIS 139i61
8 valve latest models. 3 wiband
and gram. switched. Over 10 watts
output. Full tone range, 4 knob
control Ins., Carr., 516.
(Less valves) Drawing FREE with
order or 316.
ARGOSY RADIOGRAM CHASSIS 99/6
6 valve. Latest models. 3 wiband and gram. switched. Well over
4 controls, ine1.;
4 watts output at less than 5% distortion.
full tone range. A beautiful chassis, LESS valves. Drawing 316
or FREE with order. Ins., care., 5/6.
MONTH GUARANTEE
TV TUBES
17" £7.10 LATEST RECTANGULAR 14' £5.10
6 months' full replacement, 6 months' progressive. Made possible
by the improved high quality of our tubes. CONVERT FOUR.
9ìn. -10ín. to Min., 15ín., 17in. Send for free pamphlet of instructions. I2fn. 'P.V. TUBES £6. Save petrol 'phone first. Shortage
may cause delay. Carr. and ins. on all tubes, 156. C.W.O.

condenser and printed dial !similar drawing free). Post 213.
CHASSIS. 1+-. 6 or 8 valve latest type midget valve design for
A.M. or F.M. Brand new, cadmium plated on heavy .s.w.g. steel.
Size 12ìn. x 7,M. x Din. Post 116. -4 for 41-, posé 31-. 12 for 10!-,
Carr. b-.

14" T.Y. CHASSIS £ 13.19.6
Complete with tube and speaker. Modified ready working Fully
guaranteed for 3 months. These are demonstrated to personal
callers. LESS valves. As above with 5 of the valves, £15.19.6.
Or with all the valves, £19.19.6. Some delay on the latter. Ins.,
Carr., incl. tube, 25;-. Drawing 3f6 or FREE with order.
17in. TUBE RECTANGULAR on adapted chassis. LESS
valves, £19.19.6. With 4 valves, £21.19.8, or complete with all
the valves, 625.19.6. Plus 25- ins., care. Drawing 3/6 or FREE
with order. Channels 1 and 2 only at present, but enquire for all
other channels.

ÿ.

-12

;

DUKE & CO. (P.w3

'RADIO

HAM SHACK LIMITED

-

-

155, SWAN ARCADE, BRADFORD 1, YORKS.

HAMS! -- CONSTRUCTORS!
LABS! -- ENGINEERS!
SEND FOR 60 -PAGE CATALOGUE PACKED

WITH COMPONENTS TO SERVICE AND
BUILD TVs AND RADIOS. PRICE If-.

SERVICE SHEETS, MANUALS
in stock.

M. FOY

6

S.A.E. with enquiry.

WYKEBECK

I

MAINS TRA..NSFORMER, 319. 4v. -4v. heaters. 200-250v. prim.
P. & P. 2'3.
MALNS TRANSFORMERS, 39. 12v. -iv heaters. Prim. I00 250v. Ideal auto trans. P. & P. 213.

RD., MANOR PARK, LONDOE N,E.12
GRA 6677-8,

SPECIAL OFFER. WELL-KNOWN MAKE OF TURRET
TUNER. Available in 10 and 16 megs. I.F. output, with either
series or parallel heaters. Series Tuner employs "PCF80 and
PCC84 valves; Parallel Tuner employs ECF80 and ECC84 valves.
Please state B.B.C. and I:T.V. channels required. Price
includes Knob Assembly. £5.5.0, post paid.
SI MON "CADENZA" Twin Impedance Ribbon Microphone. As shown at the Audio Fair. Gives level response from
50-14,000 c.p.s. No matching transformer required. Packed in
attractive presentation ease. £10.10.0, post paid.
REkïPLOY SOLDERING IRON. A lightweight iron with
small bit and neon indicator set in handle. 230-230 v. only.
2216. post 1'6.
LEAK TI.110 AMPLIFIER AND POINT ONE PREAMPLIFIER. This Hi-Fi amplifier still leads in the field of
quality reproduction. Leaflet on request. £28.7.0, carriage paid.
We are stockists of W.B. Cabinets and Speakers, Bernards and
Norman Price Publications, and a wide range of calves and
radio components. Send 6d. in stamps for our list.

1000's

MALNS TRANSFORMER, 17:6. 200-230v. 0.5v. at 5A, 6.3v. at
10 a, 6.3v. at 0.6 a, 425-0-526v. screened primary. P. & P. 36.

2791

HarJaiis

G2AKThis :prantia's

CRYSTAL CALIBRATORS. 1,000 kc/s Crystal Controlled
with switched l00 kc/s and IO kc/s locked Multi -vibrators.
These excellent units are as new and contained in a polished
bakelite case with carrying handle. The circuituses 6.
valves and operates from 2 volt L.T. and 120 volt H.T. Price
only 63/10/- complete with crystal and valves, post free, or
with suitable A.C. Power unit, 66/0/0.
These are non -repeatable end there is only a limited quantity
available.

HI-FI EQUIPMENT. Amplifiers, speakers, pick-ups by
Grampian, Lea's, Quad, Rogers, R.C.A., Spectrone, W.B.,
Wharfedale, etc, available for immediate delivery.
HEADPHONES. H.R. Typ_ 4,003 ohms, very sensitive'
Only 1216 pr. Post 1/6. C.L.R:.type'(low res.)8/6. Post 1/6'
AMERICAN BREAST MIKES. Swivel head, push to
talk and lock -on switch. Excellent }oh. Only 11/6. Post 116.
BRITISH BREAST MIKES complete with pr. of H.R.
4,000 ohm phones in wooden carrying case. New W.D.
stack, unrepeatable at 1716. Post 2/-.
AERIAL WIRE. Copper, 7/25 stranded : 140ft., 10/.,
70ft. 5/-. Hard Drawn 14g. r 140ft., 17/- 70fí, 8/6. P. & P. 2/-,
;

RIBBED GLASS 3in. AERIAL INSULATORS, 116 ea.,
or 6 for 7/6. 12 or more post free. Small Shall Porcelain,
4?.d. ea., or 4/- doz.
CONDENSERS. 8,uF 600 v. Trop. 750 v. normal condensers. NEW, ex W.O. stocks, 5/6. P. & P. 1/6.
ABSORPTION WAVEMETERS. 3 to 35 Mc/s in 3 switched
bands. Complete with indicator bulb. 15/-, postage I,-.
No C.O.B. on orders under LI.

PRINT

PLEASE

YOUR

NAME AND ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.
Dept,

'

P'

110,

Date End, Birmingham 4.

-

(CEN 1635)
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DID IT MYSELF!
YOU will

say -and

it

ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,
AND SILK `. COVERED.
RESISTANCE WIRES,

COTTON

..

is so easy

"COPPER WIRE

.

oz., 2 oz. & 4 oz. REELS.
All gauges available.
NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
I

GET THE

f.

RODING

ni."

a

¡

-

HOME
CONSTRUCTOR'S

" If you

B.A.

want the
best,

EBONITE AND BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

AND TUBES.
ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS
FORMERS

and
to save

and

HANDBOOK

SCREWS,

SPECIAL

money!"
s---27;-;\time

OFFER

G.E.C., B.T.N. & WESTINGHOUSE

Our series of 'unique LIFE-SIZE " EASY AS _1.B.C." CONSTRUCTION SHEETS illustrate
how really simple radio assembly can he for the Home Constructor If you have average
ability then you could tackle any, or all, of the LARGE RANGE OF GUARANTEED
OUTFITS knowing that with the help of our pre-aligned units and prefabricated chassis,
failure is virtually impossible ! No previous knowledge is necessary.
The latest issue of this Handbook is beautifully printed on glossy art paper with a full
colour cover Packed with technical data, set building and servicing hints, facts and
formulae, resistance colour code, soldering hints, etc., together with descriptions, 'full

GERMANIUM

1

CRYSTAL DIODES

!

1/-

each.

Postage

2d.

!

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each diode.
A large
purchase of these fully
GUARANTEED
diodes
from
the
manufacturers enables us to make this
attractive offer.

parts lists and circuits of many modern receivers, tape recorder. feeder units,
communications set, etc etc. (for list see previous ads.). Send 216 (plus 4d: post).

Our renowned " Easy -as A.B.C." FULL SIZE Construction sheets for any of these units
are available FREE with orders enabling even the beginner to get professional results first
time ! Coil packs and I.F,T.s pre -aligned, We supply ALL parts for ALE, circuits.
Thousands of s'eL-ed cus'oruers all over the world !

CRYSTAL SET

-

NEVER BEFORE HAS THERE BEEN A BOOK SO VALUABLE TO NOVICE AND
EXPERT ALIKE! GET YOUR COPY -DON'T DELAY-SEND 2110 TODAY!

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE

Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION GUARANTEED

Polished wood cabinet, I5/-," post 1/3
A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

RODING LABORATORIES
(Dept.

Bournemouth

TC67)

1

FIRST-CLASS
RADIO COURSES
(

Airport, Christchurch,

GET A CERTIFICATE!

1

Y(

TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study

-undertaken at home

in your spare
time -YOU can secure your proessional qualification.
Prepare for
YOUR share in the post-war boom
in Radio. Let us show you howl

GUIDE

*

---

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
importance to those seeking such
success -compelling qualifications

.

16/9
Replacement Elements and
always available.

/

X

as

A.M.I.Mech.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branches),

®_.

150,000 SUCCESSES

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF
ENGINEERING
148, HOLBORN,

(Dept. 461),

LONDON, E.C.I.

í

Lightweight

piece

-

with

17/6

SETS and also

I`.

yE

for

KENROY LIMITED
Telephone:

-OVER

Gardens,

London,

E,4

ISLNINGTON,
DO.I.
ST.N,

,

40,

11

Tel.: CLECKHÈATON OS
RADIO VALVES with 90 days' guarantee.
Post 9d per valve Doz. lots post free, less

: 12SJ7M, 4'- , 12SG7M, 4' ; 12SH7M
3/- ; 12H6M, 1'3 ; 12SK7M, 4' ; 12A117M
12C8M, 4, ; 22A6M, 4/6 ; 1215GT, 39002, 216
9003, 2/6
9004, 60. : 8D2, 1:807 (BRIT) 41- ; 832. -17;8 ; 4 R150/30, 4-PEN46, 26 ; 954, 113 ; --EF50, 3'VR136
4/- ; VR137, 1/3 ; EF36, 4- ; 6K7, 216SH7, 6/- ; 6G6, 3.'6 ' 6SH7M, 2..6 ; 6116M
1/3 ; 6110G. Pd. ; VR54, 90. ; 6SK7M, 3/OD6, 3/- ; 6J5GT, 3/6 : 6C6. 3i- ; OJ5M
4/6 ; 6AC7M, 4i- ; 6C4, 4'- ; 6AG5, 4'6BB, 2'- ; VR92, 90. ; VR65, 1/6 : VR66
11- : KT2, 316 ' QP220, 36 ' 210LF, 1i6
DLSIO, 216 ; 5U4G, 66 : CV83.1/- ' KT33C
6/1/6
AC6(PEN, 2/6 j7193, 16 ; VS110VU133, re
5

-

"

use. with TAPE RECORDERS.

SUCCESS OR NO FEE

1885

I

Bits

Highs-Resistance (4,000
ohms). Corn-

cord.

'`Ideal for CRYSTAL
152/297 UPPER

Write now for your copy of this
invaluable publication.-- It may well
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

I

"DIPLOMA" HEADPHONES

etc., together with particulars of
our remarkable Guarantee of

FOUNDED

Á

Adjustable Bit.
Weight approx. 4 oz.
Heating Time 3 min.
40 Watt economy Consumption.
Standard Voltage Ranges.

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds

Final Radio,
P.M.G.. Radio
Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

-Bourne

The "TYANA" ALFRED PADGETT
Standard Soldering Iron
MEADOW LANE, LEEDS

¿wia4g2=227

QUALIFY AT HOME-IN SPARE

FREE

POST RADIO SUPPLIES
33

Hants

3-

Canonbury 4905-4663 I

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
All parts in stock for:
Viewmaster,Soundmaster, Teleking, etc.
Easy Terms available.
11d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.
JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.
FINSTHWAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE,
ULVERSTON, LANCS.

VIBRATOR KIT. -Includes 12 -volt vibra
tor and holder, vibrator transformes,
chokes, metal rectifier and full smoothing.
120 at 40 ma. FREE CIRCUIT, 10'-, post 26.
SMALL CHASSIS. -Complete with two
954 valveholders, 26. post 16.
SMALL 12-24 -VOLT MOTOR. -Geared
to a six pos. switch. Many uses, 7/6, post 1i9.
NEIl LONG-PLAYING 78 REV. CLOCKWORK MOTOR Less crank handle and
turntable, 96, post 3-,
ALL GOODS ADVERTISED FOR SALI_:
in last month's issue still available.
AMERICAN RELAYS, 1:6, post 1-.
AMERICAN
UMBRELLA
TYPE
DINGHY AERIAL. -New, boxed, 316,
post 2-.
SET OF VALVES FOR 1154 TN. -Two
ML6 and two PT15, 10'-, post 3-.
SPECIAL OFFER -1,000 only, 2 meg.
double-pole switch, long spindle volume
controls, lí9 each, post ed. 18/- per doz.
Post free.
NEW 75 OIDMS ("O-AS. -Sel. per yard
for any Band. Post free.

PitArT.LC,;tL

ri-et*,J

o

4g5
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents

soon to be disappointed. Mr. De'ath had
obviously taken his time in writing this letter,
have had numerous requests for curves but I feel it could have been used to a far greater
SIR,-We
for the direct -coupled 10 -watt push-pull amp- advantage had he spent a few minutes in reading my
lifier (January, 1957). These have now been taken letter a second time. Amongst other things he would
in our laboratory, and the results have shown that have learned the difference between stereophonic
with both bass and treble in full " lift " position the reproduction from tape and a method of reproducing
response of the amplifier is dead straight from 50 music from gramophone records. A reader who
cycles to 10 Kc/s, the level being about 4 db down at wrote to me, from South America did not appear to
have had any difficulty in
10 cycles, and 6 db down
understanding the brief
at 30 Kc/s, also at 50
of my redescription
Kc/s 10 db down. With
with
readers
to
assist
Whilst -we are always pleased
corder.
the controls both set at
their technical dificulties, we regret that we are unable
I was once told by one
to supply diagrams or provide instructions for modifying
" cut," 23 db at 10 cycles,
We cannot supply
commercial or surplus equipment.
of the leading radio manu13 db at 100 cycles, 13
alternative details for receivers described in these pages.
facturers that the only real
db at 20 Kc/s and 33
WE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. if a postal reply is required
way of listening to stereodb at 50 Kc/s. The bass
a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed with
phonic sound was through
control is " ineffective " at
the coupon from page iii of cover.
head phones. There is a
2 Kc/s (3 db down at 1
r
lot of truth in this stateKc/s), whilst the treble is
ment, but in these days
ineffective " at 100 cycles
and 3 db down at 800 cycles.
such an idea would be regarded as out of date. Two
It will be seen, therefore, that the amplifier is, on spaced speakers then are the first essentials. As
frequency coverage, one that is definitely high- these speakers are brought together the stereo
fidelity, the distortion at Kc/s 10 watt is approxi- effect becomes less and less, but without doubt
mating to one per cent. ---(For and on behalf there is still a small effect by using two speakers,
Reproduction
of Kendall & Mousley).
JAMES S. KENDALL one at either end of a small cabinet.
(Birmingham).
from any tape recorder can be improved by the
use of a good external speaker as I think any"Mini -Set" (March Issue)
body would agree, but surely, when one goes out
have received a number of enquiries to make a recording, such a speaker is generally left
SIR,-We
concerning the connections for the aerial and at home. If, however, it is desired to play back part
oscillator in the " Mini -Set," and should like to or the whole of the recording on the spot, the internal
confirm that the modifications as shown below speaker is used. In a -similar way my two internal
speakers serve their purpose.
have proved quite satisfactory.
The position and switching arrangements for CI
and C2 are not easily understood, and the primary
and tag 2) for Q08 and Q09
connections (tag
are shown in the printed circuit as being connected
together. In our illustration
Mw
we have shown these separAnother
ately switched.
point we should like to
mention, viz.: C7 is shown
with an associated trimmer
C6, whereas C3 is not shown
o Medium
with a trimmer.
We trust the above points rt2QFR4
will be of some assistance to
intending constructors of the
" Mini-Set."-OstoR RADIO
The Direct-coupled 10-watt Amplifier

I was

-

1

-

1

PRODUCTS,

LTD.

(Croydon).

Stereophonic Recording
was delighted to
see the heading StereoISO pF
Ol
phonic Recording, in your
There was a
April issue.
c
reply to my letter published
Unfortunately, The Mini -Set modifications re erred to in the letter fror t ©s nor Radio Products.
in January.

SIR;I

»FT
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I would like to refer to the uses of a stereophonic
recorder, but first let us refer to a single channel

instrument. These uses can be divided under two
headings. " Live Recordings " and " Other Recordings ": " Live Recordings "-the use of a microphone
and " Other Recordings "-direct from a wireless
_set or gramophone. Arc we to assume from Mr.
De'ath that the majority of tape recording enthusiasts only fall under the second heading ? I think
not. Let me now sub -divide " Live Recordings."
This could fall into two classes " Dictation " and " The
Rest." I need not elaborate on " Dictation," but
surely anything that falls under " The Rest " could
be recorded to greater advantage with a stereophonic
recorder. A studio? Yes, of course, that is the ideal
condition, but does that not also apply to single channel recordings ? I am sorry, Mr. De'ath, but I
believe that this is a new outlook to which many
experimenters may direct their thoughts.
Personally, I have recorded musical concerts, dance
bands and straight plays. A well-known musician
once stated that even a single piano seemed to " live "
if recorded under stereophonic conditions. I am
looking forward to the day when the BBC might
start twin -channel transmissions, but without that my
recorder will still have its use.
I have attended several demonstrations of stereophonic reproduction of sound over the past few years.
These varied from symphony concerts to musical
comedy, and from horses trotting down a street to
aeroplanes flying overhead. Unfortunately, it is
sad to have to say that I have not heard anything in
this country to compare with a demonstration I heard
on the Continent,
I was not aware that I had had the pleasure of
meeting, Mr. De'ath, although he appears to know me
personally. I would, therefore, have expected him to
notice the error in printing my initials as J. S. I
shall nevertheless be looking forward to meeting'
him at the next Radio Show.-J. TREVOR GILBERT
(Knowle).
_

-

A Transformer for a Single Valve Output Stage

SIR, -=I should like to point out what may possibly
be a small error in the February issue

of PRAC-

TICAL WIRELESS.

Page 842-near bottom of right-hand columntwo equations are given :
E x 100,000,000
and with values inserted
¢
4.44 Ft
9.8 x 10,000.000
-4 4'°°°
4.44 x 50 x 100
The answer 44,000 being approximately correct
to the second equation, we scorn.. to have lost
an "0" from the original 100,000,000! I, at least,
can't sec where it has gone though I don't profess
to be a mathematical genius.
I should like to
know where. If, a " 0 " has been left out though,
surely it throws a lot of the succeeding calculation
out? i.e., the graph on page 846 (Fig. V).
It is the type of article I should like to see much
more of in your magazine. --E. C. NOLAN (Bristol).
[The error yout point out is a simple typographical
but unfortunate one of omitting a nought when
-

inserting the values in the equation concerned. The
evaluation given, 44,000, is correct for the correct
statement of values. As shown, Mc equation evaluates

June, 1957

4,400 lines and this indeed would invalidate the
calculations that ,follow. Your comment on the article
is appreciated.-N. P. F.
as

The Suppression of Interference

SIR?In your article, in the February issue,

dealing
with auto -interference with car radio, you say
to suppress the generator interference a 0.1 prF
condenser between the field terminal and earth will
suffice.

This may suppress interference, but will do untold
damage to your voltage regulator; The correct
suppression of a generator is the D terminal of the
unit to earth, a 0.5 uF or 1 ,uF being suitable.
Working as I do, engaged daily with car radio and
electrical problems, I have had recently a popular
make of automobile with 'a fibre glass body (this
included wings and bonnet) to fit a radio and also
carry out suppression of interference. As this may
be a general material for future cars, readers may
find the following of interest.
After carrying out normal suppression, which
included coil : 1 1iF condenser from sw. to earth,
distributor : a 10,000 ohm suppressor, as close to the
cap as possible in the coil lead ; plugs : a 10,000 ohm
suppressor in each of the six plug leads as close to the
plug tops as possible ; dynamo : a 1<F condenser
from the D terminal to earth.
Upon trying this the medium wave was fair on
station, but the long wave 1,500 metres was inaudible,
this was with a modern telescopic whip aerial, fed
from the set by a coaxial cable screening earthed
either end on to metal, which was chassis and engine
and a part of the dash panels. So I began the long
and interesting task of removing the unwanted
noises. I finished up with the following : each plug
lead screened to within an inch of either end, and all
six and the coil lead screened in the same manner
earthed to a common point. - Radio set, power pack and all metal parts bonded together with 2in.
copper braid ; the other small things such as clock,
wiper motor, etc., were suppressed by a 0.1 pF
from the feed to earth. I found to make the performance even better, an under -car aerial was the
final touch, fitted to the near side away from exhaust,
brake levers, etc., and fed by a Coaxial cable earthed
either end ; interference on station was nil, off station
was negligible.
But if I had to do this to every car what would be
the price of installation and what for the future, if
car manufacturers use this body for cheapness,
strength and finish as general? Finish on the bodies
is superb and make no mistake about it, the strength
is there also, so a toast to the fibre glass car body and a
headache for the car radio designer.-G. B. GRANT
(Birmingham).
1

-

[I wish to thank readers for pointing out the slip
in my recent article, " Suppression of Interference."
Quite rightly the " field" terminal of the dynamo must
not he used but the
or charging terminal.
--W. B. C.]

"D"

Tenth Edition

PracticalWireless Service Manual
17/6 or 18/- by post from
George Newnes Ltd., Tower House, Southampton
Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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TECHNICAL. TRADING CO.
GORLA F.M. KITS, consisting Tuner/lst S.F., 2nd I.F. and
Discriminator transformers with 465 k.'e A.M., bargain, £3.15.
SPECIAL BARGAIN : 12 v. 4 amp. recto., 9,6 ea., £5 doz.
Full wave iron selenium
heavy compact type.
SINGLE HEADPHONES, headband, 2/6. CHOKES. 15 H, 150
mA., 9/6. RECORDENG TAPE.-Known make. 1,200ft., 161-. reel.
3 Gang .0005, Long, lin. sp., 316. NEW CONDENSERS, 10 pf. 5 mfd., our assortment 50 for 618
100 13/,
GEBESCOPE 16 mm. TALKIE PROJECTORS. 1,516 sound/
silent push-pull amplifier, heavy 121n. speaker, A.C. D.C.
110/250, tested, good cond., £33. Mint Cond., £38.
P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS. 7 x 4 Goodmans, 17/6 : '10 x 6 ditto, 261- .
6; n., 10,'- : lin., 12!6. Ditto soiled but tested. 76.. NEW
Octal,
THROAT MIKES, 2,6. AMPHENOL HOLDERS.
Mazda, Novel, B7G, B9A, 6/- doz. BOG NV/Screen, 116 ea. Tube
Holders, Octal, 6d. Duodecal, 1'-. 0 MEG. POTS D.P. SW ITCH.
31in. spindle, small type, 3,6. Ditto, lin. spindle, 2/6. RESISTANCES, ASSORTED, -3 w., 4.7 u-10 MD, 2f- doz., 10r- 100.
MIDGET CERAMIC CONDENSERS. I0. 20, 50, 300, 1,000, 3,000.
5'- doz. Midget 16--16 350 v., 31-.. Midget 32 I-32, 250 v., 2/6.
;

2:83

-

HANNEY
offers
Components for
OSRAM 912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
OSRAM 912 PASSIVE UNIT
OSRAM_912 PRE -AMPLIFIER
OSRAM F.M. PLUS TUNER

-

7/6 EC142 916 HVR2A 6.'716 ECL80
8/6 KT81
8/2 6
8!8 EF36
4, 261
6A8
9/6 6L6G
35Z4GT
7/6 EF37
71-1PCC84
7/9
6L6M
GAC7
916
6,7/6 EF37A
9'- PCC85 11/6
GAGS
71- 80
4.9 6SA7
5/-;PCF80
8/ 6AG7
31683
7/6 EF39
91- 6SG7M
2,6, PEN25
7,6 807(E)
319 EF50
5/OAKS
4- 6537
EF50
(red)
!PLIS
8'6
807(AM)
6B7
6SK7GT
5/518,6
11,6
34' PY80
8,6
6BAG
6:6 6SL7GT 6,6 806A
EF80
8,-,PY81
8,6
6BE6
69 6SN7GT 5,9 C1(Barr)
6C4
1216 EF85
81-rPY82
716419 6V6G
0'61SP4B
6C5GT
1216 EF89
9!6
616 6V6GT
6l- CIC
2/6
6C6
L6 EF91
7/- SP41
6/6 1834
516 6V6M
26
7,'- EF92
5/6'SP61
BDG
61- EBC33
51- 6X4
6E63
4!6 EF95
8:'6ISP210
3ï6
5'- EC52
6'6 6XIGT
51 T41
EF33
7,'6 ECC31
91- EL32
12/6
2,6 7137
81- EL84
63511
7'6 ECC81
10.'-,U22
7,6
51- 7C6
4i.- U50
71- EL9I
6J5Gr 4/6-7D9
6.'- ECC82
616
10-11152
635G
6'- ECC83 8.'6 EYl1
6/6
31- 12A651
EZ40
ECC84
636
12AT7
76
11/6
761UCH41
9.!6
5'6J7G
7' ECC8a
9(- EZ80
8'-:,ÚY41
8'5i-112AU7
41-' VR150 30 3,9
6K7GT
8' ECF80 121- GT1C
54 121017
Postage 1.'- in £1 (1 9 in £1 Speakers/Trans.) Min. Gd. No C.O.D.
AT -:SET BARGAINS TO CALLERS
100 TELEVISION
5Y3GT
5U4G

350/352

6/6,617M
6'6 656M

6/- 12K7GT
2'- 12Q7GT
81- 25L6GT

FRATTON ROAD,

MULLARD
MULLARD
MULLARD
MULLARD
MULLARD

-4/-

L. F. HANNEY
77, Lower Bristol Road

LYONS RADIO TELEVISION
The advance of Radio Technique will
offer unlimited. opportunities of high
pay and secure posts for those Radio
Engineers who have had the foresight
to become, technically Qualified.
How you can do this quickly and easily
in your spare time is fully explained
in our unique handbook.

Full
details City
are givenof
A.Brit.I.R.E.,
.M
di
Guilds

RECEPTION SETS; TYPE R.109.-ExArmy 8 valve superhet receivers employing
Fitted with minia5 ARPI2s and 3 AR8s.
ture speaker and vibrator type power pack
for operation from 6v. accumulator. Frequency range 1.8 to 8.5 M0,'s (35 to 167 metres)
Front panel is fitted with all controls
including RT,'CW switch and 2 jacks for
Size
alternative headphone reception.
approx. 13 X 12 x llin. In good condition,
aerial tested and with circuit diagram and
or
less
valves,
PRICE
ONLY
851-,
input plug.
PRICE ONLY 45 -.Carriage 8;6.
DOUBLE IIEADPHONES.-Low impedance type, fitted with headband and cord
terminating with the appropriate jack
plug which fits above receiver. PRICE 6/9,
post free with above or 1.'- seperately.
SIICROPROE IIEADPSIONE SETS.Made by T.M.C., type AP12500, microphone
hangs on chest or its suitable base makes
Double
it easy for wall or bench mounting.
headphones, rubber cushioned, with headband. On.lOff switch to mike. Strongly made
and fitted with connecting cord. Ideal for
two-way communication especially when it
is advantageous to have both hands free,
TV aerial erection is one instance. Sound
powered, have only to be linked together
with flex for immediate use. PRICE per
SET, 1916, post 119: per PAIR, 3716, post 29.
BARGAINS FOR CALLERS.-Always a
good assortment of genuine bargains (too
varied to advertise) from which to choose.
at give-away prices. Special feature this
month : Chassis for 191n. rack' mounting
,from 2r6 each... Indicator Units with CRT,
from 151-- -Callers only, please.
-

-

Manuals available :
912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
; OSRAM F.M. PLUS TUNER
2/6 ; MULLARD HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER MANUAL
(contains F.M. detaiils)-3/6 ; DENCO F.M. TUNER -1/6.
Send 21,,d. postage, stating fists required. General Components
list also available.

PORTSMOUTH

Telephoner SHEpherds- Bush 1729

B"

"WIRELESS WORLD" F.M. TUNER UNIT'.
DENCO MAXI -Q F.M. TUNER UNIT

PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO,TV AND TOOL SHOP

Dept. M.p., 3, GOLDNAWK ROAD,
SHEPHERDSBUSH, LONDON, W.12.

510 AMPLIFIER
510 "A" PREAMPLIFIER
510 "
PRE -AMPLIFIER
3/3 AMPLIFIER
F.M. TUNER UNIT

Exams., and particulars of up-to-date
courses in Wireless Engineering,
Radio Servicing, Short Waves,
Television, Mathematics, etc., etc.
We guarantee "NO PASS-NO FEE."
Prepare for to -morrow's opportunities
and future competition by sending for
this very informative 144 -page guide
NOW-FREE and without obligation.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF
-ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(Dept. 242), COLLEGE HOUSE,
29-31, Wright's lane, Kensington,W.B

Bath

VA 1.1/ E S-Suarnmeed
FDA FRI

6.'6 VT20
EA50 21- VÚ111
EBC33 7,6 W77
ECC33 88 ozi
EF36 5.6 IS5
EF3) 5/6 105
EF50 51- 3D6
EF11
S;- 4131
EL32 5i- 6A0
PCCG4

PCF82
PY81.
1-211

I1í-

3/6 63W)

3'6,ICI
5'- 6FlI

BAKE
6AMG

101- UAW
i U/- 6B8

3;6 69E6

5.- 635

616 6K7G
6 6 6K71M
416 6SA7

4- 6SG7M
7,6
74 6SN7GT

6e
77 6

7'8
4.6
8i6/-

5-

9DI

12BA6 7;6
12BE6 8;8.'8,6 12BH7 7.6
7,e 6115
7;6 1237
816
1217
6,- 6U5(11X)
8;-

7'-

r6

F.H.

5 6 8D3
is!- 9D2

7`6

VR65A 3,6 681I1 6í- GU7
VI-166 56 6BS7
6V4
Postage 6d. extra. ' (Also

Jason,"

6.6 6X4
6!- 8X5
PI- 709
6;- 7117
416 802

Toner

with valves, 07.2.0, plus

7/6,15E2
5/-!5005
61-I50L5

6'-

816

8,6

all components.)
Kit, complete
2/6 post.

TELEKIT SUPPLY

104

High Street, Beckenham, Ken;.
Phone

:

BEC 3720.

--FAMOUS GERMAN AM/FM CHASSISYOURS FOR ONLY

£4,19.11 Deposit

(Including post, pocking 8- insurattcc}.
The cheapest AM/
FM Chassis available

today, giving the
finest quality reproduction on 4 wavebands or gram. (NO
on
F.M.).
drift
Attractive black and gold
finish, 7 push button controls, ferrite directional
aerial, fly wheel tuning,
-magic eye, separate bass and
treble, 3 speakers for 3D sound. S¢nd
£25
F.M. Dipole, in fact absolutely
CASH
at once!
complete and ready to use.
£4.19.11 deposit, balance in 8 monthly payments o £2.17.6.
71 PRAED ST., LONDON.
W.2.
PAD. 2807

SOUND TAPE VISION
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RECEIVERS

&

COMPONENTS
ELECTROLYTICS, Capacity, voltage,
size, type of mounting, price post
paid. 1,000
1,000, 6v, 1 x 3, clip,
3/3; 1,000
2,000,' 6v, 1 x 3, 3/9;
100, 12v,
y 12, tag, 1/9; 500, 12v,
x 14, W/E, 2/-; 2,000, 12v, le. x 2.
W/E,-3/6;-3 10, 25v,`. x 1/. W/E, 4/3;
25,- 25v,
x 1-''.t; W/E, 1/3; '50, 25v,..
x 12,: W/E, 1/9; 1,000. 25v, 1 x 3
clip. 4/-; 3;000, 25V' 13 x 4;-;5/6; 5,006
25v, 12 x 4z, clip, 6/6;'500; 50v. 1 x 3,
-clip, 2/9; 200, 250v,
x 3, clip,.. 3/6;,
5, 1.50v,
x 1, W/E, 1/3; 3, 150v,
x 1;, tag, 1/3; 40 '- 40, 1 x 2,
2
clip, 2/9, 200, 250v, 1/ x 3, clip, 3'6;
100, 275.150v, 13 x 3, clip, 3i-; 16 +
16, 275v, 1 x 2, clip. 31-; 32 -- 32
+ 8, 1.2. x 2. clip, 4/3; 16 -i- 8 4- 4,
275v, 2 x 4*, clip, 8/6; 60 +250, 275/
150v, 1 x -4:_-, clip, 6/3; 32 + 32 8, 350/425v, 1
x 3, clip. 5/-; 16 +
16, 350v, 1 x 2, clip, 3/6; 32 - 32.
350v, 12 x 2, clip, 4/-; 2, 350v,
2, tag, 1/-; 100. 350,425v, 13 x
clip, 4/-; 50 -i- 50. 350/425v, 1 a 3
clip, 4/6; 100
200, 350v, 1
x
clip, 7/6; 20 4- 10, 450v, 1 x 3, clip,
4/-; 8 -. 8, 500v. 1á x 2, clip, 41-;
32, 450v, 13 x 3, W/E, 376; 32 4- 32,
450v, 1
x 3, clip, 5/-; 60 + 100,
350v, 13 x 4z, clip, 6/6.
All ali
cans, some with sleeves, all voltages,
wkg., surge where marked, new stock,
guaranteed. Television Chassis, cadmium plated steel, size 13 x 13 x
2/in., complete with 13 valveholders
( 9-B9A Pax., 1-B9A Cer., 2-B7G Cet.,
1-Int. Oct. Ampli), 20 various tag
strips, cut away for metal rec., line
trans., etc., 9/11 each, post paid;
front and rear tube mounts to fit
above chassis. 3(- pair, post: paid.
P.M. focus Magnets, wide angle
tetrode tube, fully adjustable, 9/11,
post paid. Vision I.F.s (2nd, 3rd and
4th), freq. 34 nic,'s, slug tuned, size
13/16 x 13/16 x 2in.. can, set of
3. 576, post naid.
T.V. Rectifiers,
H.W., 250v, 250mA; 22in. fins x 4ín.
long, 12/6, post paid. 10012
W/W
Pots, 3w, lin. spindle, 2/6, 8 mf,
600.'750. Paper Conds., 4 x 2 x 4z-in
6%6, RADIO CLEARANCE LIMITED,
27, Tottenham CourtRoad, London,
W.1. (Telephone: Museum 9188.)

RATES : 5/4 per line or part
thereof, average live words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box 1\o. 1.- extra.
Advertisements must be prepaid and
addressed
to
Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tower House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W (.2.

5

-I

12in.
Televisions
£13!10/ -.each; cari, paid. TOMLINS,
127,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill,
S.E.23. (FOP 5497.)
OSMOR

NEWS. F.M. Switch -tuned
Frequency Controlled Tuning Unit.
Circuits and full information available shortly on request.
OSMOR
RADIO
PRODUCTS
LTD.,
418,
Brighton Road, S. Croydon.

-

THE' HIWAYMAN.
A nei." super
Portable Radio for tiffe home constructor
all -dry 4 -valve superhet
with Ferrite rod aerial, easy wiring
diagrams and instructions, 1/6 (post
3d.).
RADIO- EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS, LTD., 33, Much Park
St., Coventry.
:

GUARANTEED TELEVISION, 12in.
Models, first-class picture, 5 -channel.
£26 each; carriage paid.
THE
GRAMOPHONE SHOP, 19-21, Brock ley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
Enlargers, Projectors, or. in fact,
anything using lenses. Then get our
booklets " How to, use Ex -Gov,
Lenses & Prisms," price 2/6 ea.
Comprehensive lists of optical. radio
and scientific equipment free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH. Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwood, Essex.
TELEVISION, -Sin. Models, £7/10/ ,
12in. Models, £15; all makes; workiìrg; carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill. S.E.23.
MIDDLESBROUGH, Largest stocks on
N. -East coast, Radio, TV components,
FM Kits, Gram, Cabinets, Tape
Decks, Leek Amplifiers, Valves. etc.
Callers only. PALMERS, 106, Newport Road. `(Phone; 3096.;

Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.

I

SKILLED CRAFTSMEN
GOVERNMENT SERVICE
AT CHELTENHAM
Experienced in one or more of the
FOR

Apply to : Personnel Officer
G.C.H.Q. (FOREIGN OFFICE)
53, Clarence Street, Cheltenham.

HOURS. -Super -tonic

24

:

London, N.15.

MAGAZINES,
Year's
Audio " 35 i -, " High
Spec. copies 4' & SI WILLEN LTD. (Dept.
Gdns., London, E.C.2.

AMERICAN

subscription "
Fidelity 50;-.
ea. Cat. free.
40), 9, Drapers

WANTED
WANTED. Valves EY51, 6CH6, 10E1,
PL81, KT61, 6F1, FW4/500, 20D2,
20E2. 10P14.
Prompt cash. WM.
CARVIS
LTD.,
103,
North St.,

Leeds, 7.

ALL TYPES of Valves required for

cash. State quantity and condition.
RADIO FACILITIES LTD.. 38, Chal cot Road, N.W.1. (PRImrose 9090.)
WANTED,

Wireless

Set

62.

Air

Ministry Sets. TR 1934. 1935, 1936,
1950, and MR80. R1132B, PSU234A,
also S -DX, 3CHDX and 14-1 Terminals. R. GILFILLAN & CO.. LTD..
7. High Street, Worthing,
Sussex:
(Tel.: Worthing 30181.)
FOR SALE
AUTOMATIC

4 -SPEED

"Golden

Box " Record Plyer in handsome
carrying case; plays through your
radio; £9119/9; carriage and packing
4/6 extra. Box IE), LEEDS LABORATORIES. 69. Ailerton Grange Way,

Leeds,

17.

Required for electro -mechanical
structural design by an
important Company engaged on
Guided Missile Projects.

PRODUCTS, Cleveleys,

I

London, W.12.

,

inter-

stage push-pull. 8/-; output, ditto.
7/6, from manufacturers
OSMABET
LTD., 14, Hillside Rd., Tottenham,

and

IN

Tel/
Radio for hire, sale and wanted.
S.A.E. enquiries. W. J. GILBERT
P.W.1,
24,
Frith'.iile
Gardens,

electronic apparatus.
Maintenance of Teleprinters or
Machines and associated
telegraph equipment.
BASIC PAY : £8 ils. Od., prus up to
£2 10e. merit pay, assessed at interview
and based on ability andexperience.
Opportunities for permanent and pensionable posts.
Five-day week, good working conditions, single accommodation available.

transformers.

TRANSISTOR,

TAN

SERVICE MANUALS%SHEETS.

5.

-

DRAUGHTSMEN

SCIENTIFIC
Lancs.

Cypher

,

vision complete and mostly working,
£5/5/- each; carriage paid. TOMLINS,
127,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill,
S.E.23. (FOR 5497.)

Sunray Lamps, Ultra-violet Infra -red
combined; automatic exposure; controlled emission; all mains. Listed
£7/10/-. Our price, 801-, S.A.E.
illustrated brochure.
Dept.
100,

of,

.

SEVERAL EARLY MODELS gin. Tele-

IN

following
1. Maintenance of radio communication receivers:
2. Sub -assembly lay-out, wiring and
testing of radio type chassis.
3.Cabling, wiring and ad/ustmen
of telephone type equipment.
4. Fault finding in, and maintenance

Volts by

.

the Ton
and still more
tens of thousands of volts in a huge
variety of shapes and sizes. Our
promise honoured owing to a further
lucky buy, we reduce- prices again
on a large number of types. 2/d.`
stamp for our illustrated catalogue
or for reduced price supplement.
Send now while stocks last. Ex.
90 x '1ïv. cylinder type Ht., 10 for
7/6, etc.. etc.
DIOGINS, 129,'131,
Radnor St., Manchester, 15.

-

LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly-.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE,

VACANCIES

-

TELEVISION,

June, 1957

POWER IN. PACKETS

F.M. AERIALS direct from manufacturers. Examples: Indoor Telescopic
Dipole with mast and base, 15/.;
Indoor " Fi " with mast and base,
22/6; T.V. Indoor Combined, 1 and.
3 bands. 5 elements, 20 -mile range,
35/-; T.V. Indoor Band, 3 only, 27/6;
all post free. Low. Loss Cable, very
cheap if ordered with above.- Aerial
Parts, lists and data, 11-, Special.
terms to aerial erectors. "Write for
details. Skyline Works. Burnsall

Road, Coventry.

(Tel.: 60418.)

The positions carry good salaries
and offer excellent prospects
in a new and expanding field of
design. Well-equipped modern
office. Staff Pension Scheme,

*
Applications

P.O.

Box.

are

invited

No.

280,

to

:c,'o
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-12ín. 5 -channel T.V., tunable any-

where, from £18(10)., good emission
S/H Tubes (12ín., 14ín., 15Mn., 16in.,
17in.), £5 each; 12ín, faulty T.V.,
£7110!-; most makes; 120 Radios
faulty, 8/6 each. Phone: Ladbroke
Call : 1070, Harrow Road.
1734.
London. N.W./.0, 300 yds. from
Scrubs Lane.
CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS, 6 or
12 volts, 8/6, post free. WHITSAM,
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, 18, Wood-

Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio.
Television, and all branches of
Electronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast, or for those aiming at
the A.M,Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,
R.T.E.B., and other Professional
examinations. Train with the college
operated by Britain's largest Electronics organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
PW28, London, W.4.

RAD10.-A.M.Brit.LR.E.,
City and Guilds, R.T.E.B. Cert.. etc.,
on " no pass-no fee ". terms. Over
Details of exams.
95% successes.
and home -training courses in all
branches of radio and T,/V; write
for 144-page handbook free. B.LE.T.
(Dept. 242G), 29, Wright's Lane,
London, W.8.
TJV

TELEVISION AND TUBEBARGAINS.

FREE

and

r

MERCHANT NAVY Wireless School,

Overseas House, Brooks' Bar, M, er

A,M.Brit.I.R.E.,

it --we provide
practical equipment combined with
instruction in Radio, Television,
Electricity, Mechanics, Chemistry.
Photography, etc. Write for full
details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.

City

a
See the world as
WIRELESS.
Radio Officer in the Merchant Navy;
short training period; low fees;

scholarships, etc., available. Boarding and Day students. Stamp for
prospectus. WIRELESS COLLEGE,
Colwyn Bay.

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.)
on " no pass-no fee" terms. Over
For full details of
95% successes.
modern courses in all branches of
Electrical Technology send for our
144 -page handbook-free and post
free. BS.E.T. (Dept. 242A0., 29,
Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

/`

PERMATIP"
FOR

GREATER
SOLDERING

EFFICIENCY
The soldering bit which maintains
its face indefinitely without attention. 25 models available for mains
or low voltage supply. Bit sizes 3/32
to 3/8 inch. Full details in booklet
S.P.10 from sole manufacturers

:-

LIGHT ,SOLDERING
DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
SURREY.

STREET,

CROYDON,

Tel. CEOrdan 8589.

SPARKS' DATA

including

Practical Radio
Engineers home study courses of
Radio and TV Engineering are recognised by the trade as outstanding
and authoritative. Moderate fees to
a limited number of students only.
Syllabus of Instructional Text is free.
The Practical Radio Engineer "
journal, sample copy 2/-. 6,000
Alignment Peaks for Superhets, 5/9.
Membership and Entry Conditions
booklet, 1/-, All post free from the
SECRETARY, I.P.R.E.. 20, Fairfield
Read, London, N.8.
INCORPORATED

"

*B,F.o. CNIT,--For converting
Your receiver to "
Communications."
structional(Circuit
details.)and full con-

*I.F. STAGE.-Adding
stage to increase your an I.F.
set's
and selectivity,

gain

*MAGIC EYE.-Details
for fncorPorating a Tuning Indicator
accurate tuning.
for
*T.R.F. SETS,
Amplifiers,

Units. Test Equipment, Feeder
*SUPERSETS,
etc.
constructional details,--Full
supa-simplified
and point-to-point
layout Yi for building
wiring
a variety
of superhets,
*COIL. PACK.-Full
construe
clonal details for
superhet coil park. building a*CAR RADIOS
Fuji
constructional details.
*BATTERY CHARGER,
for building a CHEAP details
for Sour car battery.
charger
*RADIO GEN.-Pages of
information. Resistance
Colour Code,
Formulae, and " know-how."
*CA TALSGCE.
Profusely illustrated price list of
All for 2,6 (plus 3(1. components.
for your copy today i post), Send

Day and Evening Class
instruction for P.M.G. Certificate of
Proficiency and Amateur Wireless
Licence. Morse instruction only if
required, also postal courses. Apply
BST., LTD., 179,
Clapham Rd.,
WIRELESS.

London, S.W.9.

LOW RES. PHONES CLR TYPE.
6/6, p. & p. 1/6.
1 mA METERS.
tin square flush.

Scaled 1 mA. 12/6, p. & p. 1/6.
300 V. METERS. tin. square flush.
7/6, p. & p. 1/6.
30 mA METERS. tin, round, 5.'-,
p. & p. 1/6,

(Dept.

TRANSISTORS. I-Iermetically sealed
Not rejects. Aud, type, 101-, H.E.
type 19/6, p. p.
CHILTERN OVERLOAD TRIPS.
30 or 60 amp. 4/6, p. & p. 2/-.
PRODUCTS
ASTRAL RADIO
20 WATT '15 OHM 12" DIECAST
HOME RADIO,' 32-page illustrated SPEAKERS. Beautiful job. . 876,
:

INSTRUMENTS

06, GEORGE

"

P 6.)
101, Markhouse
Rd., London, E.17
Telephone

" PERMABIT "

°

PW47, London, W.4.

CIRCUITS in our
Latest Handbook
The Home Constructor

SUPACOILS

AND

KEY 6895

booklet. Simple wiring instructions for
Crystal Set, 1, 2, 3 Valvers, 2'-, post 3d.
TRF COILS. Specified for 'Bedside Pushbutton 4,' `All Dry 3 Band. 3,' ` Pushbutton 4,' etc., 6(6 pr.. post 6d. Pushbutton Unit with modification data 7:-.
for
DUAL W4VE HF Coil. Specified
. Modern
1
' Summer All Dry Portable,'
'als es',' 'Modern 2 s a.lver,"B 7 G Battery
Miniature,' etc., 4'3, post 3d.
IFTs _Miniature, l' x 11' x 21' in cans. Extra
high' Q.' Special offer, 9i- Pr., post 6d.
K COILS. ' AC, B'pass 3,' 3,'3 each, post 6d.
FRAME AERIALS. M.W., 5/-, post 4d.
H.F. CHOKE (Osmor Q.C.1), 619, post 4d.
Crystal Set Coils, L. & M.W 2'6, post 3d.

SHEETS

Super -Sensitive.

for Release Date & Full Spec.
L. ORMOND SPARKS (P),
Valley Road Corte Castle, Dorset

Send S.A.E.

tELEPHONE HAND GENERATORS. 76, p. & p. 2/-,
AC BELLS. 4j6, p. & p. 1/6.
MORSE KEYS..3/6, p. & p. 1/6.

ELECTROSURP
120 Fore Street, Exeter

Phone 56687

RADIO VALVE SUPPLY
GLAZEBURY, NR. MANCHESTER

and Tested Radio Designs.

Cathode -Coupled Regen.

p. p.

82, Centurion Road, Brighton

Constructional Plans of Guarantee

A.C. SHORT WAVE
4 -VALVE T.R.F. Rx.

"

LEARN IT as you do

EDUCATIONAL
and Guilds, etc., on " no pass-no
fee" terms; over 95") successes. For
details of exams. and courses in all
branches of engineering, building,
etc., write for 144 -page handbook.
free. B.I.E.T. (Dept. 242B), 29,
Wright's Lane, London, W.8.

-

16.

row Close, Greenford, Middlesex.

A.M,I.Mech.E.,

1

800HGU[DE.

échnicalMDNTHLY

VALVES GUARANTEED

DESCRIBES ALL THE MONTH'S
NEW TECHNICAL BOOKS
May (Out Now). Lists 250 titles. 6d. at
newsagents. By post Bd. (6 months
4,'-) 21 Lower Belgrave St. London, S.W
1

Sti7

6AC7

6F6

6SH7
6F33
6C8

77-

ECL89 9i6.5V4

5i- EZ80
616 EY51

5,'-EF50
8:-EF80
6/6 5534

81-¡5y3

9i6'5Z4

8'6,35Z4
71-}6L6

6/6

86

7/6EACP1 816
81-510
4.''6PY61 8l3
81612AU7
2,'6I12A_Y7 7/6,VS7J
4;316;12AT7
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MAD.

LTIMETER KIT 25 Range AC'DC for
1 rnA. meter 1% Resistors, Shunts rectifier,
drelilt, instructions 38.. Switches 11' extra.
PP,EC'JSION i'S'IRER'OL-NJ) RLSISTORS
Any value l to 1,000 ohm 0.5%, 3: - 0.2%,
TIR

43;

1K

-Lc

3:6,

5K,O1

0,'.

;

4;9.

SWITCIIED
DECADE
RESISTOR
UNITS. 0-10Pí 1`,e, ten lA clerc, 20'-; 0>-1K11., ten 100 Ohm steps. 17;6 0-100 ohm
pi.1)_.ìv
pr
tee1CIohmsteps.17=6. Aloe
ten. 100 pF .tep:, 15-.
SHUNT FOR 1MA 100 ohm 7177 Tí71,
Ranges 10, 100. 1,000 mA on 1" 3.1148,1 rang(
Shunt. Special low price, order now. 5 6.
RESISTANCE BOX STANDARDS.
12
irewound is istors 1,2,2, 5, 10, 0 20, 50
100, 200, 200, 500 ohms tu -give-at 3
)blue
1 to 1,110 ohms in i ohm teps. 0.5"1, 33
0:2%1.0.01 ohm 48'=.- Ditto b 10 to 11,101
6.
to 10 ohm steps, .0.5%. 34 - ; 0
49
Ditto bBIB 1 to 11,110 in i ohm st e IO resistors), 0.1
02 6!,0.01 Ohio. 65
45;
Ratio Arm Resistors, 1,060 ohio lapped a
10 100 ohms Per pair, 0.5',,. 16 6
0.22%.
;

-

1

'ot

:

;

0.01 ohms, 24.'-.

it ES -CAP BRIDGE STANDARDS.

1

gF

401 2',,,. 100 pF .1,,, 6!6 per three, le0
10Ïí, 14 1%, 5'9 per three.
717[ LTIIIE-IERS. Afew AC; DC Testmeters
surplus to a contract, to be cleared. Please
state requirements, we will quote nearest
VOl.CMIETE1tS..0-15 V AC. DC 5001111;,' 1, 0"
2á00. Round Flush mounting, 10,6.
2%,,

-

¡00'1zre

(",.......i.1.G. with enquz

., g,euse.

RAT

ORDER DEPARTMENT
211, Streatham Road, Mitcham, Surrey,
ALL VALVES LISTED ARE NEW STOCK
.CASH WITH ORDER AND POST. FREE
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F M and H I -F I Components
DENCO F.M.- TUNER circuits Is. 6d.
RADIO CONST'TR. EM,
2s. Od.
MULLARD AMPLIFIERS
3s. 6d.
G,E.C. 982 PLUS AMPLIFIER
4s. Od.
G.E.C. F.M. PLUS TUNER
2s. 6d.
Separate price lists available on request to
ESTATE
J. T. FILMER MAYPOLE
BEXLEY, KENT
Tel. Bexleyheath 7267
ANNAKINS SNIPS
Transistors. -Red spot. PNP (similar to
0071).10'-.
Transformers,--F'or Transistor A.P.
lator. Nat midget. New and boxed,Oseit26.
illeduction for quantity.)
Infra Red Image Con1'ertorc Caesium
oxide cell light filter, 2 lens, eyepiece, case,
cable. Nev 6'-.
Fluorescent Starters. -Bakelite case. 114.
Port Free. Money Back Guarantee. Free
Lists.
25. ASIIFIELR PLACE, O`1:1.EY, 'Yorks.

r-4 VALVE SUPER HET BATTERY PORTABLE RECEIVER

ENSON'S
ETTER
ARGA INS
BUILD A CAR RADIO, CHEAPLY
AND SIMPLY
I1:

Th,

th, G.r
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0.52 .1.2
RI( J 't
125117. rn11

a1
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l062.21IR
1r.
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hap.
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1,1.!

1

i:,cic-plug, 1/6

;:pealcer;

cvlreardor (fitting) 29 v., 10,'6;
nirmtittirh 17 v. input, 19(6. M< lißcati mdata
u1d circuit li12,,t311, 18. Total £112'- (Poet arg

515.. 1816:
ós

5 -1.

a1r

TRANSCEIVERS, Tyl. 10 (Ps_erd 'ls
v. ith
valveh, less attachment, 50.[Type 46 (Walkie-Talkie. rith

1;Ti',

.

1DL2300 J/QP'. J.A'rY4,
head-el
S3teilü1,. azr?al 85ï-.
VIBRATORS. Bmc,.3 171291. 11 v. 4 pin, 78.
THROAT MICS.
2;8. KEYS, morse, large,
covered. 108
il
211. -,.COMMAND- RXS.
Brand nett, with v7Ives. .1 7.0
s 55,-;
7-6
BC54
45 (p --t T)
Condensen,
,6r1 ntled, 1e
1:.
1
50 pfa.. 1,3;
1 ...1;.6, butletfly 25pP
1,8 MOTORS :
Cyn<h. 1e0 tr. 7,500 -1
100A, 10,-.
SUPPRESSORS, roll interference. .es-A.M., 5!6
(poet 2;-). BRAND NEW RF.26, 27, 27'6 (1 stage
2161
3124, RF25, 106. DYNAMOTORS (posf
3(-) ; L. r. to 250 i-, 65 mA., and 6.: 1-. 2.5 A..
10i6. EDDYSTONE, 10 v. to 190 v.- 75
A.,
eased 15!-.
V, t< 000 V 000 mA. eased.
15'- Ram. 8¡61. METAL RECTIFIERS : 600 v.
30 rnA., 6-. 500 V. 500 mi.. 10.6. 210v. 20 mA.,
3/6. 1,000 v. 6 rfl
7,6. 31155 ('o tpa 1..=,
used, 9,6. CHOKES, 1.5'. Ferranti. 1001, o sn:4..
Ncreei ed;7;6. Intl. 200 mA.. 8rS ; 541. 200
rnA, 46.
t.cre 101T. 170 snA12¡6.
2

7 11122.

tad

,

;
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"l

List and enquirie,.5,0E pl se
Terme
0.11' 0.
Postage extra. -ftrmediate d patch.
I

Callers and post

(PW),
Liverpool,

-

W. A. BENSON

.

136,
15.

Road,

Rathbone_

SEF. 6853.

SUPERADIO (W'chapel)
Callers:
LTD., 116, Whitechapel, Liverpool, 2.
ROY 1130.

_

-

The Radio Amateur,: Handbook, 1957.
by A. R. R. L. 026, postage 16.
'Cape Recorders and Tape Recording.
by Weiler, 24 postage 9d
Radio Valve Data, by I4 r less ii'ocld, 5t11
Edition, 51 -postage 6d.
Radio Control of Model Ships and Aircraft, by Judd, 8/6, postage Od.
Transistor Techniques, by Gernsback
Library, 12'- postage l'.
Brimar Valve and T,V. Tube Manual No. 8,
postage 6d.
Radio Upkeep and Repairs. by Wilts,
12'6, postage 9d.
Foundation of Wireless, by Se o^gie, New
6th Edition, 12.-6, postage tr-.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
2,

Little Neweert Street, Luellen, W.C.2
(adjoining Lisle Street)

BERNARDS OFFER

CAN

BE

OBTAINED

COMPLETE WITH BATTERIES

£

f8.

19. 6

IN KIT FORM LESS BATTERIES
Including

7 .Q

Postage,
BATTERIES CAN BE SUPPLIED
SEPARATELY AT 11/6

LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE

LARGE ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER
LATEST TYPE LOW -CONSUMPTION MINIATURE VALVES

SEND TO

:-

Bernards Electrical Industries Ltd.

99,

KINGSLEY RD., HOUNSLOW, MIDDX.

COVENTRY RADIO
Component Specialists since

1925

We have now trebled the size of our
premises in order to supply a larger
range of Components, Amplifiers and
Hi-Fi Equipment.
Send your enquires

to

:

Dunstable Road, Luton, [Beds.
New Telephone No.: LUTON 7388-9

189-191

r,e,

n,<2Inre

FIZAP-ICAL WIRELESS
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Broadcast in Your Own Home
The New highly
Sensitive
Microphone incorporating

PULLIN
100
SERIES

TEST METER

a specially wound
transformer
designed to match any
Radio or Radiogram,
mains or battery.
Hours of amusement
at a party, good fun
for all the family.
Suitable for baby
alarms and many
other purposes. Not

1000 V

IOOpA to
CASE. WITH TEST

LEADS

CE,P5

FULLY

GUARANTEED

SENT POST FREE FOR £2. 10.0 ANL
NINE FURTHER MONTHLY PAYMENTS
OF £1.4.6. CASH PRICE 612.7.6.

CLAPSHAW

FRITH RADIOCRAFT LTD

-

Trade supplied

Alexandra Ud., Musweli Hill,
London,

Fidelia

69-7I

i

.N.10.

HAND

CHURCH

%

28 NIGH ST

UILT

GATE

LEICESTER

a

NEWPORT PAONELL Bader

SHORT WAVE

EQUIPMENT
"The Contemporary "

Noted for over 18 years for
S.W. Receivers and Kits of Quality.

All Fidelia AM/

models

FM

We can supply any Cabinet
to your own specification

RANGES

21

21/ -

rnwwE
E.

10,000500

AC/ DC

a toy but a guaranteed working instruFull instructions enclosed.
ment.

369.

287

£9.15.0

have VHF-M&L
bands plus 2020,000
cycl

:

audio response,
separate
bass
and treble controls, etc.

Major AM/FM

fidelity amplifier, plus
VHF reception, £37,'10. Data sheets free.
ELECTRO ACOUSTIC DEVELOPMENTS
2, Amhurst Road, Telscombe Cliffs, Sussex.

ternis.

LEWIS RADIO

PALMERS GREEN, LONDON, N.13
BOWes Park II 55,6

CHARLES STREET, MORECAMBE,

4

Supplied in kit form
complete with full
instructional notes

LANCS.

PANEL

New - VALVES - Guaranteed

for workshop or
students' use.
Two separate moving coil meters for
voltage, current and
resistance measure-

ment. In wooden
case with metal front
and test prods.

Cash £6

Ranges (AC & DC)

E2

10,6 SaNt
10,6 6V6
7;6 6X4
7,6 6X5
7:6 7B7

10,6 607

1E5
1S5
1T4
3S4

0 - 500v
0 - 10,000 ohms
Size 8°4"x5f"x2}"
light and portable.

or

11.6 6K8

1115

75.5

0-30mA
0-10v,O-25v

(ive, post/pkg.)

1A7

105

3114

504
5Y3
5Z4

6AL5

down

SAW

& 5 monthly instalments of LI.

6AT6

Order now from

613A6

-

716 705

8i- 706
8.6 7S7
7,6 7Y4

Si6 12K7
6,6 12K8
Si6 1207
81- 25Z4
8/6 35L6

IC.87

-Finger Pianist

for

,PCC84
816 EABC80
8-6
10110.b

7'6 BAF42
7,6

7i7ï8i6
81-

10-

PCF82

unit supplied

ii

as an

ï

¢

extra.

Cash £10 (inc. postipkg.) or E2 down

8,1-

and 9 monthly instalments of El
(Power unit, if required, £3 extra)

Order now or send for further details

i;

to:-

E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept. S.C.32, London, W.4
IC62

6

valve plus Recti-

fier, variable Ferrite
AS,

Co. Durham
.

ready to

a PROFESSION
95 years of teaching Morse Code is proof
of the efficiency of the Candler system.

Send 2)d. stamp for Payment Plans and Full
Details of all Courses.
(CANDLER SYSTEM CO. Dept. 5L0

52b, Abingdon Road, London, W.S.
Candler System Co., Denver, Colorado, U.S.A.

separate treble

and bass controls, 7
push buttons, Duplex fly wheel tuning
on all bands. Complete with 3 speakers,
FM Dipols and magic
eye
escutcheon,

& S, 10 Duke St., Darlington,

..

\'

IMPERIAL AM/FM CHASSIS

Build your own electronic keyboard
and play everything
Relict, for free
leaflet. Guitar, cello. flute and trumpet
are all easy. Write now...

Morse Code operating

<'

TJV

f most AC domestic
radioequipv
ment or from power

11'

ECC82 101- PY80 9,ECC83 9:6 PY81 108 6 150H42 10 - PY82 7,6
8;- ECL8010- PY83: 118;6 EF80 9,6 UBC41 8;6
112- EF86 11;6 UCH42
8;6 EL41 10l1019¡- EM34 10/- UF41 9,6
9/6 EY51 11,6 UL41 1ol8,6 EZ40
8,- UY41 8'8/- EZ80 816 V1.39 8,6

radio and

servicing. Ope rates
from pow
pply

EBC4110'- PL81 11/6
EBF8010/- PL82
Q,ECC81 9,6 P1,83 11ï6

6BE6
3554
6E7
5,6 80
Post and packing 6d. per valve extra

EMI Institutes, Dept. T.P.32 London, W.4

... as

COMPANY

(Dept. PW5)-120, GREEN LANES,

BROOKS (RADIO) OSCILLOSCOPE
(MINIATURE TYPE -1° C.R.T.)

PORTABLE
TEST

C

kits complete with ail components,
accessories, and full instructions.
Before ordering call and inspect a
demonstration
receiver, or send,
stamped, addressed envelope for
descriptive catalogue.
H.A.C." SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. TH), 11, Old Bond Street,
London, W.1.
All

12

valves, £44. De luxe
AM¡FM !I
valves,
£33:12. Imperial high

1

Phis beautifully made cabinet is oak
veneered with mahogany interior and
is waxed finished. Available in any
shade to order at slightly extra cost.
We can also supply and fit this or unit
cabinet with the latest HI -Fl amplifiers,
tuners, Transcription units, record
changers, speakers, etc.
Send for comprehensize illustrated vrtabooue of cabinets, chassis. anrgrhanger:s,
speakers, etc., all s'aìlable on easy 11.P.

Improved design, with Denco coils
One-Valve Hit, Model ^C" Price, 251'rwo ..
"it" ..
..
501 -

£25
3

Farringdon Road, E.C.I

use.

Tax paid.

CHA

4131

lR.G3i.ÇAL wie>!Ess

1957

J4139,

]P'lIJEClD+
ALL -IN -ONE
RADIOAiETER
AC

,1

RADIOMETER

PC

* Circuit Test.
* L.T. & H.T. Tests

4 VALVES

* mA

STABLE

*

Test
Valve Test

Jason coil and dial assemblies. etc.

*

for informative folder to s-

STRUCTION

£5,5.0.

JASON
receiver.

32/6

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY!
shows

the

Valve Superhet
Medium & Long Waves
7,guineas complete

very

SPE

:

7050

Type

Type DRM3.

8/- pair.

FERRITE ROD AERIAL. Long and Medium
Complete with fixing brackets. Type FRI.
12/6.

MINIATURE I.F. TRANSFORMERS.
aligned 465 kc/s.

.

1

I - Post free.

:

NORMAN H. FIELD

1

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS.

AC.
man can

Any" KNOW-HOW" ..

Pre -

13/16in. x 13/16i=n. x -{in. For
battery or mains receivers. Type MSE.- 12/6 pail-.

III "

Write today to

Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

wave.

make it.
The "SIMPLEST SUPER H ET." £6.19.6.-A perfect
5 -valve set.
All play 2/8
post & pkg.

32E

pair.

"

boys.

£5.9.6.-E

:

Phase

PAIR DUAL -RANGE SUPERHET COILS
with mains and battery circuits. Type SH4. 8/ -

can't go wrong with our

METEOR

JI

feeder unit circuits.

Make them all with only Screwdriver, Pliers and Soldering Iron.
The "UNIVERSA L" AC DC.
£4.19.6. Ideal for schoolThe

or in case or difficulty

IASON MOTOR & ELECTRONIC CO.

MATCHED PAIR DUAL -RANGE T.R.F.
COILS with Reaction. With battery, mains and

4

TECHNIQUE
1/- Rost free.

FROM LEADING STOCKISTS,

mains, 2 battery and transistor circuits.
DRR2. 4/-.

Portable

FAULTLESS

as a tuning unit or complete self-powered
Book by Data Publications, 2/- (2/-3 post free).

REPANCO

"GOOD COMPANION"

"

£6.0.0.
£2.1.9.

kit,

H' COILS N
DUAL-RANGE MINIATURE CRYSTAL SET
COIL with circuit. Type DRXI. 2/6.
DUAL -RANGE COIL with Reaction. With 2

way

easy

NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY

You

version (less

COMPLETE

PIFCO LTD., WATLING ST., MANCHESTER
ST., LONDON, E.C.4

'

Fringe -area
valves)
Power -pack

" ARGONAUT " A.M.-F,M. KITS

For building

or 36.37, UPPER THAMES

' Know-How

price list on application.

Complete kit of quality
components (less valves),

4.

Our

Useful
range -60 miles ; fringe area version available. Book of the Jason F.M. Tuner (Data
Publications), 2/- or 2/3 post free. Detailed

EASY CON-

Use the Pirco All -in-One RADIOMETER for the
practical testing of all types of radio and electrical
apparatus. You can carry out continuity and
resistance tests, check H.T., L.T., and G.B.
voltages, also Household Appliances, Car
Lighting Systems, Bell Circuits, etc. May be
used on A.C. or D.C. mains.
ONLY
Obtainable from Your local dealers.
Write

When built this famous Jason
F.M. Tuner provides good
sensitivity
with
freedom
from drift and highest quality reproduction.
Output 0.5 v. Chassis supplied ready
punched. together with genuine exclusive

Electronics

Dept. PW, 68, HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM,
Birmingham's Largest Constructors' Store

5

Dual range Super Sensitive Ferrite Slab Aerial. Type F.S.2. 13/6,
Combined Oscillator and 1st I.F. Transformer (315 Kc,).
Medium and preset Long Wave Type O.T.I. 11,16,
2nd I.F. Transformer (315 Kc.) Type. 'T.T.2. 5!-,
3rd I.F. Transformer (315 Kc.) Type T.T.3. 5-.
Push Pull Interstage Transformer Type T.1.4. 8!6.
B!-.
Push Pull Output Transformer Type T.T.5.

REPANCO "THREE DEE" TRANSISTOR RADIO.
For Home Constructors. A New Dual Range Radio with

band pass tuning using a Crystal Diode and 3 Transistors.
SEND NOW ! 1/- Postal Order. For easy wiring plans ande

instructions. (Trade Supplied.)

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS LTD.
33 Much Park St., Coventry. Telephoner 62572'
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTE
blueprints are drawn full
The issues containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk denotes
that constructional details are available, free with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the
Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description. appears.
THESE

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No. of

2/- each
1937 Crystal Receiver ..
The " Junior " Crystal

PW71*
PW94*

2/6 each
Dual - Wave
Diode "

"

SHORT-WAVE SETS

PW95*

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2/6 each
The " Pyramid " Onevalver (HF Pen)
..
The
Modern
One-

valver
Two -valve : 2/6 each
The Signet Two (D &

Modern Two-valver (two
band receiver)
...
Three-valve : 2/6 each
Summit Three (HF Pen,
D Pen)
The " Rapide " Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
Trans))
F. J. Camm's " Sprite "
Three (HF, Pen, D,

PW96*
PW76*

PW37*
P W 82*

Hall -Mark (HF
Pen, D, Push Pull) ...

PW 19*
PW99*

PW20*
PW45*

:

4/- each

PW30A*
No of
Blueprint

PW63*

SHORT-WAVE SETS

PW68*

Battery Operated

PORTABLES

One-valve : 2/6 each
S.W.
One-valver
American
...

2/ -

The " Mini -Four " Alldry (4 -valve superhet)

2/6 each
S.W. Converter -Adapter
(1 valve)
...
... PW48A*
The P.W. 3 -speed Autogram ...
...
(2 sheets), 8/*
The P.W. Monophonic
Electronic Organ (2 sheets), 8/ -

The " Argus " (6in. C.R. Tube), 3/-*
The " Super -Visor " (3 sheets), 8/-*
The " Simplex "
...
3/6*
The P.T. Band III Converter 1/6*
the PRACTICAL WIRELESS numbers
below 94 are pre-war designs, kept in
circulation for those amateurs who wieh
to utilise old components shtick they
may have in their spares 'box. The
Majority of the components for these
receivers are no longer stocked by
retailers.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

STRAIGHT SETS
One -valve : 2/6
B.B.C.
Special
valver

One-

... PW l00*
Coronet " A.C.4
AC/DC " Coronet " Four PW 101 *

Two -valve : 2/6 each
Consoelectric Two (D,
Pen), A.C.
...
...

AW429*

Standard
Four-valver
Short -waver (SG, D,

LF,

P)

W h1383*

Mains Operated
Cour -valve

:

3/6

Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
RC, Trans)
...
... vt'1v139I *

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/6) WM387*
Listener's

5 -watt

Amplifier (3/6)

A.C.
... WM392*

De Luxe Concert A.C.

Electrogram (2/6)

AW387*

Mains Operated

...

Four -valve : 3/6 each
A.W. Short Wave Worldbeater (HF Pen, D, RC,
Trans)
A W 436*

1

PW 52*

for

Two -valve : 2/6 each
Ultra -short Battery Two
(SG, det Pen) ...
... W M402*

Battery Operated

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : 2/6 each
F. J. Carom's 2-valve

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
(RC and Trans))
...
The Band-spread S.W.
Three (HF, Pen, D,
(Pen), Pen)
..
...

W.C.2.

All the following blueprints, as well as

Mains Operated

A.C.

PW38A*

:

TELEVISION
PW87*

Two -val e : 2/6 each
Selectone A.C. Radiogram Two (D, Pow) ...
Three -valve : 4/- each
...
A.C. Band -Pass 3
Four -valve : 2/6 each
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
D, Pen)

...

2/6 each
Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,

Thus P.W. refers. to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.bI. to Wireless Magazine:
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over 6d. unacceptable) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd.,' Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

PW88*

MISCELLANEOUS
PW98*

3/6 each
The All -dry Three
PW97*
Four -valve : 2/6 each
Fury Four Super (SG,
SG, D, Pen) ...
... PW34C*

"

(D, Pen)

PW93*

3/6 each

Superhet
Mains Operated

Battery Operated
One-valve : 2/6 each
Simple S.W. One-valver
Two -valve : 2/6 each
Midget Short-wave Two
Three -valve

Crystal

of

Blueprint

Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS

size.

... WM403*

Q112Elil COCPON

I

coupes is available until June Sty,
1957 and musc accompany all Queries,

I
I

This

sent in accord with the notice on
our " Open to Discussion " page.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS June 1957. I

ÁW403

Published on the 7th of each month by GEORGE NEWNES, LIMITED, Tower House, Southampton Street. Stran i, London, W.C.2,
and printed in England by W. SPEAIGHT & SONS, Exmoor Street, London, W.10. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand
CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Subscription rate including postage, for
GORDON & GOTCH (A/sia), LTD. South Africa
Inland 188., Abroad 16s. 6d. (Canada 16s.) Registered at the General Post Office for the Canadian Magazine Post.
one year
:
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SIMPLE TO MAKE-CHEAP TO BUILD!
BUILD

LOOK!

THIS
POCKET

RADIO

qti

,

FOR

ONLY

choice

Build this exceptionally sensitive double triode radio.
Uses unique assembly system
and can be built by anyone
without any radio knowledge whatever in 45 minutes.
Handsome black -crackle steel case with
specially made black and gold dial with
stations printed. Size of radio only 6fin. x
5in. x 3in. Covers all Medium and Long
waves-uses only one all -dry battery. H.T.
consumption only 1 to 1.5 mA. Uses personal

4116

phone. Ideal for Bedroom, Garden. Holiday,
etc.
Many unsolicited testimonials.
Mr. Norton of Oxted writes : Yesterday
evening on the Medium waveband, I counted
32 separate stations : I am t'ery pleased with
the set, which is well worth the money. BUILD
THE " SKYROMA " NOW ! Total building cost-everything down to last nut
and bolt-47'6 (Postage, etc., 21-)-with
full set of clear, easy-to -follow plans.
(Parts sold separately. Priced Parts Lists,
etc.. 176.)

Build This

i:..,r

í

,t,'álluUi,illteN.uhi

Total

3

,

obuift

beg costtif In

walnng
ut

infd
c
i udi
veneered cabinet or ivory or

6

brown bakelite. This is the
lowest possible price con-

1

O1

/6

sistent with high quality. No radio
knowledge whatever needed
, van be
built by anyone in 2-3 hours, using our very
simple easy-to -follow diagrams. The terrific
new circuit of the " OCEAN -HOPPER "

AT EAST' In response to many requests
we now present the DOUBLE TRIODE
" SKIPOC'I(ET," a beautifully designed
precision POCKET RADIO.
No radio
knowledge needed !-EVERY SINGLE
PART TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH;
pictorial
our simple,
plans take you stepby-step. This set has a remarkable sensitivity due to painstaking design. Covers all
medium waves 200 to 550 Metres. Size only
51ín. a 3in. a tin. in Strong, Transparent
case with panel, cover and ivorine dial. A
really personal -phone, pocket -radio WITH
DETACHABLE ROO AERIAL. Selfcontained all -dry battery operation. Average building time 1 hour. Total Building
Cost-including Case, Double Triode
Valves, etc.. in fact. everything down to
the last nut and bolt-ONLY 37:6, with
plans. Postage, etc., 2!-. C.O.D. l'6 extra.
(Parts sold separately. Priced Parts List,
etc., 116.) Demand is certain to he heavy
-so SENI) TODAY !
:

covers all medium and long waves with
optional negative feedback. has razor -edge
selectivity, and exceptionally good tone.
Price also includes ready drilled and punched
chassis, set of simple easy-to -follow plans
-in fact, everything All parts sparkling
brand new-no ,junk! Evers single part
tested before despatching. Uses standard octal -base valves
6K7G high-frequency pentode feeding into 6J5G anode bend detector triode, coupled to 6V6G
powerful output beam -power tetrode, fed
by robust rectifier. For A.C. Mains, 200250 Volts flow running cost-approximately 18 Watts L. Size 12ín. x bin. x
5in.
Build this long range- powerful
midget NOW. All pmts and set of
plans, £5.7.6. (Post and packing .3,.6.) parts
sold separately. Priced Parts List, 116.
!

:

TRANSISTOR POCKET SET For Only 4916!
WE VE DONE l'l'
AGAIN ! . . . our
design department in
response to a greet
many requests have
"SKI'e"

PIKiI
PIXIE" less-PoKI:

TRANSISTOR
RADIO which gives a

ONLY £8- 12-6

-

BRAND
NEW
NOT
SURPLUS !
In maker's
sealed cartons.
Latest UA8
" Monarch "
4 -speed
recordplayer complete with Highhead.
fidelity
" turnover "
Type HGP 37-1. Capacity of
_10 Records, plays 12ìn., 10in.
and lin. intermixed in any
order, 78, 45, 331 and 16 r.p.m.
For A.C. mains 100 to 250 volts.
"magdisk"
Exclusive
selector gives quickest and
With
quietest change ever.
instructions and fixing
full
Lintited Quantity at
Mans.
£8-12-6, Plus 416 Post, Packing.
etc. Will' PAY MORE! SEND
NOW WHILE
STOCKS LAST!
-modernise your
radiogram and
-

-

increase its
value,

l

UNSOLICITED
TESTIMONIALS

// `11,
`19

iUh:tdes

J

\

*

1

(Please Read What Others Say)
" IIS PERFORMANCE
ORM IN(1 IS
ALMOST UNBELIEVABLE"
IE ABI E"
lii F. ',raiser of Ipswich,
writes
" For so small a set 1
think it is a wonderful station
getter udth ample volume on all.
Its performance is abnost unbelievable, and it's a very convenient
little set giving me stations l'ie

superb performance. It
issensitive.
.powerful and only
Size only
41in. x 3in. x tin., the
weight under 7 ozs. !yet it is a TWO never been able to get on my
STAGE receiver covering all medium waves, working entirely of( a tiny pen-light " larger set."
battery, which costs 66.-fits inside the case-and lasts many
MY DEEPEST 'ADMIRAmonths. Uses personal phone and has push-button LUMINOUS TION "
SPECIAL..
On/Off Switch. Every part tested before despatch
Mr. J. Rudd of North
STEP-BY-STEP PLANS for ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS. Total Shields,
Northumberland,
building cost including ease, transistors, etc.-everything writes :-" The honest and
Postage,
with
plans.
down to the last nut and bolt-ONLY 49,6
direct dealing of your firm has
etc., 2/-. C.O.D., 1/6 extra. (Parts sold separately. Priced parts earned from me my deepest
list, etc., 116.) As the building cost is absolutely " rockbottom
admiration."
(it might increase later) DEMAND W 11.L BE VERY HEAVY- " I'VE
HEARD
MUCII
RUSH YOUR ORDER TO-iDAI
PRAISE OF TIIEbi "
31r, J. Talbot,- of Hilton,
BUILD
Nr- Derb) , writes
rtes :-" I would
SET ONL
TRANSISTOR
like one of your portable radio
VERY SPECIAL OFFER WHILE STOCK OF
designs as Ire heard much
PARTS LASTS !-The "SkyScout" Pocket
praise of them.
two -stage transistor set, size only lin.x 31in. x 46in.
"I AM VERY WELL SATCovers all medium -waves and works entirely off tiny " penISFIED INDEED"
light " battery which costs Gd. and fits inside case. All parts
31r. C. P. Maker, of Spalding,
tested before despatch. Can be built for 35r, plus 21- post and
Lines., writes :-" I must say
packing, including Case, Transistor, STEP-BY-STEP PLANS
for
the building price of the set
nuts,
bolts,
etc.
(C.O.D.
BEGINNERS,
FOR ABSOLUTE
and the size, it is a Very good
;I6 extra.) Parts sold separately, priced parts list, etc., 116.
worker indeed, I am very well
VERY' SIMPLE TO BUILD.
satisfied indeed."
!
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69, PRESTON STREET

(0) gl I
BRIGHTON.
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,

'

Dept.
PwJ

Orders receive prompt attention. Cheques accepted. Cash or delivery 1'6 extra. Please print name and address in block letters.
Complete range of components and valves
Suppliers to Schools, Universities, Government and Research Establishments.
stocked. CALLERS WELCOME. Shop Hours : 0 a.m. to 6 p.m. (1 p.m. Thursday). Regret no C.O.D. abroad.
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